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City committee 
adds 2 students 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Perplexed 
Puzzled Dy the pronunciation of a word, Jamie Ray. an eight-year old 
Ridge Street Elementary second grader, looks to Shelley Staley for the 
BG News/Phil Masturzo 
answer. Staley is a junior education major at the University who 
volunteers her time to the "help a child" program for her educational 
psychology class. 
Two University student rep- 
resentatives attended Wednes- 
day's second monthly meeting 
of the Bowling Green City-Uni- 
versity Residential Relations 
Committee. 
Robert Stovash, senior politi- 
cal science major, and Debra 
McCurdy, third-year doctoral 
candidate in educational admin- 
istration and supervision, will 
represent student interests on 
the committee, formed over the 
summer by the city. 
Stovash, the national, state 
and community affairs coordi- 
nator for Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government, was 
appointed to the committee in 
September. 
Although Stovash lives in the 
Alpha Sigma Phi house on cam- 
pus, he said he can represent off- 
campus interests. 
"(In USG) there are represen- 
tatives from COCO (Commuter 
Off-Campus Organization), Stu- 
dent Consumer Union and 10 off- 
campus representatives report- 
ing to me, Stovash said. "I feel 
I can represent off-campus in- 
terests." 
MCCURDY, GRADUATE Stu- 
dent Senate representative-at- 
large who lives on Clough Street, 
said she was officially notified of 
her seat on the committee Tues- 
day when GSS president Kory 
Tilgner requested she serve as a 
representative. 
"I'm interested in being in- 
volved in community affairs. 
Graduate students are a part of 
the constituency, but people 
tend to forget (them),* Mc- 
Curdy said. 
Stovash said he planned to ask 
the committee at its next meet- 
ing why it waited from June, 
when the city and University 
began to organize the commit- 
tee, until September to select 
student representatives. 
Stovash said he did not feel the 
committee was formed as a 
"scare tactic" in response to the 
"Manville Madness" street 
party in May. 
CITY COUNCIL passed the 
Manville ordinance Sept. 7 in 
reaction to the party. The ordi- 
nance requires a guest list and 
$1,000 deposit be given to the city 
before a permit allowing the 
wholesale purchase of beer is 
granted. 
"A lot of Manville residents 
were upset the Manville ordi- 
nance was passed, but I've 
heard from a lot of Manville 
residents, saying they were glad 
Mr. Quinn (John Ouinn, presi- 
dent of Cty Council) and other 
council members came to talk to 
them," Stovash said. 
Mayor Bruce Bellard, a non- 
voting member of the commit- 
tee, said the Manville topic was 
becoming "ingrained" in the 
minds of city administrators. 
"I think we should cross 'Man- 
ville Madness' out of our vocab- 
ularies," Bellard told 
committee members. 
Reagan hits Ohio again; OSCI his target audience 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - President Reagan 
will appear at noon next Wednesday at St. John 
Arena on the Ohio State University campus, an 
OSU official said yesterday. 
Scott Mueller, director of communications for 
OSU, said the university had been formally 
advised that the president had accepted an 
invitation from OSU Student Government to 
speak on campus. 
He said a similar invitation also was sent 
"early on" in the current presidential campaign 
to Reagan's Democratic challenger, Walter F. 
Mondale. 
Reagan responded at that time with a tentative 
acceptance without committing to a specific 
date, Mueller said. He said there had been no 
response from Mondale. 
"Hie communications director said he was 
advised that Secret Service agents and other 
advance personnel already are on the campus 
making arrangements. 
St. John Arena, where Ohio State plays its 
home basketball games, seats 13,497 but proba- 
bly can hold about 14,000 with chairs placed on 
the playing floor. 
Reagan is expected to fly to Columbus on 
Tuesday night, after two days of campaigning on 
the West Coast. Reagan plans to take his cam- 
paign westward following the second 1984 presi- 
dential debate with Mondale on Sunday night in 
Kansas City. 
Earlier yesterday. Curt Steiner, spokesman 
for the Reagan/Bush Ohio campaign organiza- 
tion, said only that Reagan would speak at a 
rally in Columbus on Wednesday but would not 
disclose the time or place. 
Steiner did say that the Statehouse grounds, 
where Reagan addressed a huge rally in his 1980 
campaign, had been ruled out. 
The president has been visiting numerous 
college campuses around the nation in recent 
weeks in the wake of polls showing that he is 
running subtantially ahead of the former vice 
president among young voters. 
This will be Reagan's fourth campaign visit to 
the state this year. He spoke at a downtown rally 
in Cincinnati on Aug. 20. here at the University 
and Canton Sept. 26, and stumped for votes last 
Friday on a whistle-stop train trip in Northwest 
Ohio. 
His last visit to Columbus, billed as a non- 
political trip by the White House, was in March 
when the president spoke to the convention of the 
National Association of Evangelicals. 
Ted Kennedy assails 
president's quotes 
CLEVELAND (AP) -Sen. Ed- 
ward Kennedy, D-Mass., speak- 
ing before a City Club forum at 
noon yesterday, blasted Presi- 
dent Reagan for quoting former 
President John F. Kennedy in 
his campaign, and lambasted 
him for his campaign style. 
"Now, as I remember it - and 
I do - Ronald Reagan was a 
Democrat for Nixon in 1960," 
Kennedy said. "He opposed 
President Kennedy's civil rights 
bill; he opposed President Ken- 
nedy's test ban treaty, and at a 
rally only days before the 1960 
election, ne attacked John Ken- 
nedy and introduced Richard 
Nixon in glowing terms for a 
national television speech. 
"So I have a simple question: 
I wonder why Reagan doesn't 
quote Nixon now? When the 
president changed parties, he 
should have changed quote 
books. And I'm here today, and 
I'll travel across the country in 
this campaign, to say Ronald 
Wilson Reagan has no right to 
quote John Fitzgerald Ken- 
nedy." 
Kennedy, who unsuccessfully 
challenged President Jimmy 
Carter tor the Democratic nomi- 
nation in 1980, said he whole- 
heartedly supports current 
Democratic nominee Walter 
Mondale. 
Kennedy also criticized Rea- 
gan's campaign style. 
"THE REPUBLICAN strat- 
egy this year is to ignore the 
issues," Kennedy said. "We now 
have a president as candidate 
who is traveling around the 
country isolated from the press, 
speaking before carefully con- 
trolled crowds. 
"In the domestic policy debate 
last week, away from the artifi- 
cial hoopla, the president was no 
match tor his opponent, and we 
will all see this Sunday night in 
the foreign policy debate that 
Walter Mondale will make it two 
for two." 
Kennedy said he believed 
Mondale would score a "third 
strike" in Sunday's debate with 
Reagan, saying he believed 
Mondale and his running mate, 
U.S. Rep. Geraldine Ferraro, 
had won the earlier debates. 
Kennedy admitted to the 
Cleveland audience that 
"Jimmy Carter and I did not 
always agree." But he alleged 
that Reagan is putting the blame 
for his own administration's for- 
eign policy problems on Carter. 
"Let me say in defense of 
President Carter: Three hun- 
dred Americans have now been 
killed in Lebanon while this na- 
tion stood helpless to protect 
them, but not one American 
hostage was lost during the hos- 
tage crisis in Iran." 
Rapist says he regrets act 
Editor's note: This is the final story in a three-part 
series on date rape. The 
names have been changed to 
protect the privacy of the 
individuals involved. 
by Benjamin Marrison 
staff reporter 
Mark did not see anything 
wrong with what he did to the 
girl at first. They went out a 
couple times and he thought 
she really liked him. She may 
have, but not enough to have 
sex with him. 
But she was given no choice 
as Mark forced her into it. 
Technically, what Mark did is 
rape - date rape. But when it 
happened, he didn't consider 
it that. 
Legally, rape is defined as 
forcing someone to perform 
an act of sex against his or 
her will. 
Christine Woroniecki, grad- 
uate student in clinical psy- 
chology at the University, 
said not considering the act 
rape is very common. 
''They never think they did 
anything wrong," Woroniecki 
said. "That's consistent with 
descriptions of convicted rap- 
ists; they don't perceive their 
actions as rape, but rather as 
necessary to getting what 
they want." 
Woroniecki added, "They 
think that women want them 
to do it, to be forceful." 
"I thought she wanted to, 
but was just too scared. I just 
helped her out a little bit," 
Mark said. "Now I know what 
I did was wrong and I've 
changed, but that doesn't 
change what I did that night." 
MARK SAID he is not proud 
of his actions. After learning 
Woroniecki said many date 
rapes begin at parties be- 
cause "there are a lot of peo- 
ple around and the couple 
usually decides to go some- 
where else - back to his or her 
apartment," she said. 
Mark and his companion 
were drinking and having a 
good time when one thing led 
I >ate rap» 
about the effects of date rape, 
Mark understands he dam- 
aged the girl's belief in their 
relationship. 
"I had to destroy her trust 
in me," he said, recalling the 
night it happened. 
At a party, Mark saw the 
girl he nad taken out a few 
times and they started talk- 
ing. "The party was petering 
out so I asked her to come 
over for a few drinks," he 
said. "I can see now that I 
had plans other than a few 
drinks because all of my 
roommates had gone home 
for the weekend." 
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to another and they became 
somewhat passionate. Mark 
made the girl do as he wished, 
forcing her clothes off and his 
too. 
"She struggled a little bit," 
Mark said.^'but after a few 
minutes she gave in. I thought 
then she wanted to (have in- 
tercourse) all along." 
ALTHOUGH SHE did not 
act the same as before the , 
incident, the two remained 
friends.   Therefore,   Mark 
never thought anything of the 
night he legally raped tier. 
''It hit me some time after 
the incident what had really 
happened - I felt like a 
creep," Mark said. 
Woroniecki said, "Some- 
times the rapist feels sorry 
right after it happened. He 
says it will never happen 
again, but it usually does/' 
Mark said he wanted to find 
some way to make it up to 
her. 
"After I figured out a way, I 
explained to her what I 
thought was going on that 
night and she kind of under- 
stood, but I could tell she was 
hurt," he said. 
Apparently she forgave 
him, because they are going 
to be married next fall. 
Woroniecki said this case is 
similar to many cases of date 
rape - except for the mar- 
riage aspect. 
She had a warning for those 
who have been attacked: 
"It's very likely that those 
who rape will rape again." 
"IN THIS case, the woman 
probably feels responsible - 
that the rape occurred be- 
cause of something she did" 
since she did not end the 
relationship, Woroniecki 
said. 
Mark said he often remem- 
bers the night it happened 
and the time oef ore his expla- 
nation and apology. 
"It was a rough time," 
Mark said. "I can't believe I 
did that - what a jerk." 
T" 
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Editorial Where do candidates stand? 
Autos in Catch-22 
The traffic back up on Ridge Street during the 
change of classes has been a problem for both 
pedestrians and drivers. 
Pedestrians have assumed that they have the 
right of way at the crosswalk in front of the Math- 
Science Building but Dean Gerkins, assistant direc- 
tor of Public Safety/Police said recently that driv- 
ers have the right of way. 
Even so, students keep on walking and the traffic 
keeps on waiting. 
Gerkins said a number of drivers have com- 
plained about waiting for students who flock the 
street during class changes. 
Unfortunately, drivers are left with little re- 
course. They have the right of way, but most 
drivers will not deliberatly hit a pedestrian who is 
in the way. And, when such accidents do occur, 
Gerkins said the driver usually is cited for the 
offense. 
University officials do not know how to resolve 
the confusion on Ridge Street and we at the News 
are equally stumped. 
But some relief might be in sight if enforcement 
of the law were more consistent. Some drivers have 
been cited for not yeilding to pedestrians in cross- 
walks even though drivers have the right of way. 
This is a contradiction that only causes confusion. 
Other options we have considered - erecting 
signs that say automobiles have the right-of-way or 
rerouting pedestrian traffic to nearby street cor- 
ners that have stop signs - also seem impractical 
without uniform enforcement. 
We would like to see the potentially hazardous 
traffic problem resolved. We urge concerned indi- 
viduals to suggest other courses of action that could 
be taken to eliminate both the heavy traffic conges- 
tion and the chance of pedestrian injury. 
South African and apartheid 
Buchwald? No way 
He 'II stick it to Ron 
by Art Buchwald 
Newspaper people cannot live 
by bread alone. They have to 
have Walter Mitty fantasies to 
keep them going. My latest one 
has to do with last Sunday's 
debate. It was revealed before 
' the confrontation that over 100 
names of media people had been 
submitted and rejected by either 
Mondale's or Reagan's advis- 
ers. I have to believe that I was 
one of the people on the list. 
This is what I'm sure hap- 
pened. 
The hundred media names 
were sent over to Reagan head- 
quarters. 
One of Reagan's key aides 
recognized mine immediately. 
"They have to be kidding!" 
the aide said to the president's 
debate staff. "According to our 
files this guy is one of the few 
people in America who is not 
better off today than he was four 
years ago." 
"How did you find that out?" 
"We talked to his wife." 
"That man is relentless when 
it comes to asking the tough, 
trenchant questions." 
"Not to mention his follow- 
ups. He'll go for the home run 
every time.' 
"It says he has no respect for 
the office of the presidency." 
"Or Vice President Bush's tax 
returns." 
"He drove Nixon out of the 
White House." 
"Who do you think led them to 
the smoking gun?" 
"Wait, maybe it's better to 
have the devil we know than the 
devil we don't." 
"What the devil does that 
mean?" 
"He'll ask Reagan a probing, 
in-depth question on urban hous- 
ing, and then Ronnie will stam- 
mer and get the sympathy of the 
TV audience. People don't like 
to see someone beat up on their 
president during a debate, par- 
ticularly when it comes to urban 
housing." 
"It's too much of a risk. This 
guy is the foremost authority on 
sleaze in the country. I say cross 
him off the list." 
"Tell the League of Women 
Voters if they put this Darwin- 
loving secular humanist on the 
panel, our man sleeps at Camp 
David on Sunday night." 
My fantasy is not limited to 
the Reagan people. I prefer to 
believe the Mondale staff also 
flipped when they saw my name 
on the media list. 
"This is outrageous. We can't 
have this guy questioning our 
candidate.'' 
"Why? He seems awfully ig- 
norant when it comes to the 
issues." 
"The man's a closet Reaga- 
nite. He wants the president in 
for four more years because he 
thinks Reagan will provide him 
with better columns than Mon- 
dale. I heard him say on the 
radio he has to think of himself 
before the country." 
"If Fritz sees him on the panel 
our candidate will lose all his 
confidence and forget to bring 
up Medicare, Beirut and the 
fairness issue." 
"You have to watch out for the 
liberals. They'll stick it to their 
own every time." 
"He's a wimp, and if there is 
one thing we don't want Sunday 
night it's someone who will ask 
Mondale where he stands on 
wimps in this campaign." 
"The big question we should 
ask ourselves is, 'Is this guy 
better off today than he was four 
years ago?'" 
"Are you kidding? He's made 
more money in the last four 
years off of Reagan than Bill 
Casey has made in the stock 
market." 
"Let's tell the League of 
Women Voters if he sits down on 
the panel, Fritz is going to 
church that night." 
Well, that's my big fantasy for 
this election year. Being black- 
balled by not one but by both 
presidential candidates is every 
newspaper person's ultimate 
dream. 
Art Buchwald is a writer for 
the Los Angeles Times Syndi- 
cate. 
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— 
by Eric Anderson 
Well, the first debate between 
the presidential candidates is 
simply a bad memory for we 
die-hard Republicans, and the 
second face-off is just around 
the corner. Supposedly, Mr. 
Mondale and the President are 
going to discuss foreign policy 
this time. Just in case they man- 
age to stick to that agenda, this 
columnist has a question that 
deserves an answer: "What will 
America's position be toward 
South Africa if you are elected 
President?" 
One should be warned from 
the onset that South Africa's 
racial policies are an issue of 
major interest to this columnist. 
Make no mistake, what the 
whites in that African nation 
have done can only be labeled as 
an abomination. No one has the 
right to treat human beings the 
way that the Afrikaner's treat 
the black natives unfortunate 
enough to be living in that sec- 
tion of the world. Specifically 
speaking. I am referring to 
apartheid and the "homeland." 
Apartheid, as practiced by the 
South African Government, is a 
set of laws designed to perma- 
nently seperate the peoples of 
that troubled land on the basis of 
skin color. This segregationalist 
program can be broken down 
into four parts: 1. the Group 
Areas Act that restricts blacks 
to living in certain areas; 2. the 
Land Act that prohibits blacks 
from owning land; 3. the Job 
Reservations Act which limits 
blacks to certain occupations; 
and 4. the Immorality Act which 
limits relations between blacks 
and whites to a strictly social 
level. Failure to follow these 
four "laws" usually results in 
immediate imprisonment. 
The "homelands" are a sec- 
tion of South Africa, that have 
been set aside as resettlement 
areas for the country's 25 mil- 
lion black residents. (One can- 
not call them citizens since the 
whites will not allow blacks to 
become citizens of the Republic 
of South Africa.) In an attempt 
to solve its "internal racial situ- 
ation," the 25 million blacks are 
to be placed in new "nations" 
made up of 17.3 percent of the 
land that currently makes up 
South Africa. The other 82.7 per- 
cent of the nation is reservea for 
the 4 million whites. 
There is no chance for the 
blacks in South Africa to change 
these policies. The whites have 
complete control of the govern- 
ment, and despite a recent move 
to allow the population of Indian 
immigrants to vote, there is 
little hope that the black man 
will ever be enfranchised. As a 
result, terrorism is quickly be- 
coming the order of the day. 
And what has the United 
States done about all this? Well, 
with the exception of a few ver- 
bal scoldings, nothing. It seems 
that policymakers in the US of A 
are worried about two things. 
First, that South Africa is the 
only non-communist exporter of 
the chromium needed to make 
quality steel. And second, be- 
cause the South Africans are a 
large supplier of diamonds, 
there is some concern that they 
could glut the world market and 
ruin various industries. This 
move would only occur, some 
experts say, if the US attempted 
to organize a world-wide trade 
embargo against the racist bas- 
tards. 
This writer feels that it is time 
to put aside these economic wor- 
ries and start concerning our- 
selves with the well being of 25 
million black men, women, and 
children. Bite the bullet and buy 
chromium from the Soviet 
Union. If the diamond market is 
swamped by a flood of suddenly 
cheap South African diamonds 
prop it up with the taxpayers 
money ... It would be the best 
investment, outside of the mili- 
tary, that US citizens have 
made. 
Wake up you two presidential 
aspirants, use that foreign pol- 
icy debate on October 21 to 
spread the word about South 
Africa. Tell the American peo- 
ple how you intend to do some- 
thing about the racist policies 
Sursued in that segregated na- 
on. Mr. Mondale, answer a 
Iuestion this time, don't just 
eliver a chopped up campaign 
speech. President Reagan, 
come alive and clearly state 
your goals for dealing with the 
South Africans in your next four 
years. 
But let's not pile all the re- 
sponsibility on the shoulders of 
two men. Pick up paper and pen 
and send a quick note to your 
Representative in Washington 
... this columnist, having 
worked on the hill, bets that a 
response to your concern will be 
forth coming. America, rise up 
and present a united front 
against racism ... as the ad 
says: "A mind is a terrible thing 
to waste." 
Eric Anderson, a columnist 
for the News, is a graduate 
assistant in the Political Science 
Department. 
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Bass in need of protection 
The sad tale of a five dollar fish 
by George F. Will  
Every boy should have a pet, 
and mine is named Ralph. Or 
Amanda. I cannot be sure. I 
have never met the creature 
and, even if I had, I know noth- 
ing of the delicacy required to 
ascertain the sex of a striped 
bass. 
Maryland, where a striped 
bass is called a rockfish and is 
the official state fish, has a 
program whereby for $5 you can 
adopt a bass. The proceeds help 
finance studies of the decline of 
one of America's most precious 
sport and commercial marine 
resources. 
The striped bass has been 
called "the aquatic equivalent of 
the American bald eagle." It 
was the subject of the first con- 
servation law in North America: 
In 1639, the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony forbade the use of these 
fish as fertilizer. In 1670, the 
first public school on this conti- 
nent was financed in Plymouth 
Colony by profits from striped 
bass, herring and mackerel. 
Captain John Smith wrote of 
seeing the Chesapeake Bay so 
teeming with bass that a man 
could almost walk on their 
backs. 
But today the bass population 
is on the verge of collapse - of 
spawning failure. In 1973, 14.7 
million pounds of bass were har- 
vested from Atlantic coast wa- 
ters. In 1983, the catch was just 
1.7 million pounds. The decline 
could become irreversible be- 
CHOPSTICKS 
fore scientific evidence even es- 
tablished the role of various 
causes, which may include over- 
fishing but certainly and pri 
marily include many forms of 
pollution. 
At some point, economic 
forces become perverse: As 
bass have become scarce, the 
price they fetch has soared, in- 
creasing the incentive to catch 
them. And even the small 
amount of good news is a scien- 
tific puzzle. Why is the bass 
population in the Hudson River 
expanding? One delightful ex- 
Cnation is that the river's 
estone bed acts like Alka- 
Seltzer and counters the acidity 
of acid rain. 
Of the 12 coastal states along 
the bass migration range from 
Maine to North Carolina, 
Maryland is immeasurably the 
most important. Ninety percent 
of the bass are spawned in the 
rivers running into the Chesa- 
peake Bay, and 75 percent of the 
bass caught are taken in waters 
under Maryland jurisdiction. 
Thus it is no empty gesture that 
Maryland has made in banning 
the taking of bass, beginning 
next year and continuing until 
the decline is reversed. 
The Chesapeake Bay has been 
called the nation's finest protein 
factory. But its productivity is 
now jeopardized by industrial 
pollution, chlorine from sewage 
treatment, runoffs of agricultu- 
ral chemicals and acid rain. 
Maryland has grave responsibil- 
ity for protection of the bay, but 
this is a national asset and hence 
a national problem. The presi- 
dent acknowledged as much 
when, in this year's State of the 
Union address, he mentioned 
protecting the bay. 
Another Great Communica- 
tor, the Psalmist, celebrated 
"the great and wide sea with its 
living things too many to num- 
ber.'' But those things are not 
too many to become endan- 
gered. Overharvesting is re- 
sponsible for today's sharp 
decline in lobster stocks. The 
decline is so serious that per- 
haps 90 percent of each year's 
generation of one-pound lobsters 
S 
is being taken, many of them 
before they have reproduced 
even once. 
Last year William Warner, 
who won a Pulitzer price for his 
book "Beautiful Swimmers: 
Watermen, Crabs and the Ches- 
apeake Bay," published a splen- 
did, instructive book, "Distant 
Water." It tells how "factory 
trawlers" - giant fishing boats - 
almost destroyed commercial 
fishing in the North Atlantic, 
and how timely government lim- 
its enabled the sea to come alive 
again. 
Regarding striped bass, the 
federal government has been 
reluctant to intrude into coastal 
fishing regulation, traditionally 
a matter of states' rights. But 
bass are careless about crossing 
state jurisdictions, as is pollut- 
ion. So as this column is being 
written, Congress appears about 
to pass legislation that would 
impose a moratorium on striped 
bass fishing in any coastal state 
that does not comply with what- 
ever plan is developed by the 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 
Commission. 
This is utterly inadequate. The 
stakes are great and the threat- 
ened asset is a national asset, so 
Maryland's moratorium should 
be national policy. 
Maryland's action to protect 
an endangered species Injures 
another great American species 
- the watermen, those fiercely 
independent and admirable men 
who for centuries have done the 
hard work of pulling protein 
from the productive waters. 
What we have here is a test of 
national stewardship. It is pro- 
foundly unjust for Maryland's 
watermen or other citizens to 
pay the price of conserving a 
national asset. 
If the watermen's loss is to be 
temporary, national action must 
be timely, and should be gener- 
ous toward a breed of men who 
did not create the problem they 
are bearing the burden of solv- 
ing. 
George F. Will is a writer for the 
Washinton Post Writers Group.. 
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Professors study quasar-like centers of galaxies 
by Jill Trudeau 
assistant copy editor 
Two University professors are 
doing research that's out of this 
world. 
Ronald Stoner and Roger 
Ptak, professors of physics and 
astronomy, are studying "active 
galaxies, which have centers 
similar to quasars. 
Stoner and Ptak are studying 
the nuclei of Seyfert galaxies 
(named for the man who discov- 
ered them). 
The two said quasars look like 
dim stars because they are so 
far away - about 10 billion miles 
- but are actually extremely 
bright. 
Seyfert galaxy nuclei are dif- 
ferent from quasars because 
quasars do not look like they 
have galaxies around them. 
However, Stoner said, quasars 
also may be the center of galax- 
ies; they are just so distant that 
perhaps astronomers cannot see 
the surrounding stars. 
While quasars are between 1 
and 15 billion light years away, 
Seyfert galaxies are only about 
100 million light years away, 
according to Stoner and Ptak. 
Their project is being funded 
by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration and the 
European Space Agency. 
They have two grants. One is 
$2,500 a year for travel expenses 
j BOWLING GREEN| 
%h$jk    Lacrosse Team 
-' nfcS presents 
,J\.    "Falcon Fall Tournament"   \ 
Kent   Slate,   Toledo,   Dayton, Heidelberg    &   your   favorite j: 
Falcons. j 
Come cheer on the Falcons and join them in their j 
post-Tournament celebration. 
OCTOBER 10.19.20 
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© CASEY'S 
"Where quality originates' 
I COUPON II I COUPON I 
Try our "Real" 
I   ROAST 
j     BEEF 
$1.29 
expires 10/21/84 
T;       ■ I SALAD BAR 
and med. drink 
j    $1.99      | 
expires 10/21/84 
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Make Sweetest Day, This Saturday, 
Something Special! 
This beautifully crafted sterling silver kiss by 
J & C Ferrara is a perfect gift for any occasion when 
you want to show affection. And, how about wrapping 
it with a package of real Hershey's Milk Chocolate 
Kisses to satisfy her sweet tooth. Then, the rest is 
up to you—a kiss or two of your own wouldn't be bad. 
Above gift wrapped at no charge. 
125 N. Main 81. 
Ph. 353-M91 
^  jEWfXHY>TO»B MonaThur 10-8 TuM,W*d,Frl 10-6 
Sat 10-6 
to and from Goddard Space Cen- 
ter in Greenbelt, Md., where 
they observe Seyfert galaxies. 
The other is $10,000 a year for 
analyzing their own and other 
scientists' data on the galaxies. 
AT GODDARD, the professors 
use an International Ultraviolet 
Explorer telescope, located in a 
satellite above the Earth's at- 
mosphere. 
Use of the telescope is nec- 
essary because Stoner and Ptak 
study Seyfert galaxies' ultravio- 
let rays, most of which are 
blocked from the Earth's atmo- 
sphere by the ozone layer. 
Ptak said pointing the tele- 
scope, which they do with a 
solar-operated wheel at God- 
dard, takes about 30 minutes. 
There is a computer on board 
the satellite which reads the 
telescope's detector and 
changes the ultraviolet bright- 
ness readings to numbers, he 
said. 
The numbers are then sent by 
radio to an antenna at Goddard. 
NASA says the IUE telescope 
costs about $1 a second to use, so 
the professors' use of it is proba- 
bly more valuable than mone- 
tary grants, Stoner said. 
Stoner and Ptak said they go 
to Goddard two or three times a 
year. 
The mystery surrounding qua- 
sars and Seyfert galaxy centers 
has to do with the source of their 
energy, Ptak said. 
"The atoms are moving like 
crazy ... a very high speed 
motion," he explained. 
THE PROFESSORS' theory is 
a "superstar idea," that the 
bodies are "so big that the en- 
ergy can't leave fast enough," 
Ptak said. He said the bodies' 
outer layers leave the surface at 
10,000 kilometers per second. 
"Just having so much 
material in one ball produces 
the power," he said. This is 
similar to the sun's power, only 
the galaxy centers nave about 
100 million times as much 
material in them, he added. 
And they contain the same 
"star stuff" as the sun - about 90 
percent hydrogen. 
Stoner and Ptak have been at 
the University since 1965 and 
1968 respectively and have 
shared an interest in quasars 
and Seyfert galaxies since about 
1970. 
They are studying about six 
Seyfert galaxies, which have 
more violent centers than the 
Milky Way. Ptak said. 
They said they do the research 
full time for a couple months in 
the summer and about 10 hours 
a week during the school year. 
FALCONS 
YOUTH DAY 
WEAR ORANGE 
WEAR ORANGE 
SATURDAY 
Oct. 20 
12:40 p.m. 
Children are free 
when accompanied by 
an adult with a full- 
price general admis- 
sion ticket. (One pur- 
chased ticket admits 
one child) Treat the 
kids to the excitement 
of Falcon football. See 
Freddie & Frieda, The 
BGSU Marching Band 
and the BGSU 
Cheerleaders. 
Don't Miss the Fun! I! 
Tickets available at 
the Memorial Hall or 
Ice Arena Ticket Of- 
fices or at the gates on 
game day. 
KICK OFF 12:40 p.m. 
<a YOUR PARENT(S) 
**      CAN BE 
PAREMT(S) OF THE YEAR 
TOO!! 
Enter the Parent of the Year essay contest. In 300 words or less, 
explain why your parents) should be "The Parents) of the Year." 
Applications available in UAO office. 3ra floor. Union and are 
due Thursday, Nov. 1 by 5:00 p.m. Winner receives four tickets to 
the Parent's Day show and game. Call UAO at 2-2343. 
Students for 
KEAGANRMT84 
Why Vote Reagan? 
Reason #3: Civil Rights 
DID YOU KNOW THAT. . . 
1. Federal funding for civil rights enforcement 
increased from $512 million in 1980 to nearly 
$590 million in 1984? 
2. The Justice Department has brought 64 suits to 
enforce voting rights during the past three 
years-double the number during the previous 
four years? 
3. Employment of women and minorities in the 
federal workforce has increased since 1980? 
4. The Justice Department won the largest recov- 
ery ever in an anti-discrimination suit in 1983, 
$2.75 million? 
5. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commis- 
sion recovered $35 million in back pay in 1983- 
$15 million more than 1980? 
6. Funding for Black colleges and universities has 
increased 12% during the past three years? 
...AND, 
7. All these advances have taken place under 
President Reagan's leadership? 
AMERICA IS BACK 
PAID FOR BY COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
Chris Kowalczuk - Treasurer - 910 Offenhauer West 
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Bursar explains wait on refunds 
by Dina Horwedel 
staff reporter 
Although some students receiv- 
ing cash refunds from the Uni- 
versity from financial aid think 
the two-week waiting period for 
the refund is too long, the bursar 
says there are reasons for the 
wait. 
According to Joseph Martini, 
bursar, one reason is that stu- 
dent accounts must be reviewed 
to confirm that all financial aid, 
such as National Direct Student 
Loans and Pell Grants, is in 
before funds are disbursed. 
"Money is not refunded until 
all accounts receivable show up 
on the student's account," Mar- 
tini said. 
Accounts are usually re- 
viewed at least three times to be 
.sure everything is in order be- 
fore a refund is made, he said. 
Another reason for the wait is 
to allow time for finalization of 
course registrations, Martini 
said. In a case of financial aid 
refunds, the federal and state 
governments have guidelines 
concerning enrollment qualifi- 
cations. To receive full financial 
aid, students must be enrolled 
for a minimum of 12 semester 
hours. 
MARTINI SAID because of 
the number of course drops and 
adds at the beginning of a term, 
a two-week wait helps ensure 
the registration process is more 
complete. This is done to mon- 
itor student accounts and regis- 
tration to comply with financial 
aid guidelines set by the govern- 
ment. 
"The amount of paperwork 
that goes into reviewing the ac- 
counts is huge," he said. "We 
don't want to over-refund and 
then have to ask for the money 
back, because in the past stu- 
dent reaction was very negative 
to this." 
The high refund request vol- 
ume during the first six weeks of 
the term swamps the bursar's 
office and Martini said with all 
of the work required to review 
an account, the work takes 
longer. 
Doris Barr, administrative as- 
sistant to the bursar, said the 
office received about 700 refund 
requests a week the first four 
weeks of the term. She said after 
the first six weeks, the volume 
decreases and the waiting pe- 
riod is shorter. 
She estimated that last week, 
the office received only 170 re- 
quests for refunds, not including 
bank loan refund requests. 
"Just getting everything as- 
sembled is a job," she saidT 
MARTINI SAD) Guaranteed 
Student Loans and bank loan 
refunds are quicker because 
"the only reason we get involved 
in it is because the bank has put 
our name and the student's 
name on it (the check)." 
He said a loan refund usually 
takes no more than five days. 
Martini said to compensate 
for the refund waiting period, 
services to students are offered, 
such as University book store 
charges for up to $150 per semes- 
ter and immediate refunds from 
the bursar's office for up to $150 
for emergency purposes. These 
are generally available within 24 
hours. 
Dateline 
Friday, Oct. 19 
Peer Adviser Applications - 
The Student Wellness Center 
is now accepting applications 
for peer advisers for the 1985- 
86 academic year. Applica- 
tions are available at The 
Well, 220 Student Health Cen- 
ter. They must be returned by 
4 p.m., Nov. 8. 
Attention - The Office of 
Financial Aid and Student 
Employment will be closed 
Mondays and Wednesdays 
from Monday, Oct. 22, until 
Monday, Nov. 26, to complete 
University- and federal-man- 
dated projects. Until Nov. 26, 
hours willbe Tuesday, Thurs- 
day and Friday 8 a.m. to 5 
tm. The staff will continue 
king telephone calls on 
Mondays and Wednesdays al- 
though the office is not open. 
Campus Film - "Psycho 
II" will be shown at the Main 
Auditorium in University 
Hall at 7:30 and 9:45p.m. and 
midnight. Cost is $1.50 with a 
valid university ID. Open to 
all. 
Saturday, Oct. 20 
Football - The University 
takes on Northern Illinois 
University at 12:40 p.m. at 
DoytL. Perry Field. 
Concert - Pianist Virginia 
Marks and clarinetist Ed- 
ward Marks will give a fac- 
ulty recital at 8 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital Hall erf the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Free 
and open to all. 
Sunday, Oct. 21 
Concert - The Fall Concert 
Band and Wind Ensemble 
will perform at 3 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Free 
and open to all. 
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Creative excellence is an American tradition. 
\ 
DORSEY'S DRUGS 
500 E. WOOSTER 
"By the Tracks" 
«. 
AMERICAN GREETINGS 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
- 75 Year - 
Celebration! 
352-1539 Domino's 
Pizza 
Delivers™ 
Free. 
LARGE 16 INCH PIZZA 
FOR ONLY. . . 
For 2 Items 
or less 
Plus 4 commemorative 
cups of cola 
Hurry, offer expires 10/28/84 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH ■ 11 a.m. - 
Hours: 11 a.m. • 2 a.m. Monday thru Thursday 
11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Friday and Saturday 
1 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sunday 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
Mon. Oct. 22 10:00 p.m. 
MID AM ROOM HARSHMAN QUAD 
Come Find Out: 
* How USG can help University Policy 
* How USG can help you organization grow 
* What USG can do for you 
Speakers: 
USG District Reps. 
At Large Reps. 
Executive Cabinet 
WFAlT 0o 
niiniini  <ni mm 
*250ff 
any Jostenfc gold ri^ 
See >x>ur Jiwten's reprusentathv 
PLACE University Bookstore (Student Services) 
DATE .Tu.es. Wed. October 23-24  
TIME 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.  
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Increased insulation may cause air problems 
by Nancy Boslwick 
reporter 
Sealing up your home or resi- 
dence hall room to keep out the 
winter cold may keep you warm, 
but it may create problems if it 
is done in excess, according to 
Dave Boes, senior residential 
services representative for To- 
ledo Edison. 
An increased use of chemicals 
in the home and a decline in 
ventilation due to increased in- 
sulation create indoor air pollut- 
ion   for   many   homes,   said 
NOW THRU OCTOBER 31 St 
13th ANNIVERSARY 
1 
iiaa 
JOHN WAITE 
NO BRAKES 
IRON MAIDEN 
Powerslave 
>■ IM~*> ■ Urn *•>. ■ 
OUR 
ENTIRE 
STOCK IS 
REDUCED 
THESE 
PLUS 
THOUSANDS 
OF TITLES! 
SPORE FOR JUDGE! 
Experience IS The Difference 
ELECT 
Judson P. Spore 
for ■ 
WOOD COUNTY 
Juvenile-Probate Judge 
Voted Most Qualified by the Wood 
County Bar Association 
• Judicial Experience — Eleven yean oi Judge of Per- 
ryiburg Municipal Court 
• Awarded the "Superior Judicial Service Award" of 
the Ohio Supreme Court ANNUAUV the pad SEVEN 
YEARS 
• Attorney TWENTY-TWO YEARS (tinea t962) 
• Reipected member, American Judgat Aiioclatlon. 
Amarlcan Judicature Soclaty. Ohio. Wood County 
and Toledo Bar Atiociationi 
• Married to Barbara, they are parent* ol two 
children 
• Perryiburg homeowner 
Political Advertisement. Suton Yetter. treasurer: 433 I. 5th 
St., Perryiburg. OH 43531 
Kathryn Patterson, program ad- 
ministrator for the American 
Lung Association. 
"It's directly related to the 
quantity (chemicals and smoke) 
that's in the air and the amount 
of circulation in the room," Pat- 
terson said. 
If there is a smoker in the 
home and the level of air circu- 
lation is reduced, higher levels 
of various chemicals from the 
burning cigarette may be con- 
tained in the home, she said. 
She added that this can create 
health risks for those involved. 
Boes said the type of fuel used 
to heat a home during the winter 
also can cause problems related 
to reduced ventilation. 
FOSSIL FUELS, such as natu- 
ral gas, oil and propane, deplete 
oxygen levels as they burn, he 
said. As fossil fuels bum, the 
oxygen in a sealed-off home 
could be reduced. 
Activities in the home such as 
cooking, bathing or doing laun- 
dry can have the opposite effect 
by creating moisture that can be 
held within an over-insulated 
home, Boes said. Moisture can 
collect on walls and windows, 
damaging these areas, he said. 
The use of vent fans can re- 
duce moisture retention by 
drawing it out of the home, Boes 
said. 
"Keeping the relative humid- 
ity level between 35 and 40 per- 
cent creates a more healthy and 
comfortable atmosphere, he 
said, adding this level is more 
energy-efficient. 
"People need to realize that 
you can reach a point of dimin- 
ishing returns with insulation," 
Boes said. 
He explained that when the 
cost of adding insulation does 
not equal money saved by insu- 
lating, the consumer should re- 
consider further insulation. 
News briefs 
Every Saturday Night is 
STEAK NIGHT 
•6.95 
Extortionists want $400,000 to end candy poisonings 
TOKYO (AP) - Japanese parents are declaring 
neighborhood candy stores off limits to their 
children as extortionists broaden their cyanide 
candy scare to force a manufacturer to pay them $400,600. 
Until now, the extortionists have always put 
clear warnings on the poisoned candy packages 
they surreptitiously slipped onto store shelves. 
However, they have stepped up their campaign 
against the manufacturer, Morinaga ana Co., 
with a threat to put cyanide-laced candy on store 
shelves this week with no warnings on packages. 
More than 44,000 policemen patrolled super- 
markets and candy stores across the nation 
today, and thousands of Morinaga employees 
and their families have been combing stores in 
the Osaka area for suspicious-looking candy 
boxes. Thousands of stores nationwide already 
have removed Morinaga products from their 
shelves. 
Morinaga became the target of the extortion- 
ists in mid-September. 
No one is known to have been harmed so far. 
Few students cross their teacher's picket lines 
TOLEDO - Washington Local schools were 
Xn Thursday, but how much students learned 
x they crossed teachers' picket lines remains 
one of several questions in the first teachers' 
strike of the Ohio school year. 
Only 400 of 2,800 high school students showed 
up for class on the first day of the strike, 
authorized after teachers and the school board 
failed to agree on wages, medical benefits, 
contract length and other issues. 
Substitute teachers and a handful of regular 
teachers who crossed the picket lines at the high 
school held classes in the four major academic 
areas: math, science, language and social sci- 
ences. 
Officers of the Teachers Association of the 
Washington Local School District said they esti- 
mated less than 25 percent of the district's 8,039 
students went to class. 
Unless students stay home more than a month 
or so, how the lost days affect their grades is up 
to the local school board, said Robert Evans, 
state assistant superintendent of public instruc- 
tion. 
.-.? M Tmrr.? rn 
Graduate Students: Enter the 
- G.S.S. TRIVIA CONTEST 
to be held at 9 p.m., Wed., Nov. 7 
Deadline to enter: Fri., Oct. 26 
Sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate 
1 FREE ITEm 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
OrtO-V,   VI*   C1IO 
«SK*0'   »   •*•*    vtfe*.*9 
OKI ( Ou»OM*|R n 
•|  !    3SJ-S16*      Vo.wB«». o.,,a. 
expires 12-31-84 
CHEEOMUNGA1984 
Let's Go Crazy 
Saturday, October 20 
Jennifer & Rick 
K.K. & Bob 
Dana & Jeff 
Jonnie & Marc 
Sherry & Marty 
Caren & Pete 
Marianne & Richard 
Lisa & Lucky 
Elaine & Matthew 
Laurie O & Fadi 
Margaret & Scott 
Lisa & Steve 
Annette & Tirso 
Nancy & Michael 
Leslie & Matt 
Sheri & Schubob 
Midnight Starr 
& Ben-Wah 
Jill & Stevie 
Kathy & Steve 
Julie & Mark 
Amy & Scott 
Sharon & Scott 
Beaner & Boner 
Banana & Reez 
Booner & Herb 
Beck & Bughead 
Schneeblet & Hans 
Elaine & Dave 
Cheryl & P.C. 
Laura & Jon 
Rox & The Big "E" 
Karyn & Steve 
Heidi & H.C. Men 
Linn & More H.C. Men 
Dutchess & The King 
Kell & Rog 
Beth & Alka 
Bobbi & Randy 
Sharon & Clay 
Joie & Rob 
Mitch & Meeker 
Till & Tanner 
Sugee & Tom, the AE 
"THE FAMILY" 
Schuggs & Dee Dee & 
Tommy C. 
Lauren & Dirt 
Ann & Mystery Man 
Cherie & "O.J." Matt 
Sheryl & Greg 
Dingo & Mike 
Debra & Geoff 
Pam & Les 
Sheri & Ron 
The Zoid & John Travolta 
Nicole & John 
Kathy (Lucky Star) 
& Richard 
Hoot & Killer 
Laura Y. & Matt 
Denise & Don 
Diane & John 
Nancy & Scott 
Jana & Darren 
Cindy & Rob 
Debbie & John 
Kris & Todd 
Judi & Randy 
Michelle & Ralph 
Amber & Rick 
Mud & Engineer 
Tammy & Mike 
Denise K. & Rini 
Beth & Bryan 
Lori & Jose 
Lori & Mark 
Becky & Dave 
Lauren & Todd 
Mike "Deli" & 
Jana "Dill" 
Sara & Mike 
Sonja & Lane 
Peebs & "Big Fella" 
Susy & "Little Dandy' 
Betsy & Eric 
Linda & Tim 
Mary & Dave 
Beckey & Claude 
Chris & Damian 
Chris & Joe 
Nancy & Jon 
Cindy & Dave 
Margaret & 
The Lucky One 
Cindy & Dave 
Suzy & Scott 
Amy & Dan 
Karen & Brad 
T. & Mr. X 
The Chi Os are ready to get NATIVE 
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Bad taste lingers from last year's NICI game 
by Marc Delph 
sports editor 
It has become the most told 
story of the week. Even the 
freshmen players are familiar 
with this one. The one about 
Northern Illinois coming back 
from a 20-0 deficit to defeat 
Bowling Green, 24-23, and de- 
stroy any kind of a chance of a 
MAC championship for BG last 
year. 
The Falcon coaches aren't 
going to let their charges forget 
either. Another such NIU vic- 
tory could have the same dev- 
astating consequence since the 
Falcons have already lost one 
game to Toledo (17-6 two weeks 
ago). And both UT and Central 
Michigan hold the top spot at 3-0- 
1 in league play. 
Tomorrow's grudge match at 
BG's Doyt Perry Field will be- 
gin at 12:40 p.m. because the 
game is being televised on 
Sports Time Cable, the cable 
network featuring one MAC 
game per week. 
THE HUSKIES, 3-2-1 overall 
and 2-1-1 in the conference, re- 
turn one of the top tailbacks in 
the league in Darryl Richardson 
as the first team, all-MAC run- 
ner gained over 1,200 yards last 
year. To compliment Richard- 
son is the return of another all- 
MAC player in fullback Pete 
Roth. Roth sat out last season 
with an injury but has gained 425 
yards on 97 carries this season. 
Darryl Taylor is the NIU sig- 
nal caller and has thrown for 778 
yards on a 49-of-109 passing clip 
with seven touchdown strikes. 
On the receiving end is tight 
end Reggie Sims and split end 
Carl Aikens with 20 and 19 
catches, respectively. 
Defensively, tackle Scott (Cel- 
lar will be looking to stop BG 
quarterback Brian McClure and 
add to his team-leading seven 
sacks. 
LEE CORSO is fresh from the 
Big Ten's Indiana in his first 
year at NIU. 
"They are the defending 
champions and they will be diffi- 
cult to defeat," BG coach Denny 
Stolz said. "They are really a 
well-coached team, and we need 
to play one of our better games 
in order to win." 
The Falcons counter with Mc- 
Clure coming off one of his best 
Sames and a backfield that is 
eeper than the black hole, with 
the return of tailback Andre 
Jackson from an injury In the 
third game of last season. 
McClure Is averaging 270.5 
yards per game this season and 
passed for a torrid 76.3 percent 
in last week's 34-7 win over 
Western Michigan. 
Starting tailback Bernard 
White is averaging over 105 
yards per game. 
-Sports/cap 
Hockey — The BG icers travel to Sault St. Marie, Mich, to 
play a pair of matches with the Lake Superior Lakers 
tonight at 8, and tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. 
Soccer — BG kickers entertain the Ohio State Buckeyes at 
Mickey Cochrane Field Sunday. The match starts at 3:00 
p.m. 
Vollvball — The Falcons travel to Athens tonight to face 
the Ohio University Bobcats at 7. BG journeys to Kent 
tomorrow to challenge the Flashes at 3:00 p.m. 
Cross Country — BG's women's squad hosts Michigan, 
Michigan State, Eastern Michigan and Western Michigan 
tomorrow at Forrest Cresent Golf Course at 11:00 a.m. The 
men's team travels to Milwaukee, Wis. to compete in the 
Central Collegiate Championship tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. 
Golf — The women's team will travel to Ann Arbor, Mich, 
to play in the three-day University of Michigan Invitational 
which starts today at 9:00 a.m. 
"NOTICE" 
The Office of Financial Aid & Student Employment 
will not be open during regular business hours on 
Mondays and Wednesdays effective Monday, October 22 
until Monday, November 26 in order to complete 
University and federally mandated projects. The hours 
will be as follows: 
Monday - Not Open 
Tuesday - 8:00-5:00 
Wednesday - Not Open 
Thursday - 8:00-5:00 
Friday - 8:00-5:00 
The staff will continue taking telephone calls on 
Mondays and Wednesdays when the office is not open. If 
an emergency situation arises, please call the Office. 
The staff members appreciate your understanding in 
this matter. 
i Layer Cut 
Hours 
M-9:30-5:00 
T-Thur-9:30-6:30 
F-9:30-7:00 
Sat-9:30-4:00 
$5 
Does 
not 
include 
shampoo 
Reg. $10 
Good for 
Oct. 19-26 
bring coupon 
located in Stadium View Shopping Center 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
Lois Leah Suzie 352-2566 
American 
Heart Association 
to/FRE FIGHTING FOR VOUR UFE 
Think you're 
pregnant? 
Call a friend 
at Planned Parentnood 
354-3540 
All Methods of Birth Control 
Pregnancy Tests • Pep Tests 
Annual Exams * Vasectomtes 
VD Diagnosis • Infertility Counseling 
Fees are based on your income 
BGSU PLANETARIUM 
presents 
Ml SYSTEMS GO! 
25 years of American Space 
Fri, Oct. 19, 8 p.m. 
Sun., Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m. 
Tues. Oct. 30, 8 p.m. 
Fri. Nov. 2, 8 p.m. 
Donations Accepted 
Ocl.28. 
1964? 
(OURS IS) 
If so, you win a FREE 
Pizza    party    from 
Pisanello's! 
Contact us for details 
before 10/28. 
352-5166 
PtzKT OOIN 4 i 
352-5166 
ID Required 
• •••••••••••■a 
THE 
HOMECOMING 
COMMITTEE 
THANKS: 
WFAL 
Food Services 
Macy's 
Kaufman's 
Trade Winds 
Sundance 
Finder's Records 
Noble Roman's 
BG Beverage 
Etcetera 
Pagliai's 
Pizza Hut 
System Seven 
Yum Yum Tree 
Mark's 
Domino's 
Pisanello's 
Lake Erie Sports 
Little Caesar's 
University Bookstore 
Myle's Flowers 
Flower House 
The Chase 
FOR ALL OF THEIR 
HELP TO MAKE BGSUs 
HOMECOMING A 
SUCCESS. 
•••••••••••••a 
| BUD LIGHT | 
64 A.D. EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA 
FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT. 
Nero s fiddling around with 
bnght ideas wouldn 't 
have been necessary 
if Bud Light had 
been served at all 
those toga parties. 
It's the less-fillmg 
light beer with the 
first name m taste 
So, friends and 
countrymen, 
out your best. Serve 
Bud Light at your next 
toga party. Or ask for it 
at your favonte 
beeratonum. 
EVERYTHING 
ELSEISJUST 
ALIGHT 
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Pro hockey needs new playoff format 
Being a die-hard sports fan is 
a full-tune job, unless of course 
you're a pro hockey fan. 
An avid baseball fan sweats 
out a grueling 162-game 
schedule only to suffer the 
disappointment of watching his 
team get eliminated from the 
pennent race in the last week of 
the season. 
Then, there is the hockey fan 
who takes comfort in knowing 
it's almost impossible for his 
club to miss post-season play 
since 16 of the 21 squads qualify. 
Most Browns fans spend every 
Sunday afternoon aging 
prematurely as they root for 
Cleveland and against the hated 
Steelers. This year, unless the 
Browns win the NFL's dismal 
Central Division, they won't 
make the playoffs, because 
needless to say there will be no 
wild card in this division. 
ON THE OTHER hand, 
hockey fans might watch a 
couple regular season games, 
but they aren't really concerned 
because they know all but one 
team in each division will make 
the playoffs. 
Yet, while hockey fans don't 
suffer the headaches and 
heartbreaks that others do, let's 
face it, regular season hockey is 
nothing to get excited about. 
Using the NHL's generous 
playoff system as a crutch, most 
teams skate through the six- 
month regular season with a 
"win-a-few, lose-a-few" 
attitude. 
Unlike the NFL, hardly any 
game is labled a "must win. 
And with trusty NHL divisional 
doormats such as Pittsburgh, 
New Jersey, and Toronto, 
playoff bound teams are hardly 
given the incentive to play 
harder. 
Fans pay 12 dollars a ticket to 
see a regular season game 
Sideline 
Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
which usually features lack- 
luster skating and "excuse me" 
checking. Quite a contrast to the 
fast-paced, no-nonsense style 
whicn characterizes the Stanley 
Cup Playoffs. 
It takes no Sherlock Holmes to 
figure out that if the NHL 
executives revised the playoff 
system we would see more bone- 
crunching hitting and an overall 
higher quality of play in the 
regular season. 
But, this is easier said then 
done. 
MOST PEOPLE reason that if 
the number of playoff qualifiers 
were drastically reduced, teams 
would play harder because there 
are less post season spots. 
WRONG! 
Most NHL franchises are 
financially skating on thin ice. 
Teams like Winnipeg rely on the 
big post season pool to avoid 
bankruptcy. If teams were 
reduced, most fans would stop 
attending Jets games when they 
fell out of the playoff picture. 
Plus, owners are usually 
guaranteed sell-out crowds 
during the play-offs, which help 
some teams financially break 
even. 
Another playoff error which 
fans would like to see corrected 
is the lack of parity between the 
Wales and Campbell 
Conference. 
Last season the New York 
Islanders had to face three 
tough Wales Conference 
opponents; the Rangers, 
Capitals, and Canadians, en 
route to the finals. Meanwhile, 
the Edmonton Oilers had little 
trouble sacheting past its 
Campbell Conference 
competitors. 
Thus, some fans would like to 
see the conferences and 
divisions abolished come playoff 
time. All teams would be able to 
face each other, the top seed 
would play the lowest seed in the 
first round and we'd have an 
equal playoff system. 
THIS IS TRUE, but the great 
regional rivalries would be lost. 
And part of the playoff magic 
revolves around the heatea 
feuds between arch-enemies 
such as Rangers-Islanders, 
Nordiques-Canadians, and 
Black Hawks-North Stars. 
So how do we make the 
regular season more exciting.? 
First, each of the four 
divisions have three playoff 
qualifiers. This would make 
playoff races much more 
exciting. 
Last year only three points 
separated the second and fourth 
Elace Norris Division finishers, 
ine points separated the first 
and fourth place finishers in the 
tough Patrick Division and 
second and fourth in the Adams. 
Instead of having the top four 
finishers cruising through the 
season , what if one of these 
playoff berths were taken 
away ? 
Secondly, spice up the reward 
for finishing first in a division. 
Presently all a divison champ 
receives is home ice advantage 
in the first two rounds. Many 
league general managers have 
said winning the division is not 
worth going after. 
But, if a first round bye was 
offered to the division champ, 
teams would stop coasting 
through the regular season and 
start fighting for that week 
break before the playoffs. 
Home ice advantage for 
conference and league finals 
should be determined on the two 
teams' head-to-head record. 
>oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
ATTENTION SENIORS! 
Nomination Forms For 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
are now available at the Office of Student 
Activities & Orientation 
405 Student Services 
NOMINATE YOURSELF OR A FRIEND! 
NOMINATION DEADLINE: WED: OCT. 24, 1984 
Make Halloween special lor 
someone - Send a... 
urders are being taken in the Union Foyer between 11:00 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.. October 23"-26n and 20*. Cost is 50* tor 
the 6 It. long message that you write yourselt. 
THE  BROTHERS and GOLDEN 
HEARTS   of Sigma   Phi   Epsilon 
Proudly    Announce    their    1984 
Golden Heart Pledge Class. 
Lori Bennett Teri Mirkin 
Mary Bihn Linda Mulfinger 
Denise Coyle Susan Nebe 
Michele Dibiase Lynn O'Connor 
Cathy Drake Danielle Page 
Tammy Goettemoeller Paula Pocock 
Sharon Hix Donna Rittenhouse 
Lori Joyner Debbie Savosy 
Jennifer Klinect Julie Schroder 
MariBeth Lehnerd Wendy Sieley 
Terri Matyus Donna Tabor 
Patty McCann Jan Tomasilli 
Cindy Feko 
WELCOME TO THE HOUSE OF THE HEARTH 
STUFF THE STANDS 
vs 
Northern 
Illinois 
SAT 
12:40 
- ?'. m^^^js^ft 
Classifieds 8 BG News/October 19,1984 
Ocl  19, 1984 
serton Merchandising, r 
lextae. lamey development, early chrtdhood and 
home ec ed majors" Join BGSU Student Home 
Economics Associalion (BGSHEA) Sign up at 
me Home Ec OMg Oct.22.24-25  
BE AN INFORMED VOTER" WATCH THE 
PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE AT 9 00 SUNDAY 
EVENING ON LOCAl TV STATIONS 
BO Coop Nursery School Oarage Sale 31 
tamtee Oct 20 9am-6pm. Ocl 21 12 noon- 
4pm Fabulous deals, furniture, baby Items, 
h.h.. clothes, cooks, plus more, baked goods 
Teen Center. Faa-grounda 
6.0 Jeyeeet- WRON Haunted House. Annex 
lido. Wood County Fairgrounds. Oct 19,20. 
Oct 26.27. Oct 31. 7pm-12 mldnlghl 12.00 
Admission Matinee Oct. 21 2-Spm. 11.00 
Admission 
Criminal Justice Organization Meeting -Monda. 
October 22. 1964 Campus room, 3rd floor ol 
Student Union. Free and open to al  
Donut Sales ere coming* Tues and Thurs 8:30 
to 11:30am. Fast Floor Education Btdg 
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL 
CHILDREN GENERAL MEETING SUNDAY 
OCT.21 110 BA BLOC. AT 8:00 pm. QUEST: 
BRENT BORDEN FROM CLARKE INSTITUTE 
FOR DEAF. ALL EDUCATORS WELCOMEI 
For Graduate Students Only 
Whet The GSS presents Its second Jszz Cale 
A ckelural event lor graduate students 
When Friday. Oct 19. 1984 From 8:00 pm 
to I 00am 
Place Ice Arena Lounge 
Featuring. BQSU's own Paul Kenyon Ouartel 
Cost   Two Doear Donation. Liquid Spirits and 
hors d'oeuvres provided upon enlry. 
klarrtalcatlon roquted lor entry  
••••NOTICE"" 
The Office of Financial Aid and Student Employ- 
ment will not be open during regular business 
hours on Mondays and Wednesdays effective 
Monday. October 22 until Monday. November 
26 ai order to complete University and federally 
mandated projects The hours wi be as fol- 
lows 
Monday - Not Open 
Tuesday   8 00-5 00 
Wednesday - Not Open 
Thursday • 8.00-5.00 
Friday - 8 00-5 00 
The staff wi continue taking telephone cats on 
Mondays and Wednesdays when the office is 
not open   tl an emergency situation arises. 
please  cai  the  Office    The staff members 
appradate your undarsamndlng in that metier. 
PUMPKIN SALE 
OCTOBER 24 
11-4 
FORUM. STUDENT SERVICES 
SPONSORED BY CHARITIES BOARO. VIP 
STUDENT   COUNCIL   FOR   EXCEPTIONAL 
CHILDREN SWEETEST DAY FLOWER SALE. 
CARNATIONS OF ANY COLOR »1. UNION 
OVAL, FRIDAY, OCT. 19. IF RAW, UNIVER- 
SITY HALL  
The Student Wetness Center Is now taking 
applications lor peer advisors lor the 1985- 
1986 academic year Applications are aiitttanlt 
at The Wei. 220 Student Health Center, and 
must be relumed by 4 00 pm . Nov 8  
Tour Guides and Volunteers 
Don't forget Preview Day tomorrow 9:30am al 
the begimng ol your route  See you there 
Haveluni  
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shaboat 
Services every Friday evening at 6.30 pm in 
the Faculty Lounge ol the Student Union Al 
interested students a faculty are minted to 
attend For further information on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus, contact Prol David Welnberg 
211 Warns, 372-2940  
Experience the tun and adventure of 
SCUBA 
Sign up or cal the Rec Center 
372-2711     
LOST a. FOUND 
^rTgTnjnwsiryNbrary Found: Woman s 
Cal 352 2715 dale evenings) lo claim 
Lost-CaNin Klein Jean Jacket in 210 MSC 
Greet sentinel lbs value Reward If returned. No 
questions asked Cal Paula at 2 4766  
Lost: A dyed denim jacket Reward1 Cal Deb 
372 2301 or 352 2900  
SERVICES OrFLREO 
GLUUWNTEEL^TUTJENTFIN/TOIALIGD^ 
FOR DETAILS WRITE ACADEMIC RE- 
SEARCH. BOX 9I28C. TOLEDO, OH 43697 
Fouta Typing 
excelent quality 
U-Oefver 
80Vpg DS 
On-Campus pick-up 
S1/P9 
 Mrs Fouta. 689-2579  
FREE aito about book "Obtain Maximum Col- 
lege Fnancea Aid' SCA. 3841 Deal. Dept C6. 
Houston. TX 77025 Phone |713) 668 7899 
Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rates. Cen- 
ter lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255- 
7769^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
PERSONALS 
ADP'S Car Stuff Team 
Grab your wet suit and vasetne Saturday's the 
Day We wH win!' 
Your Sigma Nu Coaches. Mike and Scott 
ALAN- I CANT THINK OF A BETTER WAY TO 
SPENO A FRIDAY NIGHT THAN TO BE TW1S- 
TIN WITH YOU" SO GET YOUR LEFT HAND 
BLUE AND YOUR RIGHT HAND RED READYi I 
LOVE YOU. DELMO  
AauiRava  
Alan Right Hand red. Left foot Hue. tonight I'l 
get twisted with you. Fun's to be had-that a no 
doubt Al night long we'l twist and shout Oh. 
and Happy anniversary too. Baby you know I do 
love you Lynn  
AM, 
I'm reaiy looking forward to chee-o night with 
an Alpha Sig It should be alright We'l dance if 
you've learned how then maybe later wel have 
fun from early morning 'H the day la done 
Love. Your Chee-0 Date 
ALPHA CHI CAR STUFFERS. LET'S GO NUTS 
ON SATURDAY! YOUR COACHES, JEFF AD 
SOB  
ALPHA GAMS. 
Have you been Huffed this week? The Sigma 
Nu Car StuM la only one day away. Get 
psyched lo finish tl. 
 Andy 4 Jey (Your SN Coaches) 
Alpha Pit Dates David and Las 
Parties are fun, 
Violets are bajt. 
We'l have a wik) lime 
WHh the two of you! 
See You Tonight' Mary and Mat 
ALPHA XI'S 
DO UP THE STUFF SATURDAY 
YOUR COACHES, COOP 6 OUNC 
AMY HOWELL AND LAURA STIRLING. Gal 
psyched for the scholarship development on 
Sundey  You guys are doing an excelent job 
with your offices! Love. Your Phi Mu Slaters 
AMY MOSES—Thank you tor doing such a 
great fob with the homecoming brunch It was 
great' Love. Your Phi Mu Slaters  
ANASTAShO-THE WEEK IS FINALLY AL- 
MOST OVERI YAHOO! I KNEW YOU WOULD 
MAKE mil  
Anita a Bob. Congeals on your engagement. 
Two Aloha SHJ-DO waddings In one year. Do 
you think atom can handle 117 We'll aae you 
In the While House (1*6 6. Co»ege)l Cxi 
ANNE BASSLER-MAY YOU FIND AS MUCH 
HAPPINESS. FPJENDSWP AND SPECIAL MO- 
MENTS M KAPPA AS I HAVE! LOVE AND 
LOYALTY, GRANOBIG SIOBHAN 
ATO'S ANO DATES, GET YOURSELF PSY- 
CHED FOR TOMORROW'S HAYRIDE. SIP- 
PtNQ APPLE ODER AND JUST ALL AROUND 
RADICAL HAPPY SWEETEST DAY'  
ATTENTION: 
AFTER MANY YEARS OF DELIBERATION 
BILL NEFF IS BACK! YES. HE'S BACK! THE 
MAN WHO MADE BGSU FAMOUS HAS 
RETURNED! SO LET'S ALL GET PSYCHED 
FOR THE 16th ANNUAL BILL NEFF AWARE- 
NESS WEEK STARTING OCT. 21. WEAR 
THOSE BUTTONS! 
IN CONJUNCTION  WITH,  THE BILL  NEFF 
COMMITTEE FOR A BETTER AMERICA. 
ATTENTION JOHN JANSSENS 
DELTA GAMMA KIDNAP IS OCTOBER 26 DO 
YOU  KNOW  WHO  YOUR  DATE  IS?  GET 
PSYCHED'I  
ATTENTION SKS ALPHS 
Matt L. Bob R. Darren H. Schuboh. Pack A. 
Geoff W. Kevin G. Matt S. Guito a Roger S. 
Chee Omunga is just one day away so prepare 
yourselves lor time to play The music la set, 
the T-shirts are handy, we'l be tooksvj our 
best..oh so fine and dandy. So rest yourselves 
up for one wild night of drinking and dancing 
and lust pure delight Til then we'l be looking 
forward to getting unwound so come along with 
us lor some monkeying around Love, your Chi 
Omega dates.  
 AXO SAILORS  
BONZI' TONIGHTS THE NIGHT 
BE PREPARED TO GET BOMBED! 
THE KAPPA SIG KAMIKAZI'S 
Belay 
The excitement la In the air, and It's only fslr 
to tall you that I'm up lor CEE OMUNGA. Gel 
ready tor a pre-jungle, I'll bring the cheelos 
ERIC 
Big Meksss a LI Judy 
You're the best KAPPA family of em al' I love 
you both! 
Use 
BIRD 
Thanks slot tor a great time at Homecoming' 
LOVE. BIROETTE 
BONZO 
HAPPY 20th BIRTHOAY! 
LOVE, JIZZDEN 
BOYCAN-BOYCAN-BOYCAN 
THE WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICE OF TO- 
DAY.  WE  HANDLE   ALL   ASPECTS  OF  A 
WOMAN'S    LIFE FROM    DATING    AND 
MARRIAGE TO BIRTH CONTROL, ANO IF WE 
SCREW UP-PREGNANCY! SO LADIES RE- 
LAX, SIT BACK, AND LET OUR CHIEF OF 
STAFF J. BOYCAN DO WHAT HE HAS DONE 
BEST FOR  OVER 20 YEARS. MAKE  THE 
WOMEN HAPPY.  
Cathy George 
You're so cute and yes so kind-soon your 
Dee Ges Big you will find' 
Lira—ME? 
GO FOR IT! 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM. 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
 405 STUDENT SERVICES  
Chip Radar. 
Firday Madness came a went 
Next came Homecoming-what an event* 
Wel. we sure did raise some hen- 
Does the »119 ring a belt? 
(Who drank those 10 iced teas anyway?) 
I guess what I realy want to say 
Thanks tor a great time 6 Happy Sweelest Day1 
Shi Bel 
COLLEEN DRENTA 
YOU'RE THE BEST LITTLE I COULD HAVE 
ASKEOFOR 
YOUR NEXT CLUE - I LOVE RED! 
  UTB. YOUR DG BIG 
COLOR ANALYSIS 
Discover your most flattering colors 
through season/color anatyaia. A 
special dlacounl with this ad Cal 
352-8789 after 5.30 p m for a 
consultation 
Congratulations Alpha XI Delia on the win- 
ning Homecoming banner!! Special thanke to 
Denlsa Lavalle. Llbby Koppinger and Sara 
Meyer's for all their time and effort It was 
well sppreclated. 
Love, Your Alpha XI sisters 
CONGRATULATIONS 
MIKE PICKARD 
LAMBDA   CHI   ALPHA   BROTHER   OF   THE 
WEEKI  
Court shoe sale 
Nlke-Comrerse 
Best selection In town 
Lake Erie Sports  
Dandy 
You're Ma but I an heart you Get psyched lor 
Chee-0 ITS gonna be a Mile bit awesome Luv. 
Luv, Luv. Suz  
Oave. 
Your road trip here to Bowling Green wil be 
worth your while (you'll see whal I mean) Alpha 
Phi dale party aibea blast, we'l dance and 
get twisted-al night it wll last' It'll be great. It 
has lo be fun-how can it not when you're my 
• 1? Love ya dude' 
Suzanne ^^^^^^^^^ 
David. 
I'm looking Forward to Twistin the night away 
with you this Friday and wel delicately show 
am how they party back home in Michigan!! I 
love you! Alpha Phi Love and al ol mine. Mrtzi 
xou 
PS Gel psyched!  
David Mercer 
A amis at Main St. pizza at the house, picnics in 
the park. Chez the mouse ESP in the ever- 
glades, getting rained on at the lair. good times 
and bad times, al these things we've shared A 
whole year together and I love you more than 
evert (Even though you are a Psycho!) Happy 
anniversary and Happy Sweelest Day! I love 
you' Joyce 
Dean Taylor 
Hey stranger' Are you ready to twlet? Tonight is 
a night that won't want to be missed Right loot 
yeaow. krit hand blue. I'm excited to spend the 
evonfhg with you' Patty  
Deer Brick 
I thmk H's about time lor CeWomle Coolers! 
Ouess who? Hint: Your  friend who can't 
f^>>  
DEAREST RABBTT. 
MY OLD FRIEND VISITED TUESDAY NIGHT I 
TOLD HIM TO LEAVE   HOPE YOU SLEPT 
WELL 
LOVE. NEMATOOE 
Dear FUI'S. 
The roses were red 
And Ins night waa not blue: but purple! 
We want to thank you for everything 
And let you know we love you' 
You guys are the greetoat-Vour Sweethearts 
Del Get psyched lor a great lime at CHee 01! 
Luvya, DI- 
PS Can we go lo Kroger'e lo get a dee da this 
weekend?  
Deits: Ws will begin the weekend right whHe 
ae party all Friday night! Jamming to the 
tunas UN their gone, we'll be ready lo party 
again at dawn. 
-The Alpha Xl't 
DONNA HORNER-The wafting la linaty over - 
you've reached the big 21! Even though 
HH#37 won't be partying ae planned, we're 
going to make thle a birthday youa never forget. 
You're a terrific roommate and a wonderful' 
Iriena We love you end hope your birthday kt 
■lie happiest evert The gals Kay. Jane, a Lot 
P.S. We just hope you ere able to remember 
the fun after IMS weekend la over  
DZ Car Stutfere- 
Get Iked up far a greet lime al the Sigma Nu 
Car Stuff this Saturday! 
Your Coochoa. Mart 4 Scan 
Ernie McNerhey, 
Clueless now you may be, 
m one more week then you'll aael 
Lose, Year Kappa Krush 
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THFrOUQH OCT.24, 5:00 PM 
FUI Scott 
The Spinner's been spun, place one loot down, 
to begin the tun At the beat party n town Get 
twisted Alpha Phi atylell Mskanto  
FISH HEADS. FISH HEADS 
ROLY POLY FISH HEADS 
FISH HEADS. FISH HEADS 
EAT THEM UP YUMI 
CRAZY SONG FOR A CRAZY FRAT 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA  
Floor Shirts 
u-pick your design 
 lake Erie Sports  
Free lodging. $ 100 allowance & 
al of the fixings at Main St.a 
French Quarter Raffle 
You'l have a whale ol a time1 
Fun' Chalenging! Excitement' 
Intramural Racquelbal. Coed Doubles, entries 
are due October 24 at 108 student Rec Center 
by 4:00 Pm  
Gamma Phi's, are you ready for Ihe wacky a 
wild tee? We're ready lor a blow-out 
The Phi Pal's 
Get psyched Sig Eps' the DZ voleybal Tourney 
is coming soon 
" VOTE •• VOTE " 
Olympic Kappalon God 4 Goddess 
Univ. Hall 
MWaWrl  
Glenn pookie bear' Wood: Are you ready lo 
'get twisted?' I'm promising a great weekend as 
long ae you promise that west melon water' Do 
you think the loft wil pass inspection? 
YOur Alpha Pts Love. Chnaftno  
Goo Foo Boos 
Let's go out and get stutfed this Saturday. 
Looking forward to a good time. Make Sigma 
Nu Car Stufl the best ever. Your Sigma Nu 
coechee 
Kevin and Rick 
Greek Sweats 
Sewn-on lettering 
Russell Heavyweight aweata 
 Lake Erie Sporla  
Greg Sarksuen 
Betcha can't guess which Kappa has a Krush 
on you?'  
Guitarist and Bass Guitarist needed to start 
bend 352-0979 ask tor Dave or Anne. Leave 
name and phone number II not there  
Happy Birthday Todd! 
Maybe you'l gel a cal from me! 
Happy 2181! 
Love. Kern Jean 
Hey Alpha SkJS 
Let's bring home the gold from the Olympic 
Kappalon1'' You're al ternlic' Good luck! 
Your KKG coaches. Linda & Lisa 
HEY AX'S Rumor has It a spirit Is lose tl 
BGSU and H's called Alpha Chl Style. Let's 
see thai Alpha Chl Style again Saturday at 
Sigma Nu Car Stuff and Sunday at Kappa 
ntml Otymplca  
HEY BOBBY and NEETA 
Cant wait la Friday night, you say? Just hold on 
a few more days, we'l celebrate, we'l sing and 
sway, happy just to laugh and dance the night 
away. CONGRATULATIONS LOVE. 
SPARKY and J We've got to get that album''' 
HEY DEE ZEES 
The Slg-Epa are ready to party-see you at he 
tee tonight. Love The brothers of Sigma Phi 
Epsaon  
Hey Dog "CUT standing in the yard-trot on 
over to get twisted and a barking good time al 
Ihe Alpha Pts Dale Party-WAD  
Hey Kappe Slgs 
Gal reedy to olon those flippers snd go for 
ihe gold In the Kappalon on Sunday! 
larro-Your jtrjachoi Pally, Torri 4 Amy 
Hey Kevin Thomas: You better gel ready, yot 
better gat psyched, causa It'a time to twtti 
with this Alpha Phi tonight Love, Stephanie 
Pel taaatod date party  
Hey Panama- 
Trie rnainland Alpha  Phis are ready to get 
twisted  Are you? I hope so! See you tonight' 
UZ  
HeyPMMu's. 
Gel psyched to gat loaded al the Sigma Nu 
Car Stuff on Saturday. 
Your Coaches, Beta 4 Neil 
HEY PHI PSI'S!! 
THE OLYMPIC KAPPALON IS THIS WEEK- 
END.. GO FOR THE GOLD' 
LOVE. SIOBHAN. JENNY 4 DEE 
YOUR KAPPA COACHES  
Hey Sig Eps- 
Keep training lor that gold medal and get 
psyched lor Sunday' 
Love, Coaches Ji. Jenny end Judy 
P S Don't boycott our Main St  Happy Hours 
Hey Vagrant. What are you doing? If you can 
find yourself and your way. Limp on over to get 
twisted the Alpha Phi way' I love you. M B 
GO FOR ITI 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
 40S STUDENT SERVICES  
T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS •' T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM. PARTIES, ETC 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3098 
WCKEY BABY, 
IT'S FINALLY HERE—TONIGHT'S THE 
NIGHT, AND IT'S TIME TO FIND OUT WHAT 
THIS PHI IS ALL ABOUT. WITH THAT 
GREAT—LOOKING SWEATSHIRT ON THAT 
GREAT LOOKING CHEST, I KNOW WE'LL 
HAVE FUN BECAUSE MY DATE IS THE 
BESTII (ANO THE ONLY DATE I EVER 
REALLY WANTED...) 
 LOVE YA, ALPHA PHI TOOTSIE 
HOWARD JONES (THOMAS) 
I WANT TO SEE YOU. THE CHAMPAGNE 
WAS A GREAT WAY  TO TOP  OFF OUR 
CEMENT   BUNNY    HUNTI    PLEASE    CALL 
AGAIN. SOON. 
Indoor swimming, whirlpools, saunas 4 
much, much, more. Can be yours' 
Just come to Main SI Saturday Nile 
Your ticket may be the winner 
Jeff- Lafa gel twisted' I'm looking forward to ■ 
fantastic evening with you' Sue!  
JEFF-Looklng forward to getting twisted to- 
night We wi have a PHI-antattic Hme PS 
hopeluty we wi be aba) to drink by then! Love 
Always. USA  
Jennifer BrzezJnekl 
We've waited so long 
to party together 
Here we are now 
Chee-O has come 
Time to warm up with Rum 
But when rniorvghl Ms 
We wa be blued 
Because you wa be 21' 
Happy Birthday! 
Love. Laura  
John. 
Get peyched  lor  a great   Alpha  PI* night 
Prepare yourself lo get twisted 
Tent 
JO JO. GET TWISTED WITH TMS ALPHA PHI! 
I CAN'T WAIT FOR ANOTHER WILD WEEK- 
END! 
LOVE YA, WENDY 
Jon. 
Happy Sweelest Day! 
PS Boy. Ian t thit original. 
Saturday Luv, Your Chee O dsle. Debbie 
KAPPA DELTA'S 
GOOD LUCK WITH THE STUFF 
 YOUR COACH RAY  
Kelly Martin, our colors are pink, our colors 
are blue, I'M soon be wearing white end 
that's your due. 
Your Dee Ooe Bkj 
KENT ARE YOU READY TO GET TWISTED. 
WITH AN ALPHA PUT? HEY. I KNOW YOUR 
NAME' HA! JULIE  
tOmmieSue, 
Congrats on becoming an official Mole! tl pays 
oft to have Comrad Connections' 
Love you Schwexi Buddy 
Kirk Get reedy to gel twisted tonight It's going 
to be s great tmel I can't wall'" Kety  
KRIS    FROST    (PRETTY)-     YOU'RE     THE 
GREATEST BIG EVER! LETS TAKE THESE 
SHACKLES OFF OUR FEET  CAUSE WE'RE 
MIAMI BOUND' 
GOD LOVE YA. YOUR TWINS, CtN ANO BILL 
LAMBDA CM ALPHA 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
'I CAME. I SAW, ANO I DRANK'  
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FRATERNITY 
CONGRATULATIONS A4B FOOTBALL. TEN- 
NIS, SOCCER, AND GOLF TEAMS! REMEM- 
BER:  IT'S NOT WHETHER  YOU  WIN  OR 
LOSE,   IT'S   HOW   MANY   PARTICIPATION 
PQtMTS YOU OETI  
Laura, 
My HEARTTHROBS every bme I think ol you 
Have a happy Sweelest Day' 
Mark 
Lenny. Getting twitted with an Alpha Phi is 
better than a date with Sheene E. Prepare 
yourself lor e Phi-sntsstic lane Luv Stacey 
LI'I Karl BIschoH, 
Your Big loves you! 
So get psyched! 
They say Blondes have more lank. 
They mutt Be right! 
Love, Your Big 
LlT Lynn. Lytle, 
The Dee Gee Big hunt la drawing near 
And when we meat 
We'll llnd friendship snd happiness 
That'll be really neat. 
LtTB. 
Your Big 
Lime Seheef, 
For you-the next clue 
Chugilug 
Your toon lo be Delta Gee Big 
LORI CLARK- Keep up the good work with Phi 
Mu State Day We cant watt! Love, Your Phi Mu 
Sralera   
Main SI. French Quarter Raffle 
Win a free Weekend lor 2 4 >100 
Main St. Saturday Nights 
Be There 
ARIAUOMAN- 
Congratulations on your engagement to 
Tom! I'm so happy lor you-Can't wall 'III 
August 3rd 194SI 
Love Ys bunchoslRes Ann 
Marianne Johns, here's your first clue. Our 
colors are pink, our colors sre blue. What do 
you think? Can I tool you? 
Your Clueless Big 
Melt. 
Cant wait to gel twisted with you' Gel peyched 
lor our beast weekend yet. One I'm sure you 
wll never forget' 
Love you. Renee 
MBM. 
It'a been e year since our first Alpha Phi date 
party. I cant betave it' But everyday 1 gets 
better between je I'm looking lorward to those 
Canadian Whizzles and another Intense la* 
(remember?) JAS  
MikeandNeel 
What a deal" 
A party's on the way. 
and this is the day. 
lor the time wi come and 
you wi see 
how to gel twisted with 
an Alpha Phi! 
Looking forward to a CRAZY TIME 
JodyandPeb  
Mika Smith 
We met at the SAE tee Now I hope that you wll 
see that the get twisted party wil be Ihe 
craziest time you've had with an Alpha Phi. 
Alpha Phi love and mmo-Heathor  
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH OCT.24 AT 6:00 PM 
OCT 26- DEE GEE KIDNAP VICTIMS 
BEWARE!!!  
Olympic tXaoakm la oYawing neer 
The OeeZee't have 'nolhln to tear 
With spirit and pep abundant In each race 
They ere tore to clinch first place! 
Vettr Kappa Coechee Jenel 4 Lynn  
Omega Mu & 
Lambda Lambda Lambda 
9 00 Friday  
One irate needs apt. or house to there rent. 
352-0979 Ask lor Dave, leave phone number 
it not there.  
PATRICK CAN YOU BELIEVE IT THE JACK- 
SONS AND CHEEOwUNGAI I HOPE YOU'RE 
READY FOR A WILD WEEKENO CHERYL 
PEACOCK- 010 YOU KNOW THAT 80s* OF 
THE PEOPLE IN THE ENTERTAINMENT BUSI- 
NESS ARE JEWISH? CANT WATT FOR THIS 
WEEKEND-ALPHA PHI DATE PARTY ANO 
OUR FIRST SWEETEST DAY TOGETHER! 
REMEMBER IN ALL WAYS ANO ALWAYS, I 
LOVE YOU LOVE. PEAHEN  
Phi Del Dave 
EKU homecoming was fantasllc and greet, gee 
oh how I miss my super mete. I'm glad you're 
coming to BG, just for me I hope you are reedy 
to gel twitted with an Alpha Pts' Get peyched 
lor tonight Love ya' Pnsoia __ 
PHI TAU PLEDGES: GET PSCHED FOR THE 
ROADTRk?! WEST VIRGINIA WILL NEVER BE 
Tt«8AJ0E.  
PM Ttu't pries gtvnea are oomfcngl There'll 
be racing 4 throwing 4 pushing 4 running. 
Bui most of all aa I'm aura you'll agree. You'll 
win ell our games with the grettett of eeeel 
So let's get excited 4 arrow all those others 
thai the best guyt around are those Phi 
Kappa Tau brothers! See you at Happy 
Hours! 
Year KKG coechee Hotly 4 Jane  
PM Teu "SPEEDO" Burtey 
Homecoming was a Blest. 
I reaty Iked it a lot 
Dining. Drinking and Dancing, 
Now whoa gating Hoi?" 
Tonight we're gonna gat twisted 
So let boas and get wad 
Getting twilled wrth your favorite A-Phi, 
Wi be everything but nsadlt 
Love Your Alpha PM Qoooe, Wendy  
PIKappe-- 
Good luck thai weekend In the Olympic Kappa- 
ton!  We  know you can win it   Love, your 
coechee, Atoon and Jackie  
•• VOTE" VOTE" 
Olympic Kappalon God 4 Goddess 
Univ. Hall 
 t-oWed-Fri  
Rob. as the weekend draws near Chee 
Omunga wi soon be here. Get ready to party 
and have a good time, cause you're so special 
end I'm glad your mine. Love. Cindy.  
salty end Llsa- 
Let'l gat twisted this weekend! Up, down, 
ill 
Love, Liz 
JE ■: 
Our dstasYatofl a) intoxication' Gat peyched for 
SAT. OCT. 20TH IS THE 3RD ANNUAL ALPHA 
TAU OMEGA BO CLEAN UP. A CHEER FOR 
AN ATO » A CHtBI FOR A CLEANER BO. 
Soatt, To the only tweet that can satiety my 
etxttt tooth. You're jutt t tlHy boil Happy 
I Day! Love, Karon  
Senior Chl O's! 
Our last Chee O-Lets make it Awesome' Begin 
at Sherry K.'t to warm up for a wad night 
SHEILA KRUMM-DtO I TELL YOU HOW 
HAPPY I AM THAT YOU PLEDGE KAPPA? 
CONGRATS ON YOUR NMPC OFFICE! I 
THINK   YOU'RE TERRIFIC   LOVE   ANO LOY- 
ALTY, YOUR COSIN. SIOBHAN  
SHELLEY STALEY AND TODD "TT'OROS- 
TEAN: CONGRATS ON YOUR ALPHA PHI- 
FIJI LAVALIERING. I ALWAYS KNEW YOU 
TWO WERE MEANT FOR EACH OTHER. I 
LOVE YOU BOTH TONS! 
CINDY 
Sigma Nu Andy 
I don't know you and you don't know me but be 
peyched lo get twisted with an Alpha Phi' 
Htlene  
SIGMA NU CAR STUFF IS SATURDAY, OCT. 
20 11:00 AM TO 1:00 P.M. ENTRY FEE IS 
$1«. TWELVE PEOPLE PER TEAM. COME ON 
OUT AND GET STUFFED.  
Sign up now. Intramural Coed 3 pieyer 
volleyball Entries are due October 25 at 106 
Student Rec Center by 4:00 p.m.  
SMohan. 
The distance between us is far. but you're sti 
dose lo my heart 
Your Irish Sctwttr 
SLOW READER? 
Want to cut your study time in hat? Thirdt? 
There Is no need to pay hundreds ol doasrs lo 
commercial reading outfits   Sign up tor EDCI 
101.  a  credited   2  hour course in Speed 
Reading. Uneke commercial reading programs. 
EDCI 101 leaches you to read difficult coeege 
level material fatter, while increasing compre- 
hension 
Average gain — 153 words per minute 
Range of gains to 600 words per minute 
Spring Semetler  1985 -  two (2) sections 
offered (additional sections wll be added n 
needed)  
Stephanie Nelson. 
I'm so excited your my little' Welcome to the 
(amity 
Love. Your DG Big 
Steve, Whan I look Into your ayes there's 
nothing that can bring me down. I'll tell you 
today and every day-l tote you!1 Happy 
Sweetest Dsy, Klooo! Donna P.S. Meet me In 
sryoasmgl  
Sundance Features 
112 price a p pa tiiers 
a^mlty-Thursday, attar 10 p.m. 
Sundance presents 
Long Island Iced Tee snd sny Margarita 
For only 11.00  
The Gamma Phi's are ready to party with the Phi 
Part and start the weekend off right'  
The Kapptlon'B coming, ZBT'a Let's put the 
other teems on Ihe freeze. Show ut ill your 
spirit snd style. By winning the Splashathon 
and the mile. All Ihe houses will behold. The 
ZBT's and the Kappalon gold"! Your KKO 
coaches KathyS Betty  
THE PLEDGES OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
WANT TO TELL THE DELTA ZETA'S THAT 
WERE ALL PSYCHED FOR A GREAT TEA ON 
FtaTMVNMHT"  
THETA CHI'S 
HEY DUDES. GET PSYCHED TO BRING HOME 
THE GOLD FROM THE KAPPALON1 
LOVE, COACH STODDS AND PAM  
The Thett Chi's are reny tun 
Or so the Kappas pray, 
We'l boogie down to 7th St 
 And dance the nvjhl away' ^^^^^ 
Timothy, 
An Alpha Phi data party la truth/ more lun 
than there Is under the tun. So get excited 
and lets get twitted. Love. Julie 
TIRSO, QET PSYCHED FOR CHEEOMUNQA. 
WE'LL HAVE A WILD TIME. 
LOVE. THE SPOILED ONE  
TO CHI OMEGAS ANO THEIR DATES: TOM- 
MORROW IS A NIGHT YOU WONT FORGET. 
Todd. 
I cant teal you how much It means to me to be 
your lavatsr My leearigs for have never been 
more dear Get ready lo Get Twitted'' with al 
the fun Alpha Phis I'm the luckiest one because 
you ere going with me' 
I love you. Sheasy 
Toddtor and Shetey. 
It's about tmel You can't lei I'm happy can 
you?! Congratulations on your lavaaering you 
Meatbal and Raawiette" 
I love ya both. Fop  
TODD t SHELLY. 
CONGRATS ON YOUR FK3I. ALPHA PHI LA- 
VALIERING TOGETHER YOU MAKE ONE 
FANTASTIC COUPLE GOOD LUCK IN THE 
FUTURE 
QREOQ 4 SCOOTER 
Tom. 
Homecoming was GREAT' But just you watt. 
Aloha Phi date party is here and fun and good 
times are near. So get ready to dance and drink 
too. I can't wait to "Get Twisted" with you" 
     Love, Tine 
TOM ROSSI. 
NO GOLF COURSE RIDE, NOR SAMBI STOOL 
CAUSE   COME   TONIGHT   YOU'LL   BE   A 
DANC'IN FOOL!  GET READY  FOR  SOME 
WILD FUN AT THE ALPHA PHI DATE PARTY. 
IT WILL BE LOADS'O FUN! LOVE. MANE 
To my Alpha Sag data Tom: I can't wall with 
you our date party la going to be greet. The 
grill Is hi and the beer It Iced-gel peyched 
lor Saturday night! Love, Judl 
TO MY DEAREST MtKEY 
MAY TH6 BE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE—ONE 
THAT YOU WONT FORGET' GET READY TO 
BE TWISTED Aa NIGHT LONG" 
I LOVE YOU, YOUR FAVORITE ALPHA PHI 
WILDA BEAST  
TO MY MANVILLE STICHING FRIENDS: 
You art cordially Invited to a stlchlng party al 
your leisure any evenings Rotreshments will 
be provided. From the 'Sttatr tYocher' 
To our favorite Stgma Nut Dave and Steve. 
Eggs and Kege as s blast This tans let's make H 
t daiquiri cookout. but who should be the 
responstjle person?' Here's to Chee O 84 and 
the wed tanaa ahead. 
Love. Ekune and Jeanne 
P.S. Steve, don't forget the wlxpcreamllP P S 
Hay prat, when can we leave? The (ntermural 
liek) Ives. but let's not do It again!  
TO OUR MO EP DATES: BEN AND STEVE 
GET PSYCHED FOR CHEE-O! Love, Wendy 
and JW  
TOPHER - I MISS YOU! 
To. The Bung Gang1 Happy Sweetest Day! You 
guys sre reefy special to me Thanke for 
everything! Love. Bung Jr 
TO THE BELTS: PETE, MIKE. TIM, LEN, JEFF, 
KEVIN, CRUISER, BIRD AND CUBS: FRIDAY 
NIGHT-BE READY AT 5:00 CUZ AFTER THIS 
htOHT YOU'LL BE LUCKY TO SURVIVE, 
YOUR ALPHA PHI DATES ARE READY TO 
"TWIST N' SHOUT" A PARTY IT WILL BE- 
ANO THAT'S NO DOUBT; GET READY TO- 
NIGHT TO DRINK TWO-FISTED CUZ ALPHA 
PHI    DATE    PARTY    IS    GONNA     GET 
"TWISTED!"  
Tracer H., Carolyn B . Cera W.. 
Thankt to much for lending me t helping hand 
I couldn't have done It without you Next time 
wel be more careful though, to we don't "bum 
down the house'" 
Love. Cindy B 
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH OCT. 24 AT 5:00 PM 
USO GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING TUES. 
OCT.  23 AT  7:30,  403 MOSLEY.  COME 
VOICE YOUR OPINION QET INVOLVED! 
Vanessa Coffey 
I'm so excited to welcome you Into my farntyl I 
know you're wondering who I am, but there » 
onry a lew more dayt lo wart   Until  Ihen 
L I T.B . Your DO tap   
WELCOME BACK TO BG DOUG IT HASNT 
BEEN THE SAME WITHOUT YOU! GET RE- 
ADY FOR A SUPER WEEKENO LOVE.T T 
I 
Welcome Fal pledget' Hope you enjoy Alpha 
Phi Omega aa much as we do-Your letow 
members 
GO FOR ITI 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
406 STUDENT SERVICES 
THE FIRST MISS BGSU MEETING WILL BE 
HELD OCTOBER 28. 1984. FROM 8-10 PM. 
LOCATION WILL BE THE ALUMNI ROOM OF 
THE UNION ANY QUESTIONS OR CON- 
FLICTS. PLEASE CONTACT UZ - 
372-5600. OR JILL - 372-3308 
TODAY IS TODD HARDGROVES 21st BIRTH- 
OAY! CALL HIM AT 172-1752 ANO WISH HIM 
A HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 
Attendon ettudkantea da eepanot aate verano 
paaado' Forget Vat Spangash muerte da torret! 
Hey kids, it's fane for the AYA In Spain 84 
reunion. 6 the date has been set. Plan your 
semester around Nov 3rd at 3:00 Roberto la 
taking care ol the tangrit, no, we won't be 
eating any peecedoH! 
We're contacting Mk*. Marcoe. Ross, 1 Timo. 
so It's going to be e verged reunion Please cal 
ma. Jade, 354-5710. or Tania at 354-8924 
lor deltas Don't miss thtal' 
T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ • T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM, PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS  354-3098 
Remember Sweetett Day 
The Bexoonmen 
352-6061 
endSTEAMBOAT. DAYTONA BEACH. SOUTH 
PADRE. CORPUS CHRISTVPORT   A      Sun- 
chsse Tours "Break From The Books" winter 
and spring ski and see trips avatsble NOW* 
New Year's Eve ski week from $155. Deytone 
from S89. Padre from S78. Corpus Chrittt/Port 
A' from S79 HURRY cal Suncbase Toura tol 
free for more inlomietion  1-800-321-5911, 
local (303) 493-6703 or contact a Sunchase 
Campus Representative or your local Travel 
Agency TOOAYI 
20S OFF ALL Csmouflage sweats 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge  
The KappakHis coming, ZBTs. Lets put the 
other teems on the Ireeze. Show us all your 
spirit snd style. By winning the Splashathon 
and the mUe. All houses trill behold. The 
ZBTt and the Kappalon goMHI Your Kappa 
Kappa Qtmmt coaches Kathy 4 Betty 
snssf 
lor Robin 
WANTED 
out mto a bed. 354-5669 Ask 
F. rmte needed to 
share 1 bdrm apt. 
$132 50/mo . alutj aid 
 353-1643 
HELP WANTED 
EAfilT*4uu^c"Bocni^EI<^^!oufl 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAGUNAS P.O. 
BOX 25791, CHICAGO. IL 60625-0791 
Help Wanted: Individual with experience In sax 
screening and art background, able to work in 
thop part time or fut time Cal BB 688-6295 
Artist experienced in keyknxig. layout 4 at 
hnjBlsng Parttlmerfulome position In Toledo 
865-2400 
He*) wanted for typing 1 fang 2 to 3 mornings 
per weak Sam lo noon Toledo- 865-2400. 
Government Jobs 
t16.54v-50.553/yr. 
Now hiring  Your tree. 
Call 605-667-6O0O Ext R-964B 
HELP WANTED: Full time daya lawn work 4 
riUecehaneous maintenance 4 pert time eva- 
nlnga-otflce cleaning. Csll 352-6W6.  
IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS 
STUDENT ACTIVIST 
The Otto Public Interest Campaign is hiring 
bnght. articulate, and dedicated people to staff 
our community education program OPIC la 
fighting to hold down sky rocketing energy 
costs, control toxic waste in our environment 
and work places and also to reform home and 
farm loredoaure laws Part time employment 
potatxe Hours are approximately I p m. to 10 
p m M-F Starting salary $180/Wk Travel and 
advancement poaeible. Cal lor an interview 
spot 241-9093 Work lor social and eco- 
nomic justice and get paid lor It. ^is B Mvj ^ekl  
FUR SALE 
Klorcyck>s550^ighttlsvn^3^2O0nr 
$1800 CM 400T Honda. 850 mi. $800 
Show room Condition Cal 372-2395 Day. 
352 6946 Evening        
For east: 2 x 4 It table and 4 choirs Men's 
Rakaiph 10 speed bike 354-1083 between 6 
4 8 pm.  
1981 Olds 88- Royal Brown, loaded, excelent 
condition   Asking S6500 
352-8981 after 5pm  
Skas (Hart-Omega). Tyrone 280 bindings Nor 
dice  10V, M boots,  poles, goggles   S190 
352-4942.  
1977 Dataun Hatchback Good Condition 
$1595 372-0151 exl 236 or evenings 352- 
015!  
FOR RENT 
rjeeperatoryneed2'3ierrKaeroo: 
semester Cal 3547595 
tapring 
2 bdrm apt dose to campus to sublet 
Avatsble irnmegislely 354-7366 
1 or 2 person apartment avatsble for sublease 
winter semester Close to campus 354 3231 
Desperately need one Male Roomale to sub 
lease Apt lor Spring Semester $150 month 
Very close to campus. Cal Kevin at 354 
2203. 
Down  half of house available now for the 
balance ol school year 1 or 2 bedroome Near 
campus. Large, very good condition 
352-7365 
Need a Garage lor a Car Storage? Cal 352- 
4569 
2 MALE PERSONS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
TO SUBLEASE A 4 PERSON APT LOW RENT. 
3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS   UTIL. SPLIT 4 
WAYS CALL 352-2810 JOE OR JEFF 
Hey Dudes 1 Dudettes! 
Win a Free weekend lor 2 at 
the Perrysburg French Querter 
« JlOOasowsnce Beet 
MAIN ST Saturday night 
Your aoVntealon price gives you 
s chance to win 
WE COULDN'T GET IT BROADCAST AT THE 
HOMECCIMING GAME. SO I THOUGHT I'D 
PUT T IN THE PRINT MEDIA NOW A FEW 
MORE OF THE 20.000 WHO WITNESSED 
YOUR ENGAGEMENT WILL BE AWARE OF IT 
CONGRTUIATIONS JEANNE ANO CHRIS! 
LOVE, THE ONE WITH THE CAR 
Mortar Board Members 
Brian Powers. Card Sharnbaugh. 
and Sieve Cotton: 
Congratulatlone on your wei- 
deeerved selection to the 1884 
Homecoming Court We're proud of you' 
-The Board 
JACKIE R. 
ROSES CAN BE ANY COLOR, 
ANO VIOLETS MAKE ME SNEEZE, 
BUT I CAN'T THINK OF ANYONE ELSE, 
CD RATHER HAVE TO SQUEEZE I 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY, ANO GET READY 
FOR THE ATO DATE PARTY. 
MARK W. 
OH NO! WHAT AM WE OOINO TO DO? 
Green Sheet 
Vol. XV, No. 4 Bowling Green State University October 19,1984 
Actors imitate real-life 
in 'Pink Collar Workers9 
Actors will meet trie real-lite 
counterparts ot those they are portraying in 
an unusual series of plays about working 
women to be staged in a Bowling Green 
beauty shop, a restaurant, a clothing store 
and a school during the next two weeks. 
The series, collectively known as the 
Pink Colar Worker Project, is free and 
open to all. 
The first production opens at 8 p.m 
Wednesday (Oct. 24) with a performance 
of the one-act play "Birth of a 
Saleswoman" at Uhlman's Ladies Apparel, 
101 S. Main 
Other plays to be staged and their 
locations include "Waiting Tables" at 8 
p.m. Wednesday (Oct 31) at Kaufman's at 
the Lodge, 1628 E Wooster, and "The 
Beauticians" at 8 p.m. Nov. 7 at Monty's 
Hair Fashions. 124 W. Wooster 
The final play. "Homemaker! 
Homemaker!." will be presented during a 
day-long conference Nov. 10 devoted to 
examining and discussing the lives and 
concerns of working women at the Bowling 
Green High School. 530 Poe. 
All four plays to be presented have been 
adapted for the stage by Toledoan 
Elizabeth (Libby) Sleete from Louise Kapp 
Howe's 1977 book, "Pink Collar Workers: 
Inside the World of Women's Work " Each 
play, while intended to entertain, dears with 
a different occupation seriously and 
realistically. 
Dr. Lois Cheney, a professor of speech 
at the University who is directing the play 
as well as co-directing the conference, 
says there is a need to address the 
particular concerns of pink collar workers -- 
women working in traditionally female 
occupations, such as beauticians, sales 
clerks and waitresses. 
Sessions to be offered at the Nov. 10 
conference include workshops on career 
transitions, family roles, guilt, male-female 
communication patterns and support 
groups for life changes 
The conference is free and open to all 
with a nominal fee for lunch. Registration 
materials may be obtained by contacting 
the University Theater office. 
The project is being underwritten by 
grants from the Ohio Arts Council, the Ohio 
Humanities Council and the Arts 
Commission of Greater Toledo with 
support from Women for Women and the 
University Theater department 
Good seats remain             ^|        ^ 
for Severinsen                           ^^| ^ 
Good seats still remain for the Nov                   ^B 
10 Parents Day concert featuring                                                 ^^MU 
musical director and trumpeter Doc                        lafk        /'•Mfe 
Severinsen.                                                                 i^^^       ",^W= 
While all $11 seats have been sold, a                 ■ '—                             ^m 
number of $8 bench/bleacher seats and                  ^                                 ^W 
SS bleacher seats are still available                       f W           .^a/^v • 
Tickets may be purchased at the Mileti                 -    %/ -1                      ^m 
Alumni Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.                           \*^K    Wr\ 
weekdays.                                                                   V                   J^k 
Best known as the musical conductor                         m     »      W^m 
of the "Tonight Show," Severinsen is                   '^^^X                  ^m        ^ 
rated as one of the country's finest            ^^Maa^afl                  T ' 
trumpet players and has been voted 
'Top Brass" for 10 years in the 
prestigious "Playboy" music poll. 
His Bowling Green concert wM begin           V     |              H*^^^^ 
at 8 p.m. In Anderson Arena. 
Groups sponsor Halloween events 
Jack-o-lanterns. a full moon, witch's brew, and ghostly ghosts are all part of Halloween, 
and several University organizations are making plans to promote the spirit of Halloween 
among students 
The University Chanties Board along with Volunteers In Progress, will be seeing 
pumpkins of all shapes and sizes. The annual sale will occur from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on 
Wednesday (Oct. 24) in the Forum of the Student Services Building Prices will vary 
depending upon the size of the pumpkin. 
Al proceeds of the sale wil be given to a selected local charity in April. 
Monster-grams wW be sold from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Oct. 22-26, and Oct. 29-30. in 
the Union Foyer These 6-foot personal messages win be delivered to doors or on- 
campus mailboxes. They cost 50* each and are being sponsored by the UAO public 
relations committee 
In addition the UAO win be sponsoring a haunted house in the Northeast Commons. 
The haunted house wM be open 8:30 p.m. to midnight, Oct. 30 and 31 for all those 
daring to enter. Admission will be $ 1 
The University Costume Shop has extended its rental hours to accomodate Halloween 
rental demands. The Costume Shop, located across from the Commuter Center in the 
basement of Moseley Had, win open Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 1-2:30 p.m. 
and Tuesdays and Thursdays, 2:30-4:15 p..m. through Friday Nov. 2. Rental fees range 
from $5 to $25 and reservations to rant costumes can be made by calling the Costume 
Shop between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. weekdays. 
Friday 
OettkrN 
7:30, 9:45 p.m., midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Psycho II" wi be shown. $1.50 with BGSU 
ID   Main Auditorium, University Hal 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
"Story Theater," a combination of music and 
drama, will be presented. Tickets are St.50. 
Joe E. Brown Theater. University Hat. 
•-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Students St 25 with valid ID. Skate rental 50 
cents Ice Arena 
Saturday 
Orfabtrtt 
8 a.m.-l p.m. - Meet-An-Author Conference 
The conference win feature Lee Bennett Hop- 
kins,  autnor of children's poems and books 
Conference participants must have registered by 
Oct  10. 115 Education. 
9 a.m. - Annual Trash Pick-Up 
AD are welcome to help. Sponsored by Alpha 
Tau Omega fraternity. Pick-up area will be from 
the middle of campus to Main between Ridge 
and Wooster 
11 a.m. - Cross Country 
Women's team hosts Eastern Michigan. Central 
Michigan. Michigan and Michigan State universi- 
ties Forrest Creason Golf Course 
Noon - Rugby 
Men's A. B, and C teams compete in the 
preliminary rounds of the Michelob Ohio Colle- 
giate Championships College Park 
12:40 p.m-Football 
BGSU vs. Northern Illinois University Ooyt Perry 
Field. 
7:30, 0:45 p.m., midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Psycho II" win be shown SI 50 with BGSU 
ID   Main Auditorium, University Had. 
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8pm Fri., Oct. 19, listing. 
Sunday 
0ctaW21 
3 pjn. - Soccer 
BGSU vs Ohio State University  Mickey Coch- 
rane Field 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Fan Concert Band and Wind Ensemble will 
perform. Free and open to all. Kobacker Hall. 
Moore Music Arts Center. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri.. Oct. 19, listing 
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Fri., Oct. 19 listing. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Tues , Oct 30. listing 
9-10 p.m. - Public Stargazing 
Free and open to all Wait by the elevator on the 
ground floor after entering the building using the 
west door Groups will be escorted to the roof. 
Physical Science Laboratory. 
Monday 
fctttrtt 
10 e.m.-4 p.m. - Mini-course Registration 
Registration   begins   for   UAO   Mini-courses 
Costs vary for classes Open to all  University 
Hal foyer or UAO Oftice, Union. 
11 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Monster Grams 
Personal message delivered on a six-loot banner 
to dorms or on-campus mail boxes are being 
sold by UAO for HaNoween   50 cents each. 
Sponsored by UAO. Union Foyer. 
11:10 a.m.-Mass 
St Thomas More Parish. 425 Thursbn 
7:30 p.m. -Star Search Auditions 
University singers, dancers, actors, comedians 
and bands are encouraged to audition In this 
national star search competition Performances 
are limited to three minutes and must be ethnic in 
nature Open to all University students. Spon- 
sored by the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program. Kohl 
lounge. 
7:30 p.m. - Foreign Film Series 
"Leo Tolstoy,'' a portrait of Tolstoy's life and 
work,  wit) be shown   Free and open  tc all 
Sponsored by the department of German and 
Russian. Gish Film Theater. Hanna. 
I p.m. - Festival Series Event 
Guitarist and lutenist Julian Bream will appear 
Tickets are S11, $9. $7, S5 and $3 Kobacker 
Hal. Moore Music Arts Center 
Tuesday 
task* 23 
11:30 a.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstm. 
Noon-2 p.m. - Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Service 
Consultants wi meet with students on an 
appomtmont or walk-in basis. Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are available Free and open to all. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center 
2-4 p.m. - Caribbean Conference 
East-West issues in the Caribbean Basin wi be 
discussed Free and open to all  Alumni Room. 
Union. 
6:30 p.m. - University 4-H Club 
Meeting Open to all Northeast Commons 
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today 
Meeting. Open to at. Alumni Room, Union 
7 p.m. - Squash Club 
Meeting and tryouts for inlerclub match team. 
Open to el. Court A, Student Rec Center 
7:30 p.m. - Footloose Falcone Square Dance 
Club 
Meeting. Open to al  Northeast Commons. 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Auditions 
See 7:30 p.m. Mon , Oct 22, listing Founders 
lounges. 
7:30 p.m. - B.Q. Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Open to al. 203 Hayes 
7:30-10 p.m. - Caribbean Conference 
See 2 p.m. Tues.. Oct. 23. listing 
S p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting Open to al. Fort Room, Union. 
S p.m. - Students for Animals 
Meeting. The 1975 documentary "The Guns of 
Autumn" wi be shown. Free and open to all 
208 Hanna. 
(-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting   Free and open to al. Main Ice. Ice 
Arena 
Wednesday 
Mate M 
I i.m.-3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Dr. Bin G Kang of the Smithsonian Enviommen- 
tal Research Center wi speak Free and open to 
al Sponsored by the department of biological 
sciences  112 LUe Sciences 
II a.m.-3 p.m. - Pumpkin Saks 
Prices wi vary according to size ot pumpkins 
Sponsored by Charities Board and Volunteers in 
Progress Student Services Forum. 
11:30 a.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thursbn. 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. - Non-Traditional Stu- 
dent Series 
Asserttveness training wi be discussed. Free 
and open to al Capital Room, Union 
•:30 p.m. - Prayer Meeting 
Sponsored by Agape Christian Fellowship Prout 
Chapel. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship ot Christian Students 
Meeting. Alumni Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Auditions 
See 7:30 p.m. Mon . Oct. 22, listing. Prout 
lounges. 
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha Psll Accounting Club 
Joint meeting of thie accounting honor society 
and dub Open to al Campus Room, Union. 
7:30 pjn. - Election  14 Series 
US. policy m the Middle East wi be discussed. 
Dr. John Merriem, asaociate professor of politi- 
cal science, wi apeak Free and open fa al 
Sponsored by the Soclel Jostle Committee. 200 
Moeoley 
7:30 p.m. -Poetry Reading 
Jack Dnscoll, professor of English at Intertochen 
Art* Academy In Intertochen. Mich., wi read 
from his works Sponsored by the Cresttve 
Writing Program. Free and open to al Assembly 
Room, McFal Center 
1 p.m. - Theater Production 
"Birth of a Saleswoman." a one-act play which is 
part of In* Pink Coaar Workers Protect, wi be 
performed. Free and open to al. Uraman's 
Ladies Apparel. 101 S. Main. 
0-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Oct. 19, listing. 
• p.m. - Party 
To benefit the U.S. Cycling Federation. II. 
Open to anyone 19 and older. Sponsored by the 
Kappa Sigma fraternity bicycle tour team Up- 
town bar, 162 N. Main. 
9 pjn. - Alphl Phi Omega 
Meeting lor this co-education service organiza- 
tion.  Free and open  to al.  Asembly Room. 
McFal Center 
9 pjn. - Summer Study In France Program 
Informational meeting tor this summer's program 
in Nantes, France. Free and open to al. The 
French House, Sorority Row. 
9:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster 
Thursday 
khka.25 
11 i.m.-4 p.m. - Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Service 
Consultants  wi  meet  with  students  on  an 
appointment or walk-in basis.  Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are available. Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center. 220 Health Center. 
3-4 p.m. - SRC "Think Tank" 
Sessions are designed  to obtain ideas from 
students about Rec Center programs. Open to 
al Conference Room. Student Rec Center 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to all  La Maison Francais (The 
French House). Sorority Row 
8:15 p.m. - Pep Rally 
A spirit raiser for the BGSU-Central Michigan 
game and the Kappa Sigma Tour Team Free and 
open to at Sponsored by the Kappa Sigma 
fraternity bicycle lour teem. Rodgers courtyard. 
6:30 p.m. - BG Chess Club 
Free and open to al. Bring set. board, and clock 
if you have one. Off-Campus Student Center, 
basement of Moaeiey. 
7:30 pjn. - Maes 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
7:30 pjn. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting Open to al. 106 Business Administra- 
tion. 
7:30 pjn. - Religion Lecture 
Rev. John Galen, lecturer, author and theolo- 
gian, wi apeak on contemporary liturgical spiri- 
tualty. Free and open to at St. Thomas More 
Untvertsty Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Auditions 
See 7:30 p.m. Mon . Oct  22, listing MacDon- 
akJ lounges. 
6 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film Series 
Two tetevteon epiaodes of "Star Trek" wi be 
shown. Free and open to al Gieh Film Theater, 
Henna. 
6:30 pjn. - Bible Study 
Discussion of "The Passion of Christ" Gakttians 
Open to al. United Christian Fetowship Center, 
313 Thurstin 
Friday 
(MBM* 26 
9 aja.-« pjn. - Rock Star Photo Sale 
Last day for  true sale   Sponsored by UAO 
Promenade Lounge, Union. 
10:30 a.m. - New Music Festival Event 
Concert. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
12:30 pjn. - Meaa 
St -Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 Thuraan. 
t:30 p.m. - Education Seriee 
"Sports Management" wi be presented by 
Janet Parka of the School of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Clnlcal Laboratory and the 
Research Development Counct of the Cotege of 
Education. 119 Eppter Complex, Center 
1:30 pjn. - New Music Festival Event 
Master class on 20th century literature for two 
pianos presented by duo pianists Norms and 
Leonard Mastroglacomo  Free and open to all 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
2:30 pjn. - New Musk Festival Event 
Concert. Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4 pjn. - Near Music Festival Event 
A contemporary music panel discussion entitled 
"What's Happening In Europe?" wi be held 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
5 pjn. - Fantasy and Roleplaylng Society 
Games of al types are played Free and open to 
al Honors Center, Kreischer 
6:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to al. Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge, Union 
7 pjn. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Eastern Michigan. Anderson Arena. 
7-9 p.m. - Dunamis Outreach 
Meeting Prout Chapel. 
i p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting Open to al. 128 S. Cotege 
6 p.m. - New Music Festival Event 
Concert featuring chamber and orchestral 
works. Orchestral works wi be performed by 
the Bowing Green Phsharmonla Free and open 
to al Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
9 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
Children of the Com" wi be shown S1.50 with 
BGSU ID   210 Math Science. 
8-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri.. Oct. 19, listing 
9 p.m.-mldnlght - Pizza Party 
$2 donation. Open to graduate students. Spon- 
sored by Graduate Student Senate  St Thomas 
More gymnasium, 426 Thurstin 
10:15 p.m., midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Fri, Oct 26, listing 
Saturday 
OeMar 27 
9 s.m. - Gotf 
Women's team hosts BGSU Invitational Forrest 
Creason Golf Course 
t s.m. - Mow Music Festival Event 
"Where's the Mainstream?" panel discussion. 
Free and open to at. 1040 Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
11 a-m. - New Music Festival Event 
Concert. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
12:30p.m. -Footbelt 
BGSU vs Central Michigan University (Mt Pleas- 
ant). 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various articles wi be on display. Free and open 
to al  Little Red Schoolhouse, west of Com- 
mons. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - University Bible Fellowship 
Meeting. Open to al. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
3 p.m. - New Music Festival Event 
Concert Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
4 pjn.-Mass 
St.   Thomas   Mora   University   Parish,    425 
Thurstin. 
4 p.m.-1 s.m. - Octoberteet 
S5 Open to al Sponsored by the German Club 
Girl Scout Building. City Park. Cormeaut Avenue 
5 p.m. - New Music Festival Event 
Presentation wi be given by Philip Glass of the 
Phip Glass  Ensemble   He wi  discuss  fas 
operas   Free and open to al.  1040 Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
6-9 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Central Mtervgan University, Anderson 
Arena. 
t p.m. - New Huilc Festival Emit 
The Phap Glass Ensemble wi perform. Tickets 
are $8.  $fl, and $4.  Kooacker Had,  Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
1,10:15 p.m., midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Oct. 26. listing 
Tuesday 
Octal* 30 
Thursday 
Sunday 
Off*** 28 
9 am - Qorf 
Women's team to host the BGSU Invitational 
Forrest Creaaon Qolt Course 
10 ajn. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time tor visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys 'acuity. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish Open to at. St 
Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstm. 
10,11:15 a.m., 1:15 p.m. - Mess 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish.   425 
Thurstm. 
10:30 «.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster 
Noon - Worship Service 
Celebration of the Agape Church of Prayer's 
second anniversary. United Christian Fellowship 
Center chapel. 313 Thurstm . 
1 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Agape Christian Fellowship. Prout 
Chapel 
2 p.m. — Soccer 
BGSU vs Michigan State University Mickey 
Cochrane Field 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wHI be on display Free 
and open to at. Little Fled Schoolhouse. west of 
Commons. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra will perform 
Tickets are $7. $9, S11 and $13. Kobacker 
Hal. Moors Musical Arts Center. 
3:30-6:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fit.. Oct. 19, listing. 
3 pjn. - Vespers 
United Christian Fetowship Center, 313 
Thurstln. 
•:30 p.m. - Inler-Denomlnstlonil Worship 
Open to all Sponsored by the Agape Christian 
Fellowship Grand Basroom. Union. 
7-0 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl.. Oct. 19, Bating. 
7:30 p.m - Movie 
"Up the Creek" win be shown $1.50. Spon- 
sored by the PI Kappa Phi fraternity 210 Math 
Science. 
8 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting. Free and open to al Fireside Lounge, 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish.   425 
Thurstm. 
8-10 p.m. - Miss BQSU Scholarship Pageant 
Informational  meeting.   Open  to  all  potential 
contestants. Alumni Floom. Union 
»:S0 p.m. - Movie 
See 7:30 p.m. Sun.. Oct. 28. Hating 
Monday 
11:30 am-Mass 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 426 Thurson. 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Auditions 
See 7:30 p.m. Mon , Oct. 22. sating  Often 
hauer lounges 
7:30 p.m. - Foreign Film Series 
"Das Ben von Wandebek," a ram about the 
lemptaDone of national socialism in Hamburg to 
the 30'a. wi be shown Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the department of German and 
Russian. Glen Fern Theater, Henna 
3 pjn. - Male Revue 
$2 donation.  Open to al. Sponsored by Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity Mam St bar, 117 N. Main. 
I p.m. - PI Sigma Alpha 
Meeting for thia poetical science honor society. 
Open to al poetical science majors and iranora 
101 Ov«r>«aa.Adininie»alnn. 
Noon-2  p.m.  -  Peer  Nutrition  Counseling 
Service 
Consultants  wi  meet  with  students  on  an 
appointment or watk-in basis   Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are available   Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center 
0:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Alumni Associa- 
tion 
Meeting. Free and open to all   Miteti Alumni 
Center 
7 pjn. - Active Christians Today 
Meeting Open to al. Alumni Floom, Union 
7 pjn. - Squash Club 
Meeting and tryouts for the interclub match 
team. Open to al. Court A, Student Rec Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Graduate Student Recital Series 
Concert. Free and open to all Bryan Recital Han. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Star Search Auditions 
See 7:30 p.m. Mon., Oct 22. listing. For off- 
campus students  Joe E  Brown Theater, Uni- 
versity Hal. 
8 pjn. - Arm-Wrestling Tournament 
$3 entry lee. Open to al.  Sponsored by Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity. Mam St. bar. 117 N. Main 
5 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
A discussion of the stars visible in the evening 
sky and a multi-media show entitled "Al Systems 
Go" wi be presented. Free (donations ac- 
cepted) and open to all Planetarium. Physical 
Sciences Laboratory 
5 pjn. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting Open to all  Fort Room, Union 
8-10 pjn. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al   Mam tee, Ice 
Arena 
Wednesday 
OehtefJI 
11:30 a.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstm. 
11:30 ajn.-12:30 pjn. - Non-Traditional Stu- 
dent Series 
Dealing with family and relationships while in 
school wi be discussed. Free and open to al 
Faculty Lounge, Union. 
3 pjn. - Soccer 
BGSU vs Central Michigan University. Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
8:30 p.m. - Prayer Meeting 
Sponsored by Agape Christian Fellowship. Prout 
Chapel 
7 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students 
Meeting. Alumni Room. Union. 
7:30 pjn. - Star Search Auditions 
See 7:30 p.m  Mon , Oct. 22, listing. For off- 
campus students  Joe E. Brown Theater. Uni- 
versity Hal 
7:30 pjn. - Election '84 Series 
Social spending and the economic policies m the 
U.S. wi be discussed  Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Social Justice Committee 
200Mosetey 
I p.m. - Concert 
Herbert Spencer, associate professor of music. 
and Ver* di Camera wi perform Free and open 
to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
I p.m. - Theater Production 
"Waiting Tables," a one-act play which Is pert of 
the Pink Collar Workers Project wi be pre- 
sented. Free and open to al  Kaufman's at the 
Lodge, 1628 E Wooster. 
8-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frt . Oct. 19, listing 
• pjn, - Alpha Phi Omega 
Meeting lor this coeducational service organize 
Ion. Free and open to al Assembly Room, 
McFal Center 
t:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
Unrverwty Lutheran Chapel, IW.^Wooster. 
1 
9 s.tn-4 p.m. - Rose Sale 
Sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi fraternity. Union 
Oval. 
11 i.m.-4 pjn. - Pear Nutrition Counseling 
Service 
Consultants wi meet with students on an 
appointment or walk-in basis Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are available Free and open to al The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center. 
3-4 p.m. - SRC "Think Tank- 
Sessions are designed to obtain ideas from 
students about Rec Center programs. Open to 
al. Conference Room, Student Rec Center 
3:304:30 pjn. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to al. La Matton Francaia (The 
French House). Sorority Row. 
5 p.m. - Psremts) of the Year Contest 
Deadline for compositions. Open to all. Winners 
wi receive lour tickets to the Doc Severenson 
concert Sponsored by UAO UAO Office. 
Union. * 
6:30 pjn. - BO Chess Club 
Free and open to al. Bring set. board, and clock 
K you have one  Off-Campus Student Center, 
basement of Mosetey 
7:30 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting. Open to al. 106 Business Administra- 
tion. 
8 pjn. - Lenhart Classic Film Series 
"Secret Agent" wi be shown. Free and open to 
al Glsh Film Theater. Hama. 
6:30 pjn. - Bible Study 
Study of Gelations Open to at United Christian 
Fetowship, 313 Thurstm 
9:45 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Fri. Nov. 2. listing 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Stripes" wi be shown. $1 50 with BGSU 1.0. 
210 Math Science 
Friday 
Saturday 
8 a.m.-6 p.m. - American Marketing Associa- 
tion 
1984 regional conference. $25 registration tee. 
Open to al Al conferences wi be held in the 
Community Suite of the Union. 
10 1.01.-4 pjn. - Mini-Course Registration 
Last day to register. See 10 am Men .Oct 22. 
tetmg 
12:30 pjn. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstln 
1:30 pjn. - Education Series 
"The Development of Children's Sensitivity Fac- 
tors Influencing Vowel Digraph Reading" wi be 
presented by Daniete Zinna, assistant professor 
of special education. Free and open to at. 
Sponsored by the Chinical Laboratory and the 
Research Development Council of the College of 
Education 215 Education 
2 pjn. - Education Series 
"A Comparison ol Women Majoring m Fashion 
Merchandising and Women Majoring in Busi- 
ness" wi be presented by Dr. Dorothy Banting, 
asaMant professor of home economics. Free 
and open to al. Sponsored by the Clinical 
Laboratory and the Research Development 
Council ol the Colege of Education. 215 Educa- 
tion. 
6 p.m. - Fantasy and Roieplaylng Society 
Games ol al types are played Free and open to 
al. Honors Canter. Kreischer 
6:30 pjn. - Shabbat Service 
Open to at. Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge. Union 
7-0 pjn. - Dunemta Outreach 
Meeting. Capital Room. Union. 
7:30 pjn. - UAO Campus FHm 
"Rear Window"  wi  be shown.   51.50  with 
BGSU 1.0. 210 Math Science. 
8 p.m. - Fellowship ol Christlsn Students 
Meeting. Open to at 128 S College 
B p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Tues . Oct 30, listing 
6 pjn. - Concert 
Pianist Jerome Rose wi perform Tickets are $3 
tor students and senior citizens. S6 tor others 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Cenle. 
7:30 i.m.-6 p.m. - American Marketing Asso- 
ciation 
See 8 a.m. Wed . Nov 2. tsttng 
10 a.m. - Theater Seminar 
Jules Fisher, Broadway producer and theatrical 
lighting designer, wi speak on hia career and 
Ighttng designs. Free and open to University 
students, faculty and staff $ 10 tor members of 
United States Institute Theater Terrtinteiena ol 
Ohio and $30 for the general public. Persons 
may register at 9:30 am the day of the seminar 
Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hal 
Noon- Rugby 
Men's A and B teams wi compete m the finals of 
the Mtehetob Ohio Collegiate Championships 
College Park 
1:30 pjn. -Rugby 
Men's C team vs Obertn Colege College Park 
1:30p.m. -Football 
BGSU at Bal State University (Muncie. Ind.l. 
2 pjn. - Soccer 
BGSU vs.. E-.ansvie University Mickey Coch 
rane Field. 
2-6 pjn. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various articles wi be on display. Free and open 
to at. Little Red Schootiouse. west of Com- 
mons. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - University Bible Fellowship 
Meeting Open to at Canal Room, Union 
3 pjn. - Concert 
Tubiet Ivan Hammond, professor of music, wi 
perform Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4 p.m. - Maas 
St Thomas More University Parish, 425 
Thurstm 
7:30. 9:45 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
See 7:30 p.m. Fri.. Nov. 2. listing 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See midnight, Frl, Nov. 2. listing 
Sunday 
18 s.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time for visiting the Msumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys fecerty Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to al. St 
Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstm. 
10,11:11 a.m., 1:15 pjn.-Maaa 
St.   Thomas   More   University   Parish,   425 
Thurstm. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Active Christians Today Alumni Room, Union 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooeter 
1 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Agape Christian Fetowship Prout 
Chapel. 
2-6 pjn. - Eoucattonal Memorabilia Canter 
Various hietorical articles wi be on display Free 
and open to at. Little Red Schootiouse. west ot 
Commons. 
6 pjn. - Vesperi 
United    Christian    Fetowship    Center.    313 
Thurstm 
640 pjn. - Student Rec Center Council 
Meeting Open to at. Hooley Conference Room. 
Student Rec Center 
7:30 pjn. - Ptanatarium Show 
See 8 p.m Tuee.. Oct 30 listing 
3 pjn. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting Free and open to at Freaide Lounge. 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstln 
8.10 pjn. - Public Stargazing 
,,Saa9p.m  Sun.OFt.2A..»Mn8 ...... 
College of Musical Arts presents: 
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra 
The internationally acclaimed Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, 
under the direction of resident conductor William Henry Curry, will 
perform at 3 p.m., Sunday, In Kobacker HaN of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Featured in the program win be Peter Howard, a former member 
of Bowling Greens Cotege of Musical Arts faculty who is now In 
Ms 10th season as principal cello in the chamber orchestra. 
The orchestra, founded in 1959. became the country's first full- 
time professional chamber orchestra in 1968 and, under the 
guidance of music director Ptnchas Zukerman, remains one of the 
nation's major performing ensembles. 
The orchestra has made numerous recordings and in 1979 won 
a Grammy Award for Its recording of Aaron Copland's 
"Appalachian Spring" tor Sound BO Records. In 1983, the re- 
release of that same work was named one of the best classical 
recordings of the year by "Time" magazine. 
Each season 3 concerts by the orchestra are broadcast 
nationaBy by American Public Radio. The orchestra wi move Into a 
new home in January 1985 with the opening of the $48 million 
Orway Music Theatre in downtown St. Paul 
The orchestra's University performance will include "Concerto 
in B flat for Cello and Orchestra" by Luigl Boccherlni, featuring 
Howard. 
Howard, who is a member of the SPCO String Quartet, is well- 
remembered In this region for his performances with the Bowling 
Green Sting Quartet while at the University five years ago 
He has appeared as a soloist with many US and European 
orchestras as wel as given recitals In Berlin. London, New York 
and elsewhere throughout the world. 
Tickets tor the concert are $13, $11. $9 and $7 and can be 
purchased from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the music center box office 
Tickets can be reserved by caMng 372-0771. 
Guitarist Julian Bream 
Julian Bream, renowned guitarist and lutenist. wW perform In 
concert as part of the 1984-85 Festival Series at 8 p.m. Monday 
(Oct. 22) In Kobacker HaK of the Moore Musical Arts Center 
Tickets for the performance are priced at $11, $9, $7, $5 and 
$3 depending on the location of the seat and may be purchased at 
the music center box office from 10 am to 2 p.m. weekdays. 
Reservations may be made by caing the 24-hour ticket hotline 
(372-0171) 
Bream is among the worlds most sought-after performers; 
regularly apeartng on concert tours of North America. Europe. 
Australia. Latin America and Japan. His recordings for RCA 
Records have earned him six awards from the National Academy of 
Recording Arts and Sciences and the Edison Award for the best 
record of the year in 1964 and In 1974. 
Works to be performed in Kobacker Hall include three pieces by 
Sylvius Weiss, "Fantasia. Op. 30" by Fernando Sor, "Suite 
Compustelana" by Federico Mompou and "Cordoba" by Isacca 
Albeniz. 
Philip Glass Ensemble 
Six concerts, a master class on 20th 
century literature for duo pianos and a 
lecture-demonstration by world-famous 
composer Phillip Glass wii be presented 
during the fifth annual New Music Festival 
being held Friday and Saturday (Oct. 26- 
27) at the Moore Musical Arts Center 
With the exception of the final concert 
featuring the Phillip Glass Ensemble at 8 
p.m. Saturday (Oct. 27). aH festival events 
are free and open to the public. Tickets for. 
the Glass performance, priced $8, $6 and 
$4 each, are available at the music center 
box office or can be reserved by calling 
(419)372-0171. 
This year's festival win feature works by 
30 composers from the United States, 
Canada and Europe - all of whom are 
expected to be in attendance -- performed 
by faculty and students of the College of 
Musical Arts 
The Glass concert wi be the first In the 
festival's history to be devoted exclusively 
to one artist's works. This fact reflects the 
stature of Glass being among the most 
influential, exciting and commercially 
successful serious composers today. 
Recently his work was heard by millions during the opening and 
dosing ceremonies for the summer Olympic games In Los 
Angeles. 
In addition to Ms compositions, for the ensemble. Glass has 
demonstrated Ms versatility by creating music for dance, theater 
and Mm as wel as operas, including the celebrated  Einstein on 
the Beech," "Satyagraha" and "Akhnaton." 
The Phiip Glass Ensemble delivers the 
composer's complex musical message with 
both precision and vigor. The group 
consists of Glass, Kurt Munkacsi, Michael 
Riesman, Jon Gibson, Richard Peck, Jack 
Kripl. Martin Goldray and Dora Ohrenstekv 
When the musicians arrive at the 
University they will be carrying a ton of 
equipment. More easily identified by rock 
fans than classical music lovers, the 
inventory includes electronic keyboards, 
an array of synthesizers, a variety of 
mixers, amplifiers and nearly a dozen 
microphones. 
A lecture-demonstration by Glass also 
wi be presented during the festival He wi 
discuss his operas, utilizing slides and 
tapes, at 5 p.m. Saturday In Room 1040 of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. The 
lecture-demonstration Is free and open to 
the pubic. 
In addition to the Glass session a master 
class wi be devoted to 20th century 
literature for two pianos conducted by 
Norms and Leonard Mastroglacomo. There 
wi also be panel discussions on the 
contemporary music scene In Europe and 
the direction that contemporary music Is taking 
For a complete listing of at! festival events refer to the calendar. 
The festival is being presented with the support of the Ohio Arts 
Council, the Arts Commission of Greater Toledo and the College of 
Musical Arts. 
P.U.S.H. week 
to raise funds 
The PI Kappa PN fraternity at Bowling 
Green is one of 103 chapters across the 
nation involved in a unique philanthropy 
protect. 
The project Is called P.U.S.H. (Play 
Units for the Severely Handicapped), and 
through the fund-raising efforts of the 
Bowling Green chapter of Pi Kappa Phi, 
corporate and private donations, the 
Sunshine Children's Home in Maumee will 
recieve a $ 17,000 ptey unit for their facility 
on Nov. 2. This facility will be the first in the 
area. 
The project seeks to create living 
environments which meet the needs of the 
severely handicapped children The play 
units combine audio, visual, tactile and 
olfactory stimulation to enhance the 
children's learning environment 
The chapter raised $1,600 toward this 
project last year. To reach this year's goal 
of $3,000, the chapter will sponsor a 
series of events the week of October 28. 
A 100 hour wheelchair marathon will be 
held at 8 a.m. Monday. October 19, at the 
Union Oval and will continue until noon 
Friday (Nov. 2), at which time the chapter 
wi push the wheelchair to the Sunshine 
Home lor the unit dedication at 2 p.m. 
Other fund-raising activities to be held 
are a movie, a rose sale at the Union Oval, 
an arm wrestling tournament and male 
revue at Main Street Bar, a concert in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Union and raffle for 
free limousine service and $150. 
Who's who seeks 
student entries 
University seniors will be chosen to be 
listed in the 1984-85 edition of "Who's 
Who Among Students In American 
Universities and Colleges " 
Applications and nominations for the 
honor are now being accepted by the 
Office of Student Organizations and New 
Student Programs, 405 Student Services. 
The deadline for applying Is 5 p.m. Oct. 
29. 
Any faculty or staff member or student 
may nominate a senior to be listed In the 
"Who's Who" guide Self nominations wi 
be accepted 
Applications due 
Applications for fall semester 1985 
Orientation Leaders are due by 5 p.m. on 
Wednesday (Oct. 24) In 405 Student 
Services. 
Applications are available to any 
University student providing he or she will 
be able to devote the time necessary 
before the new academic year begins. 
Interview signups wi be made when 
the appBcalions are returned. Interview 
appointments wi be made Saturday (Oct. 
28) through Wednesday (Oct. 31). 
Qreen Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Qreen State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. It Is produced In 
cooperation with the BO News. 
The next Issue of Qreen Sheet will 
be published Nov. 2 and will cover 
events securing between Nov. 6 and 
Nov. 18. The deadline to submit 
Information for that issue Is noon 
Wednesday, Oct. 31. 
All events must be submitted In 
writing to the Qreen Sheet editor, 8M 
Administration Building. In the event 
of space limitations, those events 
submitted at the earliest date will be 
given preference. There Is no charge 
to have an Hem listed. 
Senior Steve Cotten Is serving as 
editor this semester; junior MM 
f 
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Putting a Price Tag on Art 
Tops on the Charts — p. 6 
The Cars end rumors — p. 10 
Big Bam Boom — p. 11 
A new LP for Bowie — p. 12 
Little Richard — p. 12 
-Tie N lews Magazine 
A night for children and adults 
Freshmen debut In a series of classic tales and fables. 
Vice President of Student Affairs 
Dr. Mary Edmonds exposes her personal side. 
Before and After 
Does a makeover that "promises results" really attract more men? 
Current trends in art 
Student artists have a place to exhibit and sell their passionate works 
,9 
Cov«f Photo: The Currents art gallery on E. Wooster St. was opened lo give 
outstanding student and local artists a chance to exhibit and sen their works...See 
story, page 9. 
Friday photo by Jim YoU. 
mm/Tit II Hn MIIBZIM- 
Marcelta Grande Jim Youll 
Chris Foran 
Film wiiitr 
Andrea Schlndler 
int. IriMHci EMUr 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BQ News, 106 University Han. Bowling 
Green State University. Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
Sweethearts for. 
Sweetest Day, 
On SweeleM Day what could lie more appro- 
priate than sweetheart rose*? 
Flowers say love. And Sweethearts aa> it best 
on Sweetest Day. Just stop by or call. 
Sweetest Day, October 20,1984 
Flowers and plants are for Sweetest Day. Naturally. 
SWEETEST DAY SPECIAL 
Beautiful Large Roses $22 perdoz. 
Lovely Sweetheart Roses $15 perdoz. 
Fresh Mixed Floral Arrangement from SIS 
Klotz Flower Farm 
'O'lUeflora. 
906 Napoleon Rd. Ph. 353-8381 
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The Sisters of 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
welcome our new initiates 
into the bond 
Suzanne Reichert 
Kimberly Heimann 
Sue Levy 
Heidi Hosick 
You guys are the greatest! 
Special thanks lo Deb & Petey 
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tiO^CI^CLJUBli 
. • COME IN & CHECK OUT 
&*pPytto*r 
Daily til 9:00 
Now Open At 
Noon AAon-Sat 
& At 2:00 Sundays 
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 2:30 
■jf* NO COVER m 
r^ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ^ 
■       210 N MAIN 
MILTON'S 
SATURDAY 
TOGA PARTY 
FEATURING 
MIXED COMPANY 
AND 
FREE ADMISSION WITH TOGA 
SPIRITS*   IIMHIS 
354-1232 
SHRIMP & OYSTER BAR 
HAPPY HOUR 
4 -7PM 
DINNER SPECIALS 
BBQ Pork Ribs ONLY $6.95 
Ribeye Steak ONLY $8.95 
wuMwmmg it. MI 
Gregg Goldslon demonstrates to an audience the grace and versatility of the art of mime during one of his performances. 
Goldston yppafea vement art 
by Cothy Wise 
In conjunction with the mime per- 
formance Tuesday night by profes- 
sional mime Gregg Goldston, there 
was a master workshop on basic 
mime elements taught by Goldston 
Tuesday afternoon at WBGU-TV. 
About 20 students and professors 
spent two hours learning the elements 
that develop the serious mime artist. 
Goldston teaches intensively at his 
school for mimes in Gambier, Ohio. 
His class witnessed the fluent, 
smooth, easy motions that character- 
ize only the best mime artists. But 
behind the perfection of his technique 
is hard work and grueling muscle 
isometrics that Goldston has been 
practicing for nine years. 
Goldston started with a warm-up of 
the head, torso, arms, legs and feet. 
These exercises are the basis for all 
mime movements since they have a 
distinct motion and a definite stop. 
Goldston began by portraying the 
illusion of being disconnected. He 
performed these movements using just his head, torso and hips. Standing 
in place, his head made an Egyptian- 
like move to the left. His torso fol- 
lowed with a shift to the left, while his 
head appeared suspended in air. 
"The body is like a motor," Gold- 
ston said. ''You start, zshhhh, and 
then stop." 
Besides balance, techniques such as 
echo/release, reflection of movement 
and timing were practiced. Goldston 
is a master of these and can teach 
them almost as well as he can per- 
form them. 
With a mesmerizing, hypnotic 
voice, Goldston concentrated on tak- 
ing the students through the 
movements one at a time. 
He held out his hand and picked up 
an imaginary cup, then drank from it. 
He was studying his hand the whole 
time. 
"Visualize what you're doing in 
your mind," Goldston said. "Your 
hand isn't holding the cup, but it is the 
cup." 
Goldston threw an imaginary ball 
into the air, watched it come down 
and then caught it in his other hand. 
Watching the ball, he reflected in his 
eyes and face where the ball went and 
how fast it fell. 
FHOAY/Alu Hoi».l»!(6| 
Mime Gregg Goldston performed at the University Monday, presenting a series of original sketches, all without words, 
ranging from simple movements to complex stories. While in Bowling Green. Goldston taught a "masterclass" at the studios 
of WBGU-TV and performed at Kenwood Elementary School. 
Another technique Goldston had the 
students try was echo/release. They 
Eushed a wall that wouldn't budge, 
led it again and held the pose. They 
waited Just a second and the wall 
gave. Releasing their tension, they 
made a body movement like a follow- 
through in tennis, reflecting that the 
— -.-* 
wall was still moving. Stretching and 
groaning, the students smiled with 
relief when the workshop was over. 
Watching him perform effortlessly 
and beautifully that evening made 
mime students realize the difficulty of 
the art. Not only is Goldston an ex- 
^aor^nary.mipje, bjrt w eojqy,«hU... 
and challenging teacher as well. 
For more Information on the tour or 
the School for Mimes, write Deborah 
Wasserman, General Manager, Gold- 
ston Mime Foundation, P.O. Box 404, 
Gambier, Ohio 43022. 
Cathy Wise is a senior journalism 
.iMtfir^rfmjmaoapoUaa:^^.^, 
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Classic tales 
Freshman stage tales from 
Aesop, and Brothers Grimm, 
by Shelly Trusty 
Melissa Millington plays the reluctant bride of Ryan Adkins in "Story Theater," a 
loosely constructed version of Aesop's fables and Brothers Grimm fairy tales 
written by Paul Sills in the late 1960s. The show is directed by doctoral candidate 
Bob Willenbrink. 
An enthusiastic group of freshmen is taking over Joe E. Brown Theater this 
weekend with the rallying cry of: "Let's have fun!" 
"Story Theater" is the freshman production for the school year 1964-85. 
Written by Paul Sills in the late 1960s, ''Story Theater" is a loosely constructed 
version of Aesop's fables and Brothers Grimm fairy tales. The show is directed 
by doctoral candidate Bob Willenbrink. 
"The show is a different way to tell the tales of Aesop and the Brothers 
Grimm," Willenbrink said. "The show played on Broadway includes music 
from the '60s and evolved through improvisation - after it was successful, it 
was scripted." 
The show incorporates mimes, jugglers, acrobats, musicians and actors into 
what Willenbrink describes as "an entertainment party." 
Willenbrink said, "The actors have invited the audience to the party and 
we're going to share our stories." 
"The play is of a freewheeling nature and is flexible enough to allow a large 
amount of people to participate," Willenbrink said. "It was originally written 
for a cast of eight, but we nave expanded the size of the cast to allow more 
people to showcase their talent." 
There are no major leads in the show, Willenbrink said. He tried his best to 
divide the scripted parts evenly. 
"The key to this show is energy," he said. "All of these students have a 
tremendous amount of energy. When people see the show they will become 
wrapped in it." 
"Story Theater" is being performed in Joe E. Brown Theater Friday and 
Saturday night. Admission is $1.50. 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
^ Why Walk Through 
when you can Drive Through? 
BEER = STATE 
MINIMUM 
(EXCLUDING 
IMPORTS) 
ONALLY: GGO. mui/lcMwr II. nu 
Revelations 
assembled by Linda Hotfman 
Name? Dr. Mary Edmonds 
Age? Maturing gracefully 
Occupation? Vice President of Stu- 
dent Affairs 
Educational background/degree? 
Spelman College in Atlanta, Ga., pre- 
med; University of Wisconsin in Mad- 
ison, physical therapy; Case Western 
Reserve, masters in health studies 
and completed work on masters in 
sociology. 
Current home? 406 E. Truman Court 
in Bowling Green 
Marital Status? Divorced 
Children? One daughter, Jacque, 24 
Hobbies? Music, theater and specta- 
tor sports 
Birthplace? Cleveland 
Vice President Edmonds: 
A self-proclaimed mentor 
Nickname? Mack (I have an identical 
twin who is nicknamed Mick) 
Most embarrassing moment? When I 
was mistaken for my identical twin 
sister by one of her boyfriends. 
Best kept secret? I played the violin 
for many years 
Your biggest regret ? The death of my 
husband 
Your fondest memory? My daughter 
Biggest paranoia ? Failure 
Your idea of the best evening? No 
negative phone calls 
Greatest pet peeve? Intolerance 
Your biggest accomplishment? My 
daughter 
Your wildest fantasy? Being rich 
enough to be able to give to my 
favorite charities and provide schol- 
arships for minorities. 
Superstitions? None. I am a fatalist. 
Favorite food? Fresh vegetables 
Famous person whom you identify 
with? Mary McCloud Bethune, 
founder of Bethune-Cookman College 
in Daytona Beach, Fla., because she 
stressed the need foe education for 
blacks. 
Favorite words of wisdom ? To contin- 
ually expand your mind by any means 
and to take risks. 
What you would be doing if you were 
not in present occupation ? I would be 
the Dean of the College of Health. 
(Her position before she became vice 
president of Student Affairs) 
What do you want your tombstone to 
say? I was a mentor or a role model. 
ft v. MA If* HUTCH 
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Dr. Mary Edmonds FRIDAY Jo. Phrtw 
352-8459 
• 2 for 1 
Assorted 
Tropical Fish 
• We have over 150 fresh 8 
saltwater tanks on display & 
expanding with new saltwater fish weekly 
'We're taking Christmas lay aways now 
'Now ownership will match any price & surpass quality 
*40 GAL Set-Up (excluding stand) RAFFLE 25* 
Come in for details 
• FANCY PARAKEET SALE $12.99 ■tIMJf 
• ANOLES "Chameleons" SALE $1.79 
• 10 GAL Set-Up $5.99        fg*™ 
earrin 
{•^effect ZJouck (Oeauty 
S^alon 
Wet Cuts $6.50 
£ar Piercing $6  (24 It.   aottl 
InaiJ 
*   Sculptured  ffaili 
9
     lA/e  carry   Hexxui products 
l/l/e rt C.*cluiiv*   but 
not r^ipensiie 
1084 S. Main (next to South End McDonald's) 
M-Sat 9-6 p.m. 
Thurs-9a.m.-8p.m. 352-2812 
rries 
LUNCH MONDAY-FRIDAY 11-1" 
DINNER MONDAY-THURSDAY 4-6" featuring 
A potpourri of crisp vegetables to dip in • 
Creamy Dill Sauce along with crunchy 
bread sticks. You also oat the "Dip Pot" 
too.   It's a hard roll. 
::) Present this ad & receive one appetizer free when you buy another. Expires Nov. 2, 1984. 
iijmu.m .11.1.1.1.1.1.11, ini.■mi. ,. mil miiiiiwuuiwiwa^^   
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by The Associated Press  
The following are Billboard's hot 
record hits as they appear in next 
week's issue of Billboard magazine. 
Copyright 1964, Billboard Publica- 
tions, Inc. Reprinted with permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
l."I Just Called to Say I Love You" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
2."Caribbean Queen"  Billy Ocean 
(Jive-Arista) 
3."Hard Habit to Break" Chicago 
(Full Moon-Warner Bros.) 
4."Purple   Rain"   Prince   (Warner 
Bros.) 
5."Lucky Star" Madonna (Warner 
Bros.) 
6."Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go" 
Wham (Columbia) 
7."On the Dark Side" John Caff erty & 
The Beaver Brown Band (Scotti 
Bros.) 
8."Let's Go Crazy" Prince & The 
Revolution (Warner Bros.) 
9."I'm So Excited" The Pointer Sis- 
ters (Planet) 
The Charts: 
Billboard magazine's top tens 
10."Some Guys Have All the Luck" 
Rod Stewart (Warner Bros.) 
TOP IP'S 
l."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revo- 
lution (Warner Bros.(-Platinum 
(More than 1 million units sold) 
2."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia)-Platinum 
3."Pnvate Dancer" Tina Turner (Ca- 
pitol (-Platinum 
4."Sports" Huey Lewis & The News 
(Chrysalis (-Platinum 
5 •'1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Iglesias 
(Columbia) 
6."Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elek- 
tra (-Platinum 
7."'The Woman in Red' Soundtrack" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
8."Madonna" Madonna (Sire)-Plati- 
num 
9. "Eddie and the Cruisers' Sound- 
track" John Caff erty & The Beaver 
Brown Band (Scotti Bros. (-Platinum 
10."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie 
(Motown (-Platinum 
BLACK SINGLES 
l."I Just Called to Say I Love You" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
2."I Feel For You" Chaka Khan 
(Warner Bros.) 
3."Swept Away" Diana Ross (RCA) 
4."Cool It Now" New Edition (MCA) 
S."Centipede" Rebbie Jackson (Co- 
lumbia) 
6."Jungle Love" The Time (Warner 
Bros.) 
7."Let's Go Crazy" Prince and The 
Revolution (Warner Bros.) 
8. "The  Medicine  Song"  Stephanie 
Mills (Casablanca) 
9."Don't   Stand   Another   Chance" 
Janet Jackson (A&M) 
10."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revo- 
lution (Warner Bros.) 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
l."If You're Gonna Play in Texas" 
Alabama (RCA) 
2."City of New Orleans" Willie Nelson 
(Columbia) 
3."I've   Been   Around   Enough   to 
Know" John Schneider (MCA) 
4."Give Me One More Chance" Exile 
(Epic) 
5.''She Sure Got   Away  With  My 
Heart"   John   Anderson   (Warner 
Bros.) 
6. "The Lady Takes the Cowboy Ev- 
erytime" Larry Gatlin & The Gatlin 
Bros. Band (Columbia) 
7."FooPs   Gold"   Lee   Greenwood (MCA) 
8."I Don't Know a Thing About Love" 
Conway Twitty (Warner Bros.) 
9."Pledging   My   Love"   Emmylou 
Harris (Warner Bros.) 
10."One   Takes   the   Blame"   The 
Statler Bros. (Mercury) 
You are worth caring 
about. No matter what. 
We believe that because 
the Bible says it. And 
our own experience 
convinces us: our 
church is filled with 
people who have 
known despair, heart- 
ache, sickness, guilt. 
Yet each one has found 
a way to the caring 
God. Before this ad was 
placed we started pray- 
ing for you because we 
care too. Give us a call. 
We'd like to share. 
rraaaatod wllk lor.. 
The Assemblies of God. 
K 
............ 
Pastor Randy Carter 
<*t*mXHb7lHimnm3SMm 
P0S»aS.8»tojCrm OH43402 
Worship 
Sunday Warn & 6pm 
4D's building, 
7th & High St. 
Mug It Up 
Collect a 
set NOW! 
Delivered to 
your door. . . 
filled 
32 oz. durable plastic 
Mug 
•1.29 wm, 
Any food item purchased (includes 
FREE rents with your mug thru 
December 31, 1984) 
FRIDAY 
Roast Beef Platter 
$3.50 
FREE DELIVERY 
SATURDAY 
Burrito Special 
Vegetarian or Beef 
$3.00 
PAGLIAI'S 
PIZZA 
946 South Mdn St. 
352-7571 
Free Delivery Irom 11 am Daily 
! »ffl 
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She will become 
their most deadly weapon. 
As long as they can make 
her fall in love. 
DIANE KEATON 
THE 
LITTLE 
DRUMMER 
GIRL 
\ 
A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM 
DIANE KEATON 
in JOHN LE CARRE'S 
"THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL" 
YORGOVOYAGIS  KLAUS KINSXI 
MaicbyDAVEGRUSIN 
Executive Producer PATRICK KELLEY 
SaeeaptybyUXtlNGMANOEL 
Based on hSe novel by JOHN LE CARRE 
Produced by ROBERT L. CRAWFORD 
Directed by GEORGE ROY HILL 
gm± FROM wwMBt nnos 
l\3 * WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY 
B># IIMMI if mpimiuc%m»MTM 
BAD THfBANUM BOOK] 
Now Playing at a Theatre Near You. 
'Plain Jane' becomes Sprucy Lucy 
by Lesley Sprigg 
Soon I was to be beautiful. The long 
years of being a "plain Jane" were to 
end. The cosmetic boutique I had just 
entered promises results as "proven" 
in its thousands of "before and after" 
photographs of ugly women all made 
beautiful - thanks to a MAKEOVER. 
Then, she "de- 
fined" my cheekbones, 
or I should say, she 
created them. I looked 
like an Apache ready for 
the warpath! 
The cosmetic consultant was eager 
to remake my face. She was thin and 
attractive with bleached blond hair 
set off by her white "lab" coat. Her 
makeup was a little heavy, but that 
was to be expected. She rushed me off 
to a back room and instructed me to 
wash my face. 
When I was finished, I peeked 
around the corner and darted out. 
Bare-faced, I took a seat with my 
back to the entrance just in case 
anyone I knew happened to walk by. 
Next she was glopping all kinds of 
goop on my face, explaining each one 
as she smacked it on: moisturizer, 
toner, refinisher, pore sealer, dark 
circle remover, revitalizer, nourisher 
and finally foundation. My face was 
tingling and burning. I was sure any 
minute I would break out in a rash. 
FRIDAY Don L»» 
Then, she "defined" my cheek- 
bones, or I should say, she created 
them. I looked like an Apache ready 
for the warpath! 
She also deemed my eyes in need of 
"defining." But after she had put on 
the blush, my eyes seemed non-exis- 
tent in comparison. While loading on 
eyeliner, she decided my eyebrows 
were just tootight. With a few flicks of 
her wrist I looked like Joan Crawford. 
It was amazing. She wasn't even 
finished and already I looked like a 
movie star. 
Finally satisfied that rav eves were 
rimmed with enough thick, black 
lines, she caked on some eyeshadow 
and clumped on some mascara. I 
peeked in the mirror while she had 
tier back turned. I looked as though 
I'd been on the losing end of a street 
brawl. My eyes were all black and 
blue (and purple and green and what- 
ever other color she used). 
Then came the finishing touch: 
lipstick. I was sure she would pick 
some vibrant red shade like vampire 
red to top off my already campy 
appearance. Actually, she picked a 
toned-down color similar to redwood 
tree bark. I looked like I was ready to 
be laid out in a funeral parlor. 
I walked out of the boutique into the 
shopping mall with my new face, 
afraid to smile for fear it would crack. 
And yes, men did pay more attention 
to me than when I was just a "plain 
Jane." Especially the one who fol- 
lowed me into the shoe store and 
asked if I charged by the hour. 
Lesley Sprigg is a senior public 
relations major from Akron. 
**w» 
BGSU SKI CLUB 
GOES TO UTAH!! 
• 5 Day Lift Ticket (others only give you 4) 
• Transportation 
• Races with Prizes (others don't sponsor these) 
• Luxurious Condominiums at the base of the 
mountain. 5 minutes walking to lift! 
• Parties every night (others don't have them 
every night) 
If you want Champagne, powder, and tons of snow, Utah and 
Ski Club is the way to go!! Sign up now! 
Meetings every Wed. night 7:30 p.m.     070 Overman Hall. 
PARK CITY ALREADY HAS HAD 22 INCHES OF SNOWFALL! 
Fl-MlvaclMW It.  1M4 
Student works sparkle in new boutique 
bvBethMocy  
University students and local art- 
ists will have a chance to display and 
sell their artistic works, thanks to last 
Saturday's grand opening of Cur- 
rents, a gallery of fine arts and an- 
tiques in Bowling Green. 
The gallery, 126 E. Wooster St.. will 
be displaying a wide selection of art, 
"There are so many strong artists in 
the area that we feel it's time for 
northwest Ohio to step forward in the 
art world." 
Criteria for display is professional 
presentation. Basile said that Cur- 
rents will accept any work that looks 
professionally done on a consignment 
Chip Hutchings and Ro Baslie opened 
Currents to give local artists a chance to 
display their creations. 
ranging from hand-made clothing and jewelry to an original Pierre Renoir, 
said Ro Basile, co-owner of the gal- 
lery who graduated from the Univer- 
sity in 1978with a bachelor's degree in 
fine arts. 
"We're hoping to give students and 
area artists a chance to get their feet 
wet on a local basis,' she said. 
She also said students may set a 
C" x for their work and display it at 
gallery. They will receive a check 
(minus Currents' 25 to 30 percent 
commission) within 30 days of the 
sale. 
Prices at the gallery range from 
$1.75 to 15,075. she added. "We want to 
present a wide range of art." 
Co-owner Chip Hutchings, a 1980 
University graduate in construction 
technology, said that, although Cur- 
rents displays a wide variety of art, 
the shop has been careful not to inter- 
fere with other business in town. 
"For example, we were thinking 
about selling greeting cards, but that 
might possibly hurt the Source's (now 
called The Greeting Exchange) busi- 
ness," Hutchings said. 
Basile added that another main 
function of Currents is to aid interior 
designers and architects in the area 
that are in need of art for their clients. 
"We will be keeping a slide file for 
them," she said. "That way, they can 
look through it and find what types of 
art they need. This will help both the 
artist and the interior designer." 
The idea for Currents was based on 
a collaboration of effort from both 
Hutchings and Basile. "We felt the 
WtHfffl 
town was ready for something like 
this," Hutchings said. 
Basile, former owner of the jewelry 
studio, Hephaestus, said the need 
stemmed from a group of artists in 
the area who needed a place to exhibit 
their works and get feedback from the 
general public. 
"There are many fine artists in the 
area who are graduates and present 
students," Basile added. 
"The student's degree should not 
be the only part of their college expe- 
rience." she said. "We feel that Cur- 
rents is an excellent opportunity for 
some of the outstanding 287 art ma- 
jors on campus to gain experience in 
the art world outside of class." 
Beth Macy is a junior magazine   ~ 
journalism major from Urbana, Ohio. lithograph by Pierre Renoir is among the art treasures now being 
shown at the Currents gallery. 
FRIDAY.** You«(3| 
A peek into the front display windows of the gallery reveals a large array of 
glassware, dolls and other creations. 
GET TWISTED 
WITH AN A$ 
o 
A$ FAIL 1984 DATE PARTY 
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The Cars end 
break-up rumors 
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - The Cars 
want to end all those rumors that 
allege the hit rock group is breaking 
up. 
The speculation has been gathering 
momentum ever since reports of con- 
stant bickering among band members 
emerged during the recording of the 
"Heartbeat City" LP this year in 
London. 
Interviews suggested that the group 
had grown disenchanted with "the 
iron-fisted control" of singer-song- 
writer-rhythm guitarist Ric Ocasek 
and would rather concentrate on solo 
projects. 
Ocasek also reportedly criticized 
the other members' commitment to 
the band and their musical contribu- 
tions to five top-selling albums. 
"Things were blown way out of 
proportion," said lead guitarist Elliot 
Easton. "Ric had an interview with 
some guy and said something like we 
were going to break up. But he said 
that as a joke. Everybody took it too 
seriously. 
Ocasek, who founded the Boston- 
based band in 1978, said the break-up 
rumor always makes for a good 
story. 
"I've heard the talk. It's funny. It's 
a joke. We never had an interest in 
breaking up. Never gave it a 
thought,   he said. 
"Nah," said keyboard player Greg 
Hawkes when asked about the possi- 
bility of a split. "Not yet. Not just 
yet'' 
Drummer David Robinson and bas- 
sist Ben Orr both denied the rumor as 
well, with Orr saying there especially 
was no friction between him and 
Ocasek. 
The Cars' self-title debut album on 
Elektra in 1978 got strong airplay in 
Boston, followed by gradual national 
exposure. The platinum albums fol- 
lowed - "Candy-0" in 1979. "Pan- 
orama" in 1980 and "Shake H Up" in 
1982. 
"Heartbeat City" is The Cars' fast- 
est seller with four hit singles in 22 
weeks so far - "Magic," "You Might 
Think," "Hello Again" and "Drive." 
The Cars are known for their cat* 
atonic, detached appearance on stage 
with little, if any, audience rapport. 
But they say that's by design. 
"I'm not into show business. We are 
not show business characters," Oca- 
sek said after a recent concert at the 
Arizona Veterans Memorial Col- 
iseum. "I don't prod the audience and 
I don't insult their intelligence." 
Ocasek said he is busy putting to- 
gether "a video album of about seven 
songs from 'Heartbeat City' plus a 
couple of oldies." Easton and Orr both 
have solo albums in the works. And 
Ocasek, who released his first solo LP 
"Beatitude" in 1982 on Geffen Re- 
cords and had a hit single with 
"Something to Grab For," also has 
another LP in the offing. 
Ocasek. who never thought The 
Cars would be the superstars they've 
become, said divergent solo projects 
doesn't necessarily signal the band's 
demise. 
"I don't care what they do. What- 
ever makes them happy," Ocasek 
said. "I don't know what they all say 
about me. I don't know what they 
think of me. I don't ask them. If they 
like me, fine. If they don't, there's not 
much I can do personally. But as a 
band, I think we have a lot to do still." 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
STORY THEATRE 
October 17-20,1984 
Joe E  Brown Theatre. 8pm 
Tickets Si 50 at the door 
THOSEGUYS 
John Husbands, Chris Reynolds 
And the Other Guy 
Tom Gorman 
OXFAM BENEFIT 
Donations of canned food St Thomas More 
A fPpdttUE0."? accepted 
•DEBBIE 
•JCJDY 
(Both Formerly 
With Romans) 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
MATURE AND EARTH UMTED WITH SCIENCE 
•DIANN 
•SHERRY 
•DONNA 
(All Formerly With 1st 
Edition) 
1616 E. Wooster 
STADIUM PLAZA 
— 
352-2107 
■ ■•   ■        ■•■•■••■ pVVHvVKWSVViWi "ii r MTmmin'ffi"T 
Hall and Oates soul search as 
13th album defies superstition 
by Eric Rozsq  
For Daryl Hall and John Oates, 13 is not an unlucky number - not when it 
comes to their 13th album, Big Bam Boom! 
"Die boys from Philly try to be progressive and different while sticking to 
their winning formula. The new record mixes rock with soul and even 
incorporates a spoonful of dance rhythms. This combination is proof that these 
two performers refuse to lie dormant under their previous success. 
Once again, all the songs deal with intimate feelings, but the album moves 
along quickly thanks to the added funk sound. 
Hall and Oates show true devotion to soul in their song "Out of Touch" which 
includes the words, "Soul really matters to me." This song is easily the best 
tune off the track and is quickly becoming a popular dance and radio hit. 
The LP is the fourth outing for Hall and Oates as producers - an awesome 
effort as indicated by Big Bam Boom's three hit-bound songs and one funky 
single called "All American Girl," which should fly up the soul charts. 
If would be naive to say the album doesn't have its faults, however; a few 
tunes sound like Hall and Oates tried too hard and overdid themselves. The net 
result is a few gaudy-sounding songs that hammer down the quality of the LP. 
But overall Hall s sensitive voice dominates most of the album, an asset 
which camouflages some of the flaws. In addition, the steady drum beat and 
the rhythm guitar keep the album lively. 
As in the previous album, Rock and Soul Part 1, the style of music Hall & 
Oates play appeals to listeners young and old. This brand of music keeps the 
duo popular and exciting. And they didn't need to stray far from their turf. 
Big Bam Boom is pleasing and fun, yet it could quickly become forgotten in a 
few months. On a 10-point scale, Big Bam Boom rates a 7. 
NOTE: Hall and Oates, clearly the best duo on the rock scene today, will play 
tunes from Big Bam Boom when they start their tour at the end of October. 
Eric Rozsa is a sophomore criminal justice major from Pittsburgh.Pa. 
MINI COURSE 
REGISTRATION 
begins Oct. 22 
endsNw. 2 
Sign up in Union Foyer or 
UAO office, 3rd floor, Union 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Choose from courses including Mixology and Beginning Magic. 
Call UAO, 2-2343 for more info. 
NORTHEND PIZZA 
HOW. POE RD.       4$ 3S2-7734 
. ■■ COUPON BB 
FREE 
12" PIZZA 
with purchase of 16" 
Pizza with same 
number of items 
free delivery 
OPEN DAILY 4 PM 
■ ■■■COUPON ■■■ 
$2 OFF 
any 
16" PIZZA 
with 1 or more items 
free delivery 
■COUPONi 
$1 OFF 
any 
12" SUB 
free delivery 
EXPERIENCE the fun and      A 
adventure of...      ^^ j) 
SCUBA    jgfa^ 
•TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI) 
•FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES 
•FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES. EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS 
•OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION 
sign up or call the 
REC CENTER 
372-2711 
+••••••••* 
* Deadline for * 
Sign-up for 
E.C.A.P/s 
STAR 
SEARCH 
* 
* is Wed., Oct. 24* 
^        12 noon       * 
* 108 Shatzel Hall* 
+   For more info  * 
* call 372-2798   * 
*•••*••••*, 
Bowie takes off on previous successes 
by Denise W. Winkler 
Take the Let's Dance LP, change the 
words and tone down the music to a 
repetitive throbbing bass and you'll 
iave David Bowie's new Tonight LP. 
With the exception of the title track, 
which is a mild reggae tune, it seems 
that Bowie is expanding on his pre- 
vious album's success. 
In the past, his albums have been a 
staircase of experimental music, cul- 
minating with each new release. But 
this time he has taken a step back. 
As talented a writer as Bowie is, the 
shallow lyrics make listeners wonder 
if this album was produced to fill a 
recording contract. 
Only three songs are Bowie origi- 
nals. Three others are collaborations. 
The deft lyrics displayed on Let's 
Dance are left behind as Bowie and 
company chum out the songs as if 
they were mass produced. 
Gone is the theme-in-the-music idea 
that gave the title track of Let' s 
Dance such depth, with its hint of 
racism that exemplified the fact that 
Bowie is not just another bubble-gum 
rocker. 
BJ'S 
352-7603 u^^^FOOO EMPORIUM 
Just 112 block east of Main Street 
• Pizza • Tacos • Burritos • French Fries 
• Fresh Ground Hamburgers • 26 Sandwiches 
• BJ's Famous Chili Dog 
• 10 Different Subs • Bar-B-Q Ribs • Chicken 
• Spaghetti Dinners • Daily Lunch Specials 
• Sundaes • Shakes • Sodas • Malts 
"(to ptl mtW MS%... 
y-$3.00 minimum 10-12:30 a.m. 
Framing Service 
for 
ART STUDENTS a"d 
"DO-IT-YOURSELFERS" 
Best Prices in Town 
for Aluminum Frames 
cut to order-12 colors. 
Matting 
Mounting 
• Glass 
• Acrylic 
• Matboard 
Preserve and give a professional 
look to photos, posters, & artwork 
20% discount for mounting posters 
& prints until Nov. 10 
diatom Tramitig 
125 E. OAK 
^ PH33£Q2A2   >) 
But what are listeners to believe 
now? 
Perhaps this album is not meant to 
be taken seriously, and critical analy- 
sisjust isn't what the artist wanted. 
This would explain why a remake of 
an old Brian Wilson hit is included. 
Bowie sings the Beachboys? Come 
on! On "God Only Knows," Bowie 
sounds like a heartsick balladeer try- 
ing to intensify a song meant to be 
free and easy. It just tries too hard. 
All is not lost however. 
Instrumentally, the album offers 
smooth, easy tunes, and reggae is 
added to the versatility of Bowie's 
band. A born trio adds flavor to a few 
numbers. 
On the title track, Tonight, which is 
definitely hit material, Bowie is 
joined by soul singer Tina Turner. 
The contrast between Bowie's clean, 
smooth voice and Turner's harsh, 
dusky one makes for interesting lis- 
tening. 
For listners who are mild Bowie 
fans, they might like this record be- 
cause of its easygoing quality. But for 
those who are used to Bowie making 
statements through his music, this 
album is a disappointment. 
If the album is given a few spins and 
listeners avoid making hasty judge- 
ments, it might grow on them after a 
while. 
But after Bowie fed the appetites of 
hungry fans with Let's Dance, his 
latest attempt leaves the listener with 
hunger pains. 
Denise W. Winkler is a junior news- 
/editorial major from Toledo. 
mewwwwm^^'"1"^ 
The king of rock 'n roll preaches 
the word of The King of Kings 
NEW YORK (AP) - Little Richard, who rocked and shocked the '50s and '60s 
with his mile-high pompadour, sequined suits and pancake makeup, may be a 
full-time evangelist, but he'd like to reclaim his throne as king of rock 'n' roll. 
Though he swears he'll never again get up on stage and screech his calling- 
card, "Ooh, my soul," Little Richard is nevertheless anxious for the world to 
remember him as the man who broke the racial barrier in radio music and who 
stunned audiences by performing in drag. 
"That's over. I won't do that again." he said in a telephone interview from 
his home in Riverside, Calif. "It's not that there's something bad about rock 'n' 
roll. The reason I don't want to sing is I'm 51 years old now and I just want to 
dedicate my years to the service of God." 
In his new biography, "The Life and Times of Little Richard: The Quasar of 
Rock" (Harmony Books, $15.96), he talks about his beginnings in Macon, Ga. 
He was born Richard Penniman and left home at 14 to sell "snake oil" with 
Dr. Hudson's Medicine Show. He toon became involved with various road 
bands in the South and toured with them until he formed his own group, Little 
Richard and the Upsetters. He landed his first record contract in 196L 
Little Richard shattered the white airwaves with "Tutti Frutti" - radio was 
segregated at that time with stations that played only so-called black music 
and stations that only played so-called white music - until 1977, the year he quit 
performing. 
Today, he spends most of his time on the road, preaching the message of the 
Remnant Church of God, which teaches the Ten Commandments. 
Entertainers including Elvis Presley, Elton John. Otis Redding, the Everly 
Brothers, Paul McCartney, David Bowie, Peter Allen and Mick Jagger have 
credited Little Richard with influencing what they sing and how they perform 
it 
But Richard, who says he was once paid flt.OM for an hour's work, is now 
anxious for the music industry to pay mm the royalties be says he is owed for 
such bits as "Tutti Frutti," "Long Tall Sally," Sllppin' And Slidin'," "Lucille," 
"Good Golly Miss Molly" and "Ooh, My WmtF^ 
Richard filed a $112 million lawsuit in June against Specialty Records, Inc., 
ATV Music Corp. and Venice Music. He also testified at a special congressional 
hearing in September about bow the music industry exploited him and other 
musicians. 
"I've haven't been paid for my music in 25 years," he said. "Only BMI 
(Broadcast Music International), they pay me." 
The singer-turned-evangelijt said be sold "Tutti Frutti" to Specialty in 1955 
.'<T .SP. Wrt «9t». Wfcm for every record sold. 
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and   ■   taKond ailampi   by th» 
•w---d-oa aauaaan a Itiraad Q 
I MINDER 
HAWAIIAN HEAT Mac 
and Andy puraua a doubly dMaA 
ca*w aa4*an a known luswr a rVatad 
by 0a> courl Itvan rrvurdarad by a 
vaogaanca aaat>ng vrgrianla 
0 S GREAT PCRFOft- 
MANCES Tha D-nsng Room 
A R Gurnay i comaoy about tha 
roan and rrluala O* tha Amancan 
WASP faariuraa a cmt o» iu play- 
ing ova SO characasTa awajdkng a 
tanaa g/arydmoihar and a group of 
5-aarotda  (j 
(ESPN) POCKET BH_LIAHDS 
Msryyaaoie Ftta v»   U J  Puckatl 
10O0 
O 0 FALCON CREST Rrch- 
ard at connad by AngaU and tha 
canal, sata-a a hay ngura from T«- 
ry'a    dart    paai    unaatpaciadh/ 
IB MIAMI VICE Datactrva 
Tubba tnaa to pnMact Oocfcatt 
tVom Iwcramrng tha aaghih «tim 
of an Argranwan aaaaaam 
0 MATT HOUSTON As Man 
mas to hnd out rf young Pag Asy - 
son has bssn cosroad rnto irjrnrng 
a rasgaous ouh. C J a grawaly 
•nsa-sd by one of tha coh laadari 
rj-»c»?lss p 
• NEWS 
(tSPNI HARNESS RACING 
Braadara' Down Cnarrtpionah-p 
Raca Fiva 0M9 from Chicago) 
ITUC) MOVIE *• ThaHouaa 
on Sorority Row" 11982) Kathryn 
McNan Eaaan Oav-xHon Sevan 
coaaga coada acodantaiy kd ttiaa 
hatad sorority house mother than 
become    hunted   by 
I NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
10:30 
0 LAST OF THE ONE 
NIGHT STANDS Tha Laa W. 
Urns Band, which toured the 
Mrdwsst duraig the Big Band Era. 
rsur-tss lor a psrformsnca to cate- 
brsta the 30ih anravaiary of thsa 
lasi pfofaaaaonal appear ancs <RI 
SOOO COUPLE 
MEDIA PROBES   Phoiog- 
raphy   Host Cheryl Tags profess 
live paopaa who make the* kvrng 
bahrnd the camaa (Rig 
1l:O0 
1000 NEWS 
WORLD    WAR    II    Gl 
DIARY 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN 
(ESPN)   NFL   GAME OF THE 
WEEK (R) 
11:OS 
©NEWS 
11:26 
0 GOOD ROCKIN' TONfTE 
Tarry Dav-1 Muft^gan rntarvawt 
mambara of UB40 Vadsos by Jsf- 
Isrson Stashrp I liyn It On Tha 
Una"). Romeo Voad IA Garl In 
Trouble I Tu-aa Gsrta I 0M0 ) 
II X) 
»TAXI 
MOVIE »* v, Somebody 
Kaad Ha H.raband (197S) Fa 
rah Fawcatt. Jafl Bridges Shortly 
after a baautrtul young woman 
ia»» m Iowa writ, a saasmsn-wrrt 
a. ha stuffy huatund a mur 
daad <R) 
0 TONKJHT Hosi Johnny 
Carton   SotaoUsd: Boy Gsorgs 
Vactoria Pr-icapsl 
fABC NEWS NK.HTl.INE 
0 LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Schadulad Ahmsdullah 
Ahmadulah. forma Alghar-stan 
rT-nata of the rntaror; Or Irving 
Oackk co-author of "Quantum 
Fitnaaa 
0 SANFORD ANO SON 
(ESPN I SIN3RTSCENTER 
HtfW 
(TMC) MOVIE •* 'Tha 
Apple 11980) CssSanm Mary 
Stewai. Gsorga Gamour In 
1994. a .ingxvg duo fsfto mlo tha 
Ivands of S Aabotacal imp.e»varro 
PO' 
12:00 
0   MOVIE   **V)    "lnvas«n 
Esrth 2150 AD     (I9SB) Pssw 
Cushartg. Barnad Ottof* 
IBJ/LOBO 
THREE STOOGES 
(E3PN) SPORTSLOOK (R» 
12:30 
0 FRIDAY NIGHT VrOtOS 
tfideoa by BaVy SaUBar ('At Night 
long l. tohn Vvass I Tsars I 
Ouea-n ("Mamma To Fall"). 
TwaiadSatal i Wanna Rock ) 
Chaka Khan I I Feel For You"). 
Stephanie Mills (" Medicine 
Song   ) 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Anthony 
Elmora vs Tony Permoro for tha 
Work. Super Haevywarght Cham 
psonsho. acha^uaad for 12 rounds 
Ciom Miamil  (R) 
1:00 
O MOVIE * * "> "Tha Plans- 
man    11966) Don Murray. Guy 
Stock wat 
I JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   *»     Tha Deadry 
Game        (1976)     David    Banay. 
AJlenG-hekl 
1:20 
(TMC)      MOVIE      » » * ". 
National    Lampoon s    Animal 
Mouse   (197B) John Baauahi Tom 
Mathsson 
1:46 
■ NEWS 
2:00 
■ NEWS 
(ESPN) SPCEOWEEK (R) 
2:30 
O MOVIE * *    Night Of Tha 
Blood Mon.t.,    (1972) Chmio- 
pha Laa. Mar .a Schsl. 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Tyrone Oawiay vs David Graylon 
m a lightwaighi bout achaduftsd 
lor 10 rounds (from Atlantic City. 
N.J I. (Rl 
3 IB 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Last 
Embrace (1979) Roy Schada 
JatatMaopkn 
4 0O 
O MOVIE ** V) Crowhave.. 
Farm" (1970) Hope Langs. Uoyd 
Bochna 
SATu»*DAY 
10:00 
0MAJA. THE BEE 
I DRAGON S LAIR 
VOYAGE OF THE   MIMI 
Tha craw (sans to sad and sights 
whales   a vie.! to tha Provmce- 
lown Center tor Coasts! Reeeach 
0 MOVIE   •* '..     Along Ths 
Great Drwda    (1961) Krt Doug- 
las. Vsonta Mayo 
0 NEW TECH TIMES 
(EtPNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
Mannesota Fata vs   U.J   Pucfean 
IRI 
(TMO   MOVIE   **H     Funny 
isdy-   119751 Barb's Strsaand 
JsmeaCaan 
10:30 
POLE POSITION 
GOING GREAT 
GREAT SPACE   COAST- i 
ER 
0  ALV1N   ANO   THE   CHIP 
MUNKS 
0 SCOOBY-OOO MYSTER- 
IES 
0 AMERICA WORKS 
0 PET ACTION LINE 
11:00 
0 0 DUNGEONS AND 
DRAGONS 
J CORONATION STREET 
KtOOVIOEO 
SCARY   SCOOBY   FUN- 
NIES 
(MOTOR WEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
(E9PNI SUPER BOUTS Of 
THE BOS Marvaaoui Marvwi 
Hagkar vs Vrto Antuofsrrno (Bos 
ton 1961) and Marvelous Msrvsn 
Maglar vs Mustafa Harrwho 
IRoeamont  k-    19611  IR) 
11:30 
0 0 PR YORS PLACE 
0 CORONATION S TREE T 
0MR    T 
0LiTTLESC3 
0     MATINEE     AT     THE 
BIJOU 
0 PAINTING CERAMICS 
ATTERNOON 
12:00 
0 0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Mrcl-gan at Iowa 
I WRESTLING 
GOING BANANAS 
ABC WEEKEND    Tha Rad 
Room Rrdda'   Aa part of the* i« 
tNttaon mto a dub. two youngsiaa 
visit an aaa mansaon where they 
aa held capias by s myataiou* 
boy hori a bygone ma  IRKJ 
0 MOVIE * *     SetRi And Ths 
Mage  R»yg     (19S9) Sab-,    Dana 
Mssssy 
0 OUH TING 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
South Caokns si Notre Dame 
12:30 
0   SPIDER-MAN   AND   HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
0     AMERICAN     BAND- 
STAND  GusstS    John  Catrarty 
O^antpagna 
0 GREAT CHEFS OP NEW 
ORLEANS 
(TMC) MOVIE   ***V.     Edu 
casing    Rita      (1983)    Mchasl 
Cana. Juka Walters 
1:00 
i PAR 27 
KIDSWORLD 
SQUARE    FOOT   GAR- 
DENING 
0 FRUGAL GOURMET Jeff 
Smith    shass    ssrly    Amaican 
raapaa. axia>rtng one for chicken 
pN from 16". century Vag-raa 
1:30 
(DATELINE ONTARIO 
HIGH    SCHOOL    QLHZ 
ArcNxiMvs Swsnion 
0  MOVIE    **   "Tha Bedford 
InooBnt"   (1966)   flachad   WMS- 
mark. Sidney Po.t*r 
0   0   THIS   OLD   HOUSE 
Ekiasnor   work inciuoVig hsrnang. 
ahsail-ng    rnataffaStion   of   raftsrs 
and a-oawsa. 
0   MOVIE   **   "Who Skyw 
Aunta   Roo'"    11972)    Sheeey 
Wmtai Mark Lasta 
2 00 
SONTORI0 200 
WALTONS 
0    DO    IT    YOURSELF 
SHOW Im taSstron on tha oaaga 
of rooting   srdrng  doors. wstKiows 
and a door opana. 
2:30 
,0WK.D WORLD 
Mick Payne 
Singing At 
8r- 
9 PM 
■1 AM 
Every 
Thursday 
A Friday 
— 
'$ 
FIRST EDITION 
,H»IR oeairaN rrruaio 
EXPERT HAIR STYLING 
FOR MEN 4k WOMEN 
N*B» 354-1477 
aaa1 
434 E. WOOSTER       ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN 
■ V '    ■   .'• 'Vv.V.iAVAV.V.W.VAI, 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
Gary 
OPEN U-e Monday -Saturday 
r v,;- , i  , ,v, 
NHMMa^-**"" 
Frtfliy/tcltfetr 11. IBM 
0 0 WOOOWHK1MT S 
SHOP How to (ay out and carve 
the dM and be* toot 
flMCl MOVIE *#* Baby. 
Us YotT 119831 Rosenne 
Aiquette. Wtcenl Speno 
3:00 
O      OPORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduled   GT auto raono. (from 
Trom   tshneree.   Quebec).   Brine" 
Pro Dart Championships 
0 PBA BOWLING Columbia 
Seniors Tourog Pro Doubles tbva 
bom San Amomo. Teaee). 
0   CONSTITUTION    THAT 
DELICATE      BALANCE    An 
•■ptoretron of tha manly defense 
and ma oonttovarav aurrounosng 
paychsetnc testimony m ma court- 
room p 
0 THE RACE FOn NUM- 
BER ONE: COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL REPORT College looibaH 
acoraa and highfcghts horn around 
tha country and • look at neat 
-Mi major contests 
0 AUSTIN CITY IIMITS 
Loretta Lyrm pertorma aoma of 
ma aonga thai mada her famoua 
MO 
O 0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
UCLA at Cefcfornse 
0     COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
Boaion College at Waat Vagna 
0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL Pur 
due at Itanoas 
(ESPN)   AUTO   RACING Can 
Am     Racing     (bom     Riveis.de 
Caaf I 
4:O0 
0   FIRING   LINE     Mortener 
Alter a    Graat    idea*      Gueel 
author Mortener Adkw I* Vision 
of the Future ((Part I of 2) 
0 HAWAIIAN SPECTRUM 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Formu 
la I Grand Pna Of Europe (from 
Nurbjgrmg  West Garmany)   (Rl 
4:30 
■    SPORTSWORLO   Sched- 
uled Survival ot tha Fittest Endur 
anca   Compatition   (Irom   Smrth 
Rock Stata Perk m Oregon ) 
0  CREATIVITY WITH   HrU 
MOVERS   Thai a No Tomato 
Bat Movers looks at aoma creative 
tachnotogtti    thai     ara    brmctng 
now   ahapa   and   flavor   to   tha 
tomato (RIQ 
PJMCi MOVIE **v, "Prince 
Vefcenr 119541 Jama* Maaon 
Janet le^a. 
B:00 
0 TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL vVhen Tha Crackerta Coma 
Horne ToRooat"' Thrs ewerd-wm 
rang play unman by Laurence 
Holder tracaa tha nft between tha 
Hon Eliah Muhammad (Kak Ke* 
say) and Matcoart X (Dental 
Washington) (Part 1 of 2) 
(B CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
B:30 
0 MAGIC OF WATERCOL- 
ORS 
0   CONGRESS:   WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
(ESPN)    RINGSIDE    REVIEW 
M 
EVENING 
BOO 
| CBC NEWS 
| NEWS 
I NATURE How varroua spe- 
cats of plant ate lura ineects and 
arwmak to effect tha poffananon 
procaaa  Q 
0 MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU Featured Gay N<ght«a 
and love A ifcean (1933) 
atarnng tha comedy raam of Clark 
and McCuBough: a cartoon 
Threes • Crowd (19321; and 
chaptar I of "Tha Phantom 
Craapa 0939) atarnng Bala 
Lugoei. 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
B:30 
8FOLKLORAMA 
13 REPORTS 
fEBPN) NFL   GAME   OF THE 
WEEK (R) 
(IMC) MOVIE ***Vi "Bn- 
an'a Song'' (1971) Jamaa Caen. 
Wh/ Daa Wftems Two football 
playara ahara a rara fnandarap 
until cancar claims ona of iham 
G' 
7:00 
SHEWS 
DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Coast   Butch Goring 
• HEEHAW 
# DIVORCE COURT 
0 0 SOLID GOLD 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Private Sehuti" VVrth lha 
war (tawing to a ctaee and Gar- 
many a dafaat assured Schuli ra 
reureted with hta feetow forgara 
who reekie thaa achama ra about 
ro ba daxovered by tha Amen 
cam (Pan S of 6) (R) g 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
730 
■ MUPPETS 
O THIS WEEK IN HOCKEY 
■ WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
0 NEWTON'S APPLE 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Oklahoma ai Iowa Stata 
■too 
O 0 AIRWOLF A myeienoue 
group ot buemeesmen arrangaa a 
deal with Dom for the use ot has 
paraonnal. equapment and lac* 
tiaa m e« change for a huga turn of 
monay 
O NHL HOCKEY Ouabac Nor 
chquaa at Toronto Mapla Laala 
0 DIFF RENT STROKES 
Wake bacomaa tha middraman m 
a pokoa affort to curb drug abuaa 
at hra ntgp achool 
0 T.J. HOOKER Hooka, drt 
covara tha buarra double Ma of a 
laan age proattluta who bacomaa 
a murder target tn lha rad-hghi 
Aafct g 
0 MOVIE *** The Blua 
Ma* (19661 Gaorga Pappard. 
Jamaa Maaon A young German 
compete* with more enparwncad 
ftyara for tha praatigroua Slue Ma» 
award 
O PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
S MOVIE *** Rancho 
Notorioua" (1962) Mariana 
Dwtrtch. Mai Farrar Seeking tha 
k*ar of ras hancaa a cowboy runa 
aroit a danca-haM quaen and a 
gambrar who may hold lha key 
(TMCt MOVIE ** l: Baby. 
II a You'* (1983) Roianna 
Arguana. Vrnoam Spano A tough 
Itahan atraat kid ha* a rocky and 
unlAery romance wrth a rahrtad 
high achool honor atudani   R 
8:30 
9 GIMME A BREAK Nat a 
afforta to draoouraga Grandpa 
Karaahi from marrymg an heeesa 
iRue McOanahan) ara thwartad 
by tha woman'a 'ether (Melon 
Bartel who inaiata cm tha urvon 
m STAR SEARCH 
MO 
0 S MICKEY SPLLANE'S 
MIKE HAMMER Thraa baawb- 
ful woman rare M*e lo help iham 
cotact an mhantance from a moo 
ater reaponarbfa for murdering raa 
fnand 
9 PARTNERS IN CRIME 
Carole and Syd eat a trap for a 
man threatening to murder Syd'a 
con artKi father (Cameron Mitch 
an) 
9 LOVE BOAT laaac helpa a 
youngater deal with hra lather a 
death: a band woman believoa a 
fallow peeaenger n a formar love: 
a federal agent aeeka av*danoa 
agaanai two book«a by fergrang 
interest m thaa pretty, btonda 
cornparaon Q 
930 
0 MOVIE ***V» Inhar.l 
The VVavf 119601 Spencer Tra- 
cy. Frednc March Clarence Oar 
row and VVeaam Jenrunga Bryan 
wage a courtroom battle over the 
teaching of Oarwin'a theory of 
evolution 
10O0 
0 0 COVER UP Dan and 
Mac race to a South American 
crty to help an American woman 
enpneoned lor a murder aha 
cfcdn I commrt 
0 HOT PURSUIT Whee Shaw 
and the FBI be m wart. *m and 
Kate head home to aaa hra dying 
aaier Stephanie hoping afio to 
heat family wound* (Part I o* 2) 
0 FINDER OF LOST LOVES 
A young woman hea* Gary to find 
har identrcel twin whi haa Ttys 
leriously draappaarad wha* Oaray 
iful  I mm i hajr 
aaarch for an old cortege flama 
0 SNEAK   PREVIEWS Nee! 
Gaoler and Jeffrey lyone root  at 
rafarig   atara   from    The   Jerk. 
Arthur '   and    "The   Man   Who 
Loved Women 
(TMC) MOVrt * * * '• Edu 
cahng Rita (1983) Michael 
Came Juke Welters An apathet 
■c. akohoac professor haa a pas 
sronaie but chaste relationship 
with a young woman who haa a 
daaae lo learn literature   PG g 
103O 
0    COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
Ohro Stata at Michigan State 
10:46 
0 THE PEOPLE VS. DAN 
WHITE Interview* and dramatic 
reeneciments baaed on court 
tranaoajts relate the events BUT- 
'oundmg the eeeaaaeietron of San 
Franoaco Mayor George Moecone 
and Supervtaor Harvey M*V and 
lha trial of Dan White the man 
charged m the ahoohnga 
1I:00 
O 0 0 0 NEWS 
O NATIONAL Q 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:16 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
I NEWS 
ABC NEWS C3 
11:00 
0 MOVIE **V, The Mack 
mtoah Man 119731 Paul New- 
man. DomaMQue Sanaa Baaed on 
a novel by Oeamond Begrev A 
Bmish rntefaganoa agent and hsa 
famara cohort ara forced to cope 
wrth double agents and tnpkt- 
aoaaea on thear mraaam to cap 
ture a communal spy 
0 MOVIE *** Mr S«don 
«ua" (19611 Oscar Homofka. 
Ronald lewie Usmg a psychologi 
cal tncfe. a doctor cures tha tacujf 
paralyasa of a man who. at grati 
hide sen hra wife free to marry 
tha doctor 
0 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Most the Rev Jasaa Jadkaon 
Guest Andrae Crouch. 
11:38 
0 STAR SEARCH 
11 46 
O   MOVIE   ***     The Two 
Worlds Of Jar-ire Logan    (1979) 
Lmdsey    Wagnar.    Marc    Sngar 
After    moving    KIIO   a    Victorian 
manaron with a buarra raaiory. a 
young wife ra transported mlo lha 
peat lo save tha He of a formar 
inhabitant of the house 
12:00 
0 TWsLlGMT ZONE 
(ESPN)  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
South Carolma at None Oama (R) 
tTMC) MOVIE * * "The Hand" 
(1981)   Math eel   Came.   Andrea 
Marcowco 
12:30 
0     TALES     FROM     THE 
DARK SIDE 
12:36 
0 SOUL TRAIN 
1:00 
0      NEW      YORK      HOT 
TRACKS 
O MOVIE **'l    Comedy OI 
Terrors      (1963)   Vincent   Price 
Pater Lore 
1:30 
0NEWS 
1:60 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **v>     laden 
And    Gentleman      The    fabulous 
Stems     (1981)  Dune  Lane. Ray 
Wmstone 
2:O0 
0    MOVIE    **      Inspector 
Cloueeeu      (196BI   Alan   Arkm. 
Frank f inlay 
2:30 
0NEWS 
3:26 
(TMO   MOVIE   **v,     furmy 
Lady    (1976) Barbra Straownd. 
Jamaa Caen 
3:30 
IE9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
4:00 
0   MOVIE   **Vi      Hornet a 
Naat' (19701 Roc* Hudson. Sat- 
gxi Fan lorn 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Stroh a 
150 (from Phoanr. Aru ) (R) 
SUNDAY 
OCTOBER 21. 1BB4 
c<«i>«r>i    iaa« i v D*M mi 
11:00 
O HERITAGE 
0 COMMENT 
0   WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
0 KIDS INCORPORATED 
0 THE BRAIN 
0 WRESTLING 
0 TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
fTMC) MOVIE ****    Napo- 
8s 
kson"   (1927)  Albert  Dsaudonna. 
Antonai Artaud. 
11:30 
80 PACE THE NATK3N 
COURTSHIP OP EOOfE'S 
FATHER 
| SUNDAY MASS 
THIS     WEEK     WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY 
0    INTERNATIONAL    EDI- 
TION 
12:00 
0 FOOTBALL TODAY 
O MEETING PLACE Tha Rev 
Ron Osmond conducts   aorvtcae 
from    Beiheede    Pentecoaial 
Church at St   John's. Newfound 
land 
0EARLE BRUCE 
0 MEET THE PRESS 
0 NEW TECH TIMES 
0 FAME 
0    NOVA   Catabr.iv    penekets 
Edwvi   Hawmen     Marva   Cofhns 
Jules Bergman and Jane Aaaaan- 
dar have thaa acaantihc knowt 
adga put to die beat by An Fktm- 
rng  g 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
| NFL TODAY 
J NFL    84 
SON LOCATION 
NEWTON'S APPLE Ira 
Flatow (kacueaea anoant Egyp- 
tiaan rnummsaa. ov.'s bafarong 
on a tacyckJ and helium a affaci 
on the voice 
(ESPN) NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK (R) 
1:00 
O NFL FOOTBALL RagnruH 
coverage of New York Giants at 
Philadelphia Eagles Washington 
Redskins at St Louis Cercfcnala 
Detroit Lama at Mevweota V* 
nga. Chscago Bears at Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers or San Francwco 
49ara at Houston Oeara 
I COUNTRY CANADA 
NFL   FOOTBALL   Datrori 
L«na at Mmnasota VAetge 
I4»F 
 
NFL   FOOTBALL Regranai 
coverage of Seettta Seahawks at 
Green Bay Peckera. Prttaburgh 
Steelers at Inokanapoaa Cofis 
Oanvar Broncos at Buffalo B4s 
Miami Dcaph-«s at New England 
Patrota or Cleveland Browne at 
CaxMinah Bengara 
S COMMUNITY CLOSEUP 
0 WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
0 MOVIE ** Vt Skyjacked 
(1972) Ovation Heaton. Jamaa 
Brokn. 
(ESPN) POCKET BI-LIARDS 
Minneaota Fata vs U J Puckelt 
(R) 
1:3)0 
O ORIGINAL SIX HOCKEY 
Boaion va. New York 
0   MOVIE   **vt      Magnum 
Force      119731   Cant   Eastwood 
HalHofbrooh 
0 0 WALL STREE i" WEEK 
Guaet. Dean LaBaron. praeadant of 
Battaryrnerch Fsnanoal Manage- 
ment Corp. 
2:00 
0 MOVIE  ***     Von Ryan's 
(.press     (1966) Frank   Snietri 
Trevor Howard 
0 MOVIE *** Three Caaes 
0» Murder     (19531 Oraon Weeee. 
Lauaan McGrath 
(E9PNI SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE BOS M*a Weaver va 
John Tata (March 1960 at Knoa- 
v*a)   (R) 
3:00 
0   MOVIE   *fkVr     Kaaar By 
Nrght'    (1971) Robert   Wagnar. 
Diane Baker 
ESPN) PKA KARATE Anthony 
Elmoro va Tony Palmore tor die 
World Super Heevywesght Cham 
pionahap. achedusad for 12 rounds 
(from Miami. Fie ) (R) 
(TMC) MOVE ** v, Sial C- 
Tha fasght (19821 Roy Schasdar. 
Meryl Sweep 
3:40 
0 EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE I Jonad In PrograaaJ 
400 
0 MOVIE * * v>    Something 
For Joe*   (19771 Garakana Page. 
MarcSmgar 
0 SPORT8WEEKEND 
Scheduled: flothman s krHerna- 
oonal Thoroughbred Horaa Race 
kva from Woodbme R ece Track m 
Toronto. 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Regwnel 
oovarage of Kanaaa Crty Chaafa at 
Hew York Jete or loe Angaata 
RaKkara at San Osago Charge.* 
0 MOVE **# Buck And 
the Preacher (19721 SrfneyPc 
bar. Harry Baaafonta 
0 CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
0 UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
4:00 
0 OBS SPORTS SPECIAL: 
A ME RICA'8 MARATHON 
Same-day coverage from Chicago 
0 CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
fTMO MOVIE ** Operation 
Kid Brother' (1967) Ned Con- 
nary. Danseta BUNK hi 
BOO 
O CFL FOOTBALL Edmonton 
Eakenoa at Wawapeg Blue Bomb- 
ers 
0 FRONTLINE Trace* the teat 
two yeara of tha ecperemoea of 
four people who fled thee native 
Poland lo fnd a better ate n the 
us g 
0    LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
0    FIRING   LINE     Morbmer 
Adeer'a    Great    Ideas'    Guest 
author Mortimer Ada* ("A VreKm 
of tha Future I (Part 1 of 2). 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING CART 
Laguna Sece 3O0 (from Cafcf) 
EVENING 
MO 
ONEWS 
• COS NEWS 
I FAME 
JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' Preparation 
of navy beans with smoked aeu- 
aage white beans and shrimp 
gumbo a la Jeanne*, and duck 
and turrapa. g 
« STAR TREK 
ON THE MONEY Featured 
wenrang    a    lottery,    chooemg    a 
hrujncud  planner:   health  service* 
avertable to consumers  g 
BtOO 
0 COO NEWS 
I HOTLINE 
0      ADAM      SMITHS 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. Wooster St. 
352-4171 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Let UNIVERSITY GLEANERS 
Do Your Wash For 
$1oo 1 
• Use your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
• Must be brought in 
between 8:00-1:00 but 
can be picked up any- 
time we are open 
•   All  you   pay   for   is 
washers & dryers & just 
$1   to have it all done! 
S24 E. Woofitsr   (up to 3 loads) 
(PHMI TO Myi*.)   • Good M-f only   , 
1-5:30 
352-7212( 
i ■ 10MBI 
MONEY WORLD 
(TMO MOVIE *** Deffy 
Due*'a MOM - FeniaeM learner 
119831 Aramated Voscee by Mel 
Blanc Buga Bunny foghorn Lag 
torn. Porky Pig and othera atari a 
lourney on Daffy Duek'a ernel 
■aland   G 
7:00 
(0 BO MINUTES 
SaLVEB SPOONS Grandfa 
tner Strenon is persuaded by 
Ra*y lo aak has hisiory teacher 
for a data Guaet atari John 
Housemen Barbara Bahngeley 
0 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTt 
0 0 WONDERWORKS 
Who Haa Seen Tha w-d' 
Joe. Farter and Hasan Shaver ater 
at thai award- mnruung adaptation 
of WO Mrtchafl s novel about a 
boy's conang of age at rural 
Saakatchewan (Part 1 of 21Q 
0FAME 
7:90 
0 PUNKY BREWSTER Hen- 
ry vreBa Punhy and har fnanda to 
achool and later lakes them ftah- ■o 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
0000 PRESfOENTlAL 
DEBATE P-aaKlant Reagan and 
Democrat*: preaidannaf cenoVdai* 
Watt* Mondaaa aquare off at a 
debate from Kanaaa City Mo 
0 BAOKSTRETCH leddy s 
the onfy one *ho understands the 
myttanoua cacumatancea w 
roufxftng Bright Morranga odd 
behav-jr   g 
0 NATURE Eaploree the varaa- 
tass of plant and ananal ate found 
m tha Seychaaes a 90-*atand 
archa>elago at the Indam Ocean 
0 THIS WEEK'S MUSK 
0 PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE 
President Reagan and Democratic 
preetdenliel candidate Walter 
Monde*, aquare off at a debate 
Irom Kanaaa Gfy. Mo. anatyaia 
and mtervsaws enfl foaow 
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Mmneeote Fata va   U J   Puokett 
mi 
fTMCl MOVIE ** Richard 
Pryor - Hera And Now'' (19831 
Richard Pryor The famoua come- 
*ken rape everyone - from •*•- 
phants to forrnar arraea - m this 
Mm atagad at the Seengar The- 
atre m New Orteana    R  Q 
BOO 
0 JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
Susan and Tedder prepare for thaa 
vedrkng. but a atone thrown at 
thaa car. meant for hra beat man. 
mpu *a TeddM instead Q 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Prwate Schuli Opera- 
tion Bernhard .» ifcamentlad and 
the war • toet. but Schub temem- 
bers thai buned et tha Engaah 
countryside era two rruason 
pounds  (Pan 0 of 61 (HI Q 
0 MOVIE * * V, "How To 
Beat The High Coat Of Lnang 
11979) Susan Samt Jamaa. Jeee. 
ca Lange No kmgar able to keep 
up with eaBaiaan. three Oregon 
hooaewwes turn to larceny to be! 
anca thaa budgets 
1E9PN) SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE 70S Wafted Benrtu va 
Sugar Ray Leonard (No* 1979 a. 
lee vegee). (P.) 
^he^mmgemmt 
Hair, Skin,and Nail Designers 
10% OFF 
Perms, Cuts, 
Manicures, 
Pedicures, 
& Sculptured Nails 
with Nicole 
181 (B) S. Main 
"J 
3524101 
or 352-4143 
(2222 
Coupon Expires 11 /2 
V a Oi' 
■    MOV*    "Me    Mi " 
tTafta*Bl) Rebel Unoh. Jtaaeea 
Will   A mM>MI» 
man I—M immiii h* 
fll NFL FOOTBALL MM 
Stan Sear** M Mi CouAoyt 
INoat: Theee™. 
1" 
•   700   CLUB SOUM 
■Ml   I bnalll   -no   in*   < 
Wel Seeet: a man «yho ouertjer. 
J 
10:00 
•    •    TRAPPtR    JOHN. 
MJ>. 
■ HOCK. PC* AND OB. Doc 
umanbrv taaaiiatwa John and 
Janet Foeea. a*** 10 the Arab* 
eNane* to wmm current na> 
e*e I ■■■■ I»I In aha area* of ener - 
•V. 
three heat attack* and peratyae 
■a** hb alary. 
12:10 
■ AKWMg 
MO ■ ■  TAKING AOVAN- fSW 
IM ■ MicmoAN REPLAY 
1:00 
IHAWA* FfVE-0 
CMLDREN    RUNNING 
OUT Of Th** 
7:10 
• P.M.   MA0AZINI A neat 
-UK  Tn.Ouito.iton.- 
■ ROMN-aNMT 
• PAMLYPEUO ■ non.Fi COURT 
■ UFE AROUNOUS 
■ THREE! COMPANY 
•v«gllM'l4iton 
OrOO 
■ • SCARECROW AMD 
MM. UNO Amend* aM lee 
ire eeatntonad to Saarburg Aua- 
via. to locato a top-fetal tabah 
enant wtto haa rrn/eaenouaty da 
appearee;    Quaal   afar   Jaan 
HAMOJN-   IN Kaaa bend. 
yeungaear to ate, eneh aw. and 
MSB. ejj meela a Isabel e*>Saea1 
Thai 
MVSIBRYI    "Rtetaaa* a 
ATI MAVBJ*JOK An »«■ 
of Ian. Man Praam** "e B> 
Wto.1  BbtRbBll   aad  aoNna. 
I**he*n t—tbbaa aiWi Ralph 
a ooajiwaaai and 
■Aarjarliaaa. ■N mat",  •OUT* or 
TNI '70* Roberto Dm* a*. 
Pkano Cuaiaa MIS2 at IAJ and 
Roberta Owan e* Deeey Mama 
IIM3«)Hn.Yotl (hi 
(TMCI MOIRE •• M Satan ■ 
lei" I1B7B) Obnd Sou. Jemea 
Maon A note**! leaana to Na 
Boyhood home to pi* an and lo 
Ooutted memone. out hnda that 
• ataMar tinea* a aVoodt haa 
loam. "PC' 
lltOO 
ifJJNCWl I 
NATIONAL CJ 
HERfTAOE: CMUZA- 
TaON ANO THE JEW* Tha 
•voMton of Jaenah Hi a la 
Mlilila Agae torn Mia ila ahm 
mam of *m Saab* cat ojbera ai 
Span to dia aapubaon of Jatt* 
hem Waalain Canape ai dia Udi 
and 15th centunee Q 
(KENNETH COPELANO 
MONTY PYTHON! PLY- 
ING CBICUS 
MmnrowiictNTEii 
11:11 
■ AT THE heOVKS 
rrxci MOVIE *>*** "Nam>- 
taan"   11*271 Aft 
• TV! iU»H« AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES Ed Man 
itore and Aboneu Rftaao am prac- 
Bori iata wc*me. hat up. Ion 
ihioughoul Italy that anannadi 
toada to an *t-OI wmo hetd anon 
man a paaanf ailareet tor har. 
• Nn.POOTBAU.lo.Ano. 
■a Rama at Adanta F atone 
• • HeVTAOC: CIVILIZA- 
TION AND THE JEWS The 
Europaan Jaanah communav'. 
detelopt.na.1 anad th. aooal. 
paBeacaf and nakgnua currenti of 
*b lanaaaaanna. ftaformetion end 
Q 
AUTO RACMO Wold 
Eaduranoa   Serb*   -   Pup   1000 
than Japanl. HI 
MO 
■ • NEWHART Daapna 
Oat a aajtomn m. Sleeken* 
aanla to kaap a dato aha laada 
andl har boa* and 20 warn eenV 
ar. 
fj) REACH FOR THE TOT 
hSn*nVjunOMnd v«. Now Bruna- ■M 
IOTOO 
■ • CAONCY ti LACEY 
Ounng inaM chack of 
12:00 
•TRIETS    OF     IAN 
■M 
■I MOVIE *•   thalAOaaaav 
Numo.     Il»75l   Oanr   Co*™. 
NEW!       ** 
MO ■ Call 
PMQHTWATCH 
•   VVAU.   STREET   JOUR- 
NAl REPORT 
turn 
mtna VOPTTSCENTER 
400 
••PHI UNUMITIO HYDRO- 
PI_AI»E RACBNO ta.aou.. Gov 
amor •   Cap   (from   Lak. of MM 
Carat.  Mo I  (It 
■ CALL TO OLORY Fa* o» 
rfirjaa m A* Foroa paol arho haa 
aanporaair aaa IM mahnct for ay 
Mary Bafh a Ufcan <*ill>ia by a 
youth aha haa fuel con.iwliad ■ 
OCTOSBI 22. IM4 
1:00 
■ ■•• NEWS 
■ • 100.000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
((    MACNEI.    /    LEMRE* 
toanadbova. 
■ ALL CREATURES OMAT 
AHOaaVIAU. 
■ MCrVPE **• 'Support 
Your Local Ganbaraar'' (1171) 
Jaaaja Ganaa. Suranna PaHhana. 
ai ordar to aaandb a anu* Ham. 
a   con   man   baaa   a   nuna 
oarnv'a dauahba and ananta a 
haradkaar. 
• WCaJKJERWORKS "Who 
Haa Saan Tha Wndl" Concaaaon 
of bar aaary of a boy a conwiu of 
•ja at rand a^Miidmipn Tha 
Acartamy Aarad aaawaj ahan 
Ma Boy. and Gab toBaara 
(Part 2 of 21 g 
CE1PNI MONDAY NtOHT 
MATCHUP A p..... ol 
nraaM'a NPL fjarno balaabi aha 
Lea Atajaaaa Rama and Atlanta 
■ NATIONAL   / JOURNAL 
■ PATERSON PROJECT: 
ONE CITY IN THE REAGAN 
ERA Focuaaajon tour Ibnaaa n 
Paaaraon. NJ. aha attpacl el th. 
RllBaii Aarratattrabon'. aconom 
c patcan on tha avarao. Amarr- 
11:10 
(ATTMSMOVaS 
MOV* •* Rodeo &.I 
IIMOI Karharate Reaa. lo Hop 
kaai. Baaed on aha aua eury of 
Sue Patb The aafe of a clabttpaon 
rodeo paituiiibi oaoatae to try her 
huabantfa ana of arork daepaa hat 
IOaap RENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
MB 
•Sieve 
SA-C 
SB HAP 
• ■Ul 
11.40 
■ SPORT! THE FINAL 
WORD 
12:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
THIS WEEK Feelured Carabot 
Bareen and Seaheee Pun*a da 
oaal the. naraaareai Hobywood 
Waae". new "Lowe BOM raou- 
bre Pal Kloue and Tad McG-nary 
49 FOR MY PEOPLE 
IEBPNI COLLEOE FOOTBALL 
South Carobrte at Noaa Dame (Rl 
fTMC) MOVal ** H Std Ol 
The Mebl" I1M2I Roy SoMdar. 
Imavlabaa*. 
12: lO 
•JMOVai**    Deed. » Deep 
AKNEWSC] 
PY OAYS AGAIN 
_ B SINESS REPORT 
(EBPNI SrORTSLOOK 
ma MOVIE **V>   "Ouery 
119611 B* Karr. Mod Traveawm 
An    agtno    aheepherder    muel 
ohooee balaraen   toyahy   to   Iva 
enipaiiy and loaa for hre chernpr- 
onelaawcaMj. 
7O0 
•J    fj    ENTERTAINMENT 
TTJNKlrfT    FaeMad    Morgan 
Brtnarry. 
1 SHELLEY 
WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HA22ARD . 
■USSetSS REPORT 
M'A-l-H 
MACNtS.    /    LEHRER 
tMlrVVneadaUn 
nua MOVK •**   cut,, 
(.979)    SMT.    Conowy     ■root* 
Mm* bi ItSt M«V»WVB. m tiny 
Mi nv«fc»ja-a-Tv ■> hbtad by rt-» 
BmmtXB itgm n Ml tn puti-vg 
down Hit rvMTNitti M by FKM 
CN.D    R 
•:30 
0 DAIVQCPI BAY VVht*. . no. 
mt**t hun%tt*t bMr barafjra io 
bt*-9*9 ttmigm*,. Oec n-w to 
itmwrrmm wrry but rtttks mto rjuu 
bis Mong rf-. *.ty 
■M NR/S 8UP«RST>UIS 
TI*. Msri Wtvo P-»v»>d Ttw GSYTVJ 
•rOO 
• • KATI 4V ALL K A chic. 
Men s*>oirt »>4iJttfis)i or not to wft 
th* houM w> ConnoctKul mtftM 
Aft* rtw* about htv luj-st prajoont 
tndhntn 
0 JUOOE A ttrmtm* m wocumtl 
01 MatiaJtjng and nubng from ■ 
Mntot otinw: • hvmtv acow«r> 
ttncmel tha wt» r#tur?>i M it* 
INCVV8 
■IJCrWW 9dfH£ClAL 
0PW AUTO HAOHG SCCA 
«**(M BftNf>m Cup (from Phos> 
n-J. 
10:30 
tOOOCOUTLE 
ELECTION aWCIAL 
CTMO MOVTC **H Hot 
Stuff MIT9) Dam OttiM. 
Sva«ww Plwtwn* n»M fctam 
copaast MOMT tfnsr hmmto — * 
ttkt mob <mt*m Otmm ixtOsvcowsi 
•WKmg otmmton bKomttt con 
mOtcuoumtt mKcmmhd. ■KJ" 
IliM 
8    VtfO-LO 
DIARY 
tWKlW m CtNONNATl 
•URNS AND ALLEN ■VI 
mmp-ijQ o* itw   64 * 
i not 
• NEWS 
11;JO 
tTAM 
MOVK   **Vt     Svw>ojtra 
At SwnM'' (1971) GMW Mom 
gomon/.  Dtartl  M«fW>   A  trio of 
Beit** Armv dM 
• LAUREL AND HAROY 
MPNI SPORTSLOOK IRI 
IkN 
(TMCI        MOVII        *** 
Oeepehuar"   (1M2)   Hal   Hoi 
brook. Avwatne Barbeau. 
I 12:10 
■ LATE NK3HT WITH 
DAVTO UFTTERMAN Gueet. 
Art BUcharald. Roberta fleet at) 
■ ASC NEW! fahaMTLHaE 
■•Fill COLLEOE FOOTBALL 
South Caroana at Nobe Dame •» 
12:40 
■ MTMRI AN S WIPE A 
teotodl cemae a annaa poatl- 
aaj to rreedar, and a ojavaabaok 
tajnd ol fee Mi,MS*ia * aha 
prime euapect. HI 
ISM 
f HAWAII FIVE -O 
JRaaaTY SWAOOART 
MOWS **   ■PoanJer Rn. 
or" I18S3I Ron/ Cattoun. Cormn. 
Cabal. 
1:10 
■ NEWS 
MO ■ CBS NEWS 
NK3HTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
Ml 
(TMO ftBOknE * ' hnght Watv 
ng" MRU Jaitmy McNrchol. Bo 
NEWS 
Ml 
■ ■      ENTERTAINMENT 
TONKeHT Faanaod: George 
Bume. 
iTHESOUNOER 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKE! OF HAZZARO 
■UaBMESS REPORT 
M'A-l-H 
MACNEI     /    LEHRER 
NEyaajjMOijii 
aUPH) SPORTSCENTER 
7:10 
■ P.M. MAaJJuTJNE Fabaee 
tevar h.t. Cairon ONo at tha 1 at 
Annual Canton Corpcreaa Cup. 
• GEOROE ft Me CdtE D 
■ FAMK.YPEUO 
■ PEOPLE'S COURT 
• LIFE AROuatO U! 
■ THREE 1 COMP ANY 
««PN| AUTO RACMO CART 
Laeune Sect 300 (from Can I 
■.-00 
■ ■ AFTERMASH Jaal aa 
Kbajer a about to hrav. the pev 
murder el M«. Cody Nick and 
Boi eat out to aoba the mitieri. 
■ PAPER DOLLS Tempua 
Spoit.aeb Ireuanee e naar dVn- 
eaan of Harper World VWde: 
Raoate pareaedaa Vaaaeey to he* 
Dmd to ananaea nan: Jufca con 
torn. Taryn and Laune al e party 
lor rook ata John Wat.  Q 
■ ■ PRONTUNE An tv 
rtapth look at today. pobbcal 
aaaitan aejkidae u N. aabaiaB 
aka Jaame luakpalnek. taeepreea- 
danbal i*»ftaila OaraaSne fa 
rara and Jean Orueto hbrBteeoae 
cenovbte for the u S Senen.g 
S:SO 
■ HOUSE CALL* 
(ESPN) NFL OREATEST 
MOMENTS    1M1    Year    In 
1000 
I NATIONAL / 
vtaH he adfe end naaftorn baby. 
Waaawn^w canoab a* paeeea 
• THE F*TH ESTATE The 
BBS and eooal eredrceoane of the 
ceee of Fred Eejan. e Brrtan Col 
unable   ferhet   ensaaad of UBng 
n*eaale»v» 
■ A TEAM The teem nee up 
m   die ktdrapped 
key I 
WAR     R    at 
2:10 
■ CSS 
NtGHTWATCH 
1:10 
SSPRI SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
ITkaci MOW *** Leal 
Embraoa" III7SI Roy Scftadar. 
Janet htarosfei 
aklO 
EIPNI AUTO RACING lorry. 
m I Grand Prn 01 Europe ffrom 
Nurburaratp. aba* Oartnanyt 
TUEBDAV 
OCTOSBI 23. ISM 
• THREE! A CROWD Jack 
and hb. Bradford tangb at the. 
I care lor Vtk,  when 
■ • NOVA A raport on die 
woe and con. of a baton ctaar 
rrydroebctrrc praaad m Sn Lanka 
obae^ed to pnande n^enon for 
to uteawii a murder aa Me 
Of termer mombtra of a 
fagh aoheol beeebal teem Gueet 
ataa Mokay Mentb VVhrtey 
Ford. 
■ JBHBME When Jeabe arMe to 
rafab*ieae an eipeed poke* on. 
oaa. be eaaaua ento hetiuniee en 
obalecb) to h* reonaery 
■ • CONSTITUTION 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
Eapaoree aha iiieafiB of one* aid 
unueu* pteaahnaan. focueaaj on 
BaaTaaaaBal    pneone    and   the 
it lam lerrary 
Ooumnajeeeamalh*. 
■ MOVIE    Aurora    tFranaere) 
Sophia Loren. Oantol J. Treaan*. 
►topers to con eater* entafdty ea 
■ SBUON k SHMON A.J bid 
Re* ere Paoeni two a ceee 
atvohang Mobn Oaanonab. muroar 
and rrweuhan denhty (H) 
■ BEST OF CARSON Hoet 
Johnny Carton Gueet. Mamno 
Arroyo. Surety Heara. Janraajr 
Wateon. Buddy Rich. Mighty Car 
eon An Pteyere. (it) 
■ 08 LATENKaHT AMCRI 
CA fjcheoutad: Aftert Xavbr. 
Grenadaan aifteeeaifoi io rhe 
U.S. 
■ BANPORO ANO SON 
INTER 
0)00 
■ •••NEWS 
■ 0100.000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
■ MACNCB. / LEHRER 
NSWSHOUR 
I CHFF'RENT STROKES 
W1X> AMERICA VM 
Oogt Maty Stourhyr looke at ih. 
fob* and aoctd Hructure of the 
donteaiic dog • arad canate coue- 
M the ana*, coyote and toe Oil 
B:S0 
■ ■f»S NEWS 
■ NSC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS CJ 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
■EFRI SPORTSLOOK 
fTMCJ MOV* **y> The 
Choeen (19811 Meumaian 
Scrad Rod Stager Baaad on 
Cfaam Potok • notaj. A lrlaae**ep 
aaoady deaeeupt betneen a eeebf- 
b. aeeanaeeed Jear and ate eon of 
.a Han *r robbi. 'PG 
abndraoubtc g 
• MOV* * * vt "hkedar By 
Death II97BI Peter Fa* Peta 
Sahara An aoaaaibt. ndftonaea 
^tatae hue ateld Ibiatn abtec- 
Baae to bn rnaraeon arhare he 
aaaTaaBBI SSI to eoha e muroar 
in -tech he a die tacbm 
B:S0 
• • E / R WhJe byatg to 
dacate d ha aa* lake e mi ll 
POM Bud pay* more. Sraanfeal 
deeb andl apukuetu tar rhe lab 
hahean'tyotbjR. 
• WHO'S THE BOSS? 
tMtan Jonerhen pacta up Semerv 
rha'a hai hoht«g Angela out. 
bone Tony't chdd-tebeig ^eea 
naaO MOVK ***» "In- 
ane Song" 1137 11 Jemeo Caen. 
Bafy Dee aValbiia Tero lootbea 
ptayare ahara a tare baandatap 
urref cancer cbame one of them 
'G' 
•:O0 
a • MOVK The Cotafaoy 
And Tha Babeeia" (Prar-er.l Lee 
Makaa. LeaBe Vtnng Romance 
aaaBaJB beheoaai e Ruaaan od 
"trine  tdto  daeena  har  toupe  n 
• NEWS 
EIPNI POCKET BUUVROS 
MWmtaoia Fan a*. U J. Puctett 
H 
CTMCI MOVK **•', "The 
aVda Wore lb**'' 11M7I Jeanne 
aaoreau. Je*i Caauda B-ury A 
daeeught but deaanaanf young 
br-b aeta out lo eyenge th. deeth 
of her hiadltnd 
10:90 
a COO COUPLE 
1MB 
• ■••NEWS 
■ WORLD WAR I Of 
DIARY 
fWKRP tN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
CSPM NPL'S SUPERSTARS 
Tha hUn Who Ployed  The Game 
H 
11»»S 
11:00 
fTAXI 
MOVIE *** The Satan 
UMe Foye    UMBI Bob Hope. 
MBy VKaaa. Ecafta Foy'a kfakaig 
champ tdto tgjttt to drtya har to 
Naar   York   a* a taatt enSi he. 
I ll I    1*111. 
a WAYNE ANO aTHUSTER 
• RBPTKIE When e too* Rahar- 
houaa, The Pi 
eahenhe 
Pregnant 
■ CSS 
•    lOMQeaT   Hoat:   Johnny 
Careon   ScheoUbd: PeU hacCal 
ney. MeryOrooa. 
IABC NEWS NK3HTL1NE 
• LATENrGMT AMERI- 
CA Schadukteh Oaaal Schoan- 
brun. author of Amerce load. 
Out angar Coraaa Franca 
author of dia book Who a Sorry 
Now>" 
a SANFORO ANO SON 
QRTBCENTER 
12.-00 
STREETS     OP     SAN 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN e4ND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE C/\RRY! 
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
*KRT SUPPLIES ♦ PARTY GOODS 
* GREETING CARDS 
* GIFTS 
ETC. 
We service tnd sell typewriters tnd cMlculiton including £ne 
_ #    _ new SCM Electronics 
•9 Itll III 9 IStlTIS MeaiSi 
ti .ft I I M||M   AMR H"*liri« drrrri   Ohrii  4.l*rj 
OffKI SUNHY        (419) 352-1508 
U 6* '.■■■!■<■' '.-'ji'l'MO! 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
iSf W 428 E. Wooster 
Sweetest Day Special!! 
Sweetheart Roses     '12.50 a Doz. 
Cash & Carry 
* On this Special, Delivery is available 
for an additional S3.00. 
i i in ...'III1 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING IUT 
WE HAVE THE CURED 
12»S3 KB AMIS «D. 
— BO. — 
OO'B LABOIST 
ANO MOST 
COMPtlTl 
IMPORT 
EACNJTV 
352-7031 
-.-.-.«,-,-^*v 
I 
FRANCISCO 
■ FALL OUY Con and Ho— 
puraua a baa lump*1 accuaad ol 
drug trafhckmg nuui and r«pn 
10 ■ ahad al It* Moi«v* daaart 
(Rl 
8BJ/LOBO 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
BSPNI SPORTSLOOK mi 
(TMC] MOVE **» "Funny 
Lady" 11976) Barbra Straoand 
jamaaCaan 
12:SO 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guam: 
Roy Rogars datacbva Wgaaa 
Snydar. Larry "Bud Malmar. 
aagmant produoar Robart Monon. 
mi 
IESPN>  SUPER  BOUTS OF 
THE 'BOS MarMoua Martrat 
Hagtar va. Vno Amuofaimo (1981 
at Bononl and Mannn Hagaa va 
Mualafa Hamaho 11981 in 
Roaamom. HI (Rl 
1:00 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVaE   **     Baaout   Al 
43.000"   (19671   John   Payna. 
KaanSlaaM 
111* 
■ COLUMBO A facing acoaaa 
raota ttta daalti o* a ooaap cohan- 
laat. but bar aohatna backhraa. (R) 
1:30 
■ NEWS 
(ESPN) UNLIMITED HYDRO- 
PLANE RACING Uoaoun Gov 
a* nor a Cup (from Laka ol Iha 
Ourta. Mo I IRI 
2:00 
IJRHOOA 
2:20 
ITMCI MOVIE *a",    A,,.- i,. 
Tha D«a " 11982) Jack Palanca. 
Donald Plaaaanoa 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
30O 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
IESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Ouka al Oamaon 
4BM 
(TMCI    MOVIE    **      hfcghl 
maraa"   (19831   Cmtata Ramas 
rmaat Eatavaf. 
WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 24. I9B4 
EVENING 
BOO 
JOSS NEWS 
$100,000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
■ MACNEL    /    LEHHER 
NEWSHOUR 
SOIFFRENT STROKES 
CONGRESS:    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
S:OS 
(TUC) MOVIE ** '. "Baby. 
It'* You" 119831 Roaanna 
Aiouana. Vmcanl Spano A lough 
Itahan abaal kid haa a rooky and 
unkkak/ 'omanoa antti a rahnad 
laoh aehool honor atuoanl   R' 
MO ■ ■CBS NEWS 
I 
(SB gl 
men I 
NBC hitWS 
AKWWSg 
H>kRPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(CSPNt SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
Q    «■)    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT     feeturad'     IHHI 
trainer Rude) Weatheravai 
i NCVIR THE TWAIN 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IM^A^S^H 
MACNEL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0 P.M. MAGAZINE Akotii 
tha L8rxon>»Tig Ci'i BaeTt eeaaon. 
I ROSIN'S NEST 
IFAMLY FEUD 
I PEOPLE S COURT 
LIFE AROUND US 
i THREE'S COMPANY 
CSPNI   PKA   KARATE LaRoy 
HCapfcataS     Vt.      D*JO"TaT»     DOWttBTY      fCT 
the U.S. M^Jdtaw^^t Champion- 
*h*p (f*om El Peeo. Taws) 
BOO 
6) 0 CHARLES IN 
CHARGE What starts out M a 
quarrel oMwraan Douglae and 
Jeeon a/up., -mo a war ertsen 
Chartaa .nsrsis on rerna*n*>Q neu- 
tral 
Q NATURE OF THINGS 
Moat Dawd SunAi esattsine* tha 
dahcaia ecological balance ol 
Manitoba's Dalla Marsh, horna 
and breectng mound ol numatoua 
■peciaa of plant and animal Ha 
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Jonathan and Mart try to con- 
vaice a teen age paraplefcse. v»ho 
VYN a hpoh school beaeba* at« 
bafora h>* accident that ha can 
hava a meaningful Ha (Pan 1 ol 
2) 
0 FALL GUY Colt purchase* 
■hraa cars to smash up «i movta 
■luntl. not knowing Ihay contain 
S3 rndkon a. paarli Guest atari; 
Me,* Connors VAMham Conrad. 
Barry Newman Camarun Mitch 
all 
0 GB THE BRAIN Tha portion 
01 tha brain that control* tha 
amtaxt* ~ hungar. thast. sea. 
aggression - common to man 
and animals akke. is aaanttnad. Q 
© MOVIE *** -. H.iini 
11968) Stava McQuaan. Robart 
Vaughn A San Franciaco datac- 
liva tnaa to piavent tha murdar ol 
a proapactnra <avrtraau for a politi- 
cal haartng 
ITMCI MOVIE *# Targat 
Eagle 1198?) Maud Adama. 
Gaorga Pappard. Spantah pokca 
haa a rrkwcanary to atop a band ol 
I >nt«rnational drug anaugglarB wno 
■ra ft»o Bupptymg larronslt with 
matariara  10 butd  noclaar   (•reap 
S 30 
0 0 OREAMS Martha - 
■acrai atarwar drtvaa bar mto a 
atata of pane whan mara aduU 
won   auddanry   bacomaa   a   uek 
9:00 
0 0 MOVIE    With mtanl To 
OT1 (Pramiara) Karl Maldan Ala. 
McA/thur Tha myalary iijrround- 
■ng tha daath of • high acnool gal 
and tha lootoafl haro accuaad of 
tha enma raaurt acaa arhan a 
young man returna horna from a 
mental   robtuhon   and   faeaa   a 
hoattacommuntf.Q 
0    MARKET    PLACE    An 
update on tha danger* of epet-nm 
wheeia lo Ducttars and recreation 
al vahrda owner*. Canada t maat 
0   FACTS   OF   LIFE   Fearing 
that Jaf* and hu friends thjnfc of 
bar as young ""d LaT^aopnratacatad. 
Toooa daodaa to emoart on a 
more adult raUttonahrj. with ban. 
•3 DYNASTY Adam fights an 
•mpriaoned Alaius about bar 
ifpoorrano •"•' JHf'i reaction to 
F aion i fata abate fha lemay Sis- 
van ur*«>w*ngly twgata Sammy 
Jo as part of a Camngton conapa 
Mr.D 
0 0 MARK RUSSELL The 
pofcticer  utarst  lampoor-i  Waah 
artgion poM>cs and ofhar  currant 
events. 
{ESPN)   BOXING   Tenant* Al. 
«s   Edara. Curst at thM lOround 
lightweight    Chamoionshtp   (Lrve 
from Atlantic City. New Jarssv)- 
B:SO 
0 MAN ALIVE A loc* at the 
htsMtOc concept   the theory thai 
amofons control a parson's aua- 
captMitv to tineas and assail 
0 IT8 YOUR MOVE When 
faOrman lakes a mghttana job 
Matt uaas tha apartment to court 
his gatftasnd. 
0 0 ENTERPRISE Ch-om 
da* Lloyd* of london'a plan to 
racouar on* of the two NASA 
saHBtaa lost   a. apace early at 
10*. Q 
10 00 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
0 ST. ELSEWHERE Eraich 
may hrtt found true low*: a man 
taHy ttaturbsd pat-nt -».»t* has 
tha masked rsprat. a long-tana 
hospital employe* discovert ha 
has asbsstosas 
0 HOTEL Rrvaa-y between two 
brothers pnterteres with a young 
couple's romance: B>ty has an 
uneipected rtunron with bn for- 
mer getfnand. Dave's friend 
sneaks has unrepresented wine 
•nto a tastaig competition Q 
0 0 A REPORTER IN 
GRENADA Jason Robards ite- 
rates this drxumaniary thai 
aurrHjnas Ih* validity of th* Pan 
tagon's rastrtctions on the press 
a* it traces Tan* rtvag*r»n* cone 
ipondant VV*iam Mc Whaler's 
attempt to cover tha Granada 
invasion Corrimantary shto by 
Mala WaSace. Tom Brokaw and 
Charlayna Hunter - Gaufl 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Blue St-ts 
Apasn" (1963) Harry Haman. 
M*mi Rogers A woman attampts 
IO try out for a spot on a tug 
league baaabal team despite the 
opposition of man in the dub and 
than . PG 
10:16 
©NEWS 
10:30 
0 COD COUPLE 
11:00 
1000NCWS 
WORLD    WAR    II    <il 
DIARY 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:06 
QNEWS 
I TAXI 
MOVIE t¥*v> Sufavan* 
Imp.. I196JI Mart-* M4ner 
l-vdan Ch-et Attar the- lather 
diiapp—rs foCowayg a plane crash 
a> th* jungle has three sons begm 
to search for htm 
0 MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
tries to proaact an old fnend of 
Rot—i Masters who** macho 
image is based on earthy noiraai 
and strsnuous Irving (flt 
0 TOTSIGHT Most Jrjhnny 
Carson Scheduled Marian* Hart 
by 
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTl INE 
0 0 LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA   Schadkaad    Ma*   Roaanna. 
Iwaaa   ambassador   to   th*   U.S.: 
Or Richard Raatafe. author of the 
book 'TheBreei." 
0 SANFORD ANO SON 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11(40 
(TMCI MOVIE *** -Hmm 
Say N*v*r Agaa." 119831 Sean 
Connery Kakus Man* Brandfssrr 
After a world threatening orgen- 
ration steart two US miaaaaii 
and announce* it WH detonate the 
wsrhead* 4 a ransom is not mat. 
British agent Jamas Bond at cased 
at io save the world   PG' Q 
12:00 
0     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0 B J / LOSO 
0 LAUREL ANO HARDY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
0AV1D UTTERMAN Gus*l* 
psychic Lav Shneidar. Peruvian 
COITHC Mai Cochita. Norwegian 
smgar Otto Bhhovda. Larry "Bud' 
Mahnan (Rl 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
12:40 
0 MOVIE   **>     Gokfc* And 
'h* Bo*er   (1979)0 J Simpson 
Makssa Michaatsen 
lOO 
» HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
ffi) MOVIE ** W     Haa Oriv 
ar»     IIB6B) Stanley  Bakar.  Her- 
bert Lorn 
IE9PN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Ma-naaota fats va U J Puckalt 
IR) 
1:30 
0NEWS 
2 CO 
O FILM FEATURE 
(ESPN) FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL 
(TMCI MOVIE **Vi IsorAy- 
tonh Man 11962) Cant East- 
wood. Kyi* Eastwood 
2:SO 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:40 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
3:0O 
IESPNI    PKA    KARATE    Lao 
Louckt v*   Laroy Taylor tar tha 
World Light VV*h*rvn>»ghl Cham- 
pionahsp (from Datrarl) IRI 
3:10 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
s 
OCTOBER 26. 1B64 
C4*-p<ieM ' Ite* I v On M 
EVENING 
6:00 
IO00NEWS 
$100,000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
0 MACNEL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
i DIFF'RENT STROKES 
CONGRESS:   WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
6:30 
0 0 CSS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS r.J 
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
MM SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOVIE ** *.    Stal Of 
Tha nbght'' I19B2I Roy Sche-3er 
pv.'eryl    5ir**p     A    psychiatrist 
bacom**     incraaamgry     avirolved 
wrth   a  mysterious   woman  who 
waa th* trsstaraaa of a murdered 
patient   'PG' 
7:00 
0    0    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT    Featured     Ray 
Charts* 
IKEEP IT IN THE FAMILY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M-A'S-H 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) NFLS TREATEST 
MOMENTS 19B1 Year al 
Revaew 
7:30 
0    P.M.    MAGAZINE    Pro 
beach voMybal competition. 
I ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
_l FAMLY FEUD 
I PEOPLE S COURT 
KAPTUR   VS.   VENNER 
DEBATE Nsnth District Conar*s- 
non*   candidates   Mercy   Kaptur 
and Frank Vannar debate issues of 
concern 10 are* voters 
0 THREES COMPANY 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
8:00 
00 MAGNUM, P.I. 
O DIVINE SARAH Morw*je 
Leyrac stars m this (fcamaiuation 
o* Jacques Beydsrwelen'* piay 
deputing th* Me of the celebrated 
French actress Sarah Bamhardt. 
whoa* career spanned more than 
■u dscadss 
0 COSBY SHOW Caff face* a 
(Mamma whan his lather tnaa to 
convince Dents* she should 
attend a pradominaksly black urs- 
vw/srty m lieu of enroiing at an Ivy 
League school 
0 MOVIE ** v»    ih* Jark 
(1979) Slav* Mart*.   Barnadatte 
Petars An aicradkbry stupid young 
man. tha whrte stepson of Mack 
sharecroppers,   makes   a   fortune 
with a btnrre -.vent-on tR) p 
0 MOVIE *S>    Bobby Oaar 
nasd-' (1977) Al Paano. Mlarfh* 
KaBar.   An   American  racsrtg  idol, 
who haa found success on tha 
European ce-curt. fsfts m totat w»th 
a s*nou«ly * woman. 
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBAU. 
Brrgham Young at New Manco 
(TMC) MOV*  * *    Revenge of 
the   NaiMj'     119831   Sho   Koeugi 
Arthur  RobatU   A Japan*ai  gal 
ksry owner denies hr* vxasnt Na.*) 
±\ 
heritage int. AJnartcan drug trsw- 
hcasrs kidnap hot young son.   R 
8:30 
0 FAMILY TIES Whan St*v* 
and Elys* lea Maaory ** most 
Quit bar part time job because her 
grades are poor. Alas suggests a 
compromise 
0 0 ON THE MONEY Fee 
tured basic stock strateg***; 
shopping tar fitness eojLar*m*nt. 
finances of a coup** with two che- 
at**) and no savsnge CJ 
•:O0 
0   0   SIMON   B   SIMON 
Rack's only ekt» when ha « anast 
ad for murdar ra th* mc tan's wife 
but she den—, knowing hsm. 
0   CHEERS   Tha   patrons   al 
Cheer* are etunned whan Carl* 
announces   she s   grvtng   up   the 
hghi for custody of bar son 
O 0 MYSTERY!    Rumpcaa 
Of Tha Baday RLenpcfa go** to 
Africa  where  he  dasencta   Naran 
ga's nwaatar tar home attars on a 
murdar charge  Q 
8:30 
O    FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
0 NIGHT COURT An angry 
woman, in court with other man 
tal patient* for refusing lo pay cab 
Isre snatch** a gun and hides m 
aclotwt 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Mons* 
nor" (1962) ChnslOphar Reeve 
Genevuve BuaXd An amc-hous 
American prwst s secular actrv. 
ties at Naty aiclude Mafia deals 
and carnal eftaes    R 
10:00 
0 0 KNOTS LANDING 
Greg cstJrna self -defense n shoot- 
ing St CLar*. Gary keeps Abby 
secluded altar leicfcng bar sale. 
Karen trass to hnd drversion from 
her hightsn-ng secret Q 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
0 HkU.   STREET BLUES A 
rookie officer hang*  himself attar 
an   off duty   party.   LaRu*  admits 
he wss with a woman the nrght 
bafora   bar   husband   was   slssn 
BsaVar masguerades as a ctackan- 
and egg mascot 
0 20 / 20 Cp 
0 SNEAK PREVIEWS 
©NEWS 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Private SchuLr'' Opera 
Hn Bernhard is Asmantled and 
tha war is kMl. but Schub rsmsm- 
bars that bunad at tha Frsghsh 
countryside are two rrtasson 
pounds (Part 6 of 61IRIQ 
10:30 
SSOLO 
PISTONS PREVIEW A 
look at highlights from last year's 
Aamatjc playoff aanaa against tha 
New York Kraoks and an analysis 
of the i»?conaing year 
11:00 
BNEWS 
VVORLO    WAR    II    Qt 
DIARY 
| WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
) BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:06 
QNEWS 
11:28 
0 GOOD ROCKIN' TONITt 
Terr, OtrMd MuBs>an -tsrvssws 
member* of Qsastf RaM: vsdao* by 
Saw* Parry I Strung Out'). Frsid- 
dw Mercury aove KBa"). Berry 
, Csbb ('Shesa. Shasa"). 
8' 
I 
8: 
11:30 
«TAXI 
NEWHART Tha anival ol an 
aboCaa   baenakv   aRacta   Kak'a 
piaaurlolLaala (HI 
■ TONIGHT Hoal: Jonrmy 
Cannn. SchaouM: aclraaa Jana 
Baoaa. Mara M JL Huuat Oauda 
BBSAS 
(ABC NEWS NIGHTL1NE 
■ LATENK3HT AMERI- 
CA Scfaalulad: Clacago Tiawna 
cohannlal and author ol "Aman 
can Baa." 
■ SANFORD ANO SON 
IESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:40 
ITMCI MOVIE *** "Laa. 
Embrace 119791 Roy Scfaaoar. 
Janat Margohn. A goaananant 
agani. lacupaialaig horn a nar- 
youa braahdown ahar tha arrapa 
iraador ol rat ante, hno* hanaaM 
caught at a arab ol aapmnaga and 
atatgua   H 
ll:4B 
IE9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
U:O0 
■ STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
«BJ/LOBO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
IESPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Bngham Young a. Naar Mawco 
mi 
12:06 
■ MOVIE * * Vr 'Ptorfaaaa In 
Tha    Darfc"    119791    Maraha 
Maaon. Kathhtan Baaat 
12:SO 
■ LATE NK3HT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guaata: 
Rabat VVBiami. aatgar Patar Toah 
(tupid pat tr*±B. (Rl 
1:00 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOVIE a) a)    That Cold Day 
In    Tha   Park"    11969)    Sandy 
Dannra. Mirhad Btatta 
S JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   **    Appoattmant 
In London'   119661 Drt Bogarda. 
lanHuntar. 
1:26 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **':    laraaa 
And   Gantlaman.    Tha   Fabutoua 
Sl»n»    (1981) Diana Lara). Ray 
tVatatona 
I ISO ■ NEWS 
2:00 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
■ NEWS 
2:30 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
see 
CTMO MOVIE **** Faraty 
6 Alaaanoar" (1983) ParraU 
Aaarat. Barta Guva 
MS 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING CART 
lacuna Saca 300 llrom CaM I. (Rl 
VaryOi 
Good 
• **. 
»«» n 
»*» 
**M 
. ** 
. *» 
. .    * 
FREE TRANSFER 
(BOSU block or BOWLING GREEN script) 
OR 
1 Set off Greek Letters 
Jeans N Things 
For Gup iV Ms 
352-8333 
OrscN-AkVI F«$W-$:J0 
JWatt-5 
assa afs BH aMf** MHI OK. 31, r9M 
Sw**lllOUlli TCHTa. 
Sweetest Day J ittli 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS' 
lit. .sviaetfM Day -kei eowM lit ***** «af 
pnasa iK«n ,- p*ih-en n**as?       ■ 
Hiw.fr. say luve. And S-ffiV.rt. my it h 
■mSwesseu Day Jiwl Mop avnr raN 
6 Qsw.Q , BB, IBM 
l-.sa*ars and aaam.are f*r I Bey I 
SWEETEST DAY SPECIAL 
astwMif.il iJafsr Rosa JUstai 
lovdy Sarts-Jfkfait Rosa JlSpwass. 
In* ■*■.*< rssrsl .\ivst*eeie»i fr—   SSI 
Kkn Flower I 
-Msskoml 
.IU. fli.SBSSSI 
M-Sot 8-12 
Sunday 8-11 
•Beer 
'Wine 
' Tobacco 
' Munchies 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
780 S. Colleoe 
3SJ-9SS1 
